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EDITORIAL
I t is easy to forget to count your
blessings, what with the pressures of
daily life, the economic insecurity and
the doubts we all share about the fu
ture of humanity on the planet. It was
thus a painful pleasure for me to meet
and talk of the current situation in
Bolivia with Lucila Mejia de Morales,
head of the Federation of Peasant
Women in that Andean country.
Sehora Mejia was here as a guest of

the Council for Human Rights in Latin
America to talk about the plight of her
little-heard-from people. Bolivia is liv
ing under a State of National Emer
gency, produced by a reactions to the
recently imposed austerity measures
introduced by the government of Pres
ident Victor Paz Estensorro.
Dressed in the traditional garb of an
Ayamara woman, with a long green
s kirt, a dark brow n w rap-around
woolen cape and a tall bowler hat, Sra.
Mejia shared with me the current sta
tus of her people.
“The whole country is in a desperate
situation. Until recently most foods
were kept at fair prices by the govern
ment. Now all those supports have
been cut. More than 7,000 miners have
been waging a hunger strike down in
the mines since September 16, but the
current government will not accept
even a discussion with the working
sector. Instead they put into effect a
State of Siege, then a State of Emer
gency. You have to have a pass even to
move around. And this was still in ef
fect when I left Bolivia October 4th.
“In Bolivia, all the working people,
including campesinos (peasants) and
government employees, are affiliated
with the Central Obrero Boliviano (the
Bolivian Worker’s League). And this
group simply wants to open up a dia
logue with the government. But they
refuse to talk with us. Instead, we find
our wages are frozen. A worker earns
only $25-30 (U.S.) a month, and is
lucky to find work at all.
“The major problem we face is our
external debt. It is causing hunger,
misery and divorce. Even the largest
factories are closed down, saying that
they cannot buy raw materials. We the
workers are paying, even though we’ve
never had anything to do with a bank.
We’ve fallen into debt without seeing
any of the benefits.
“The campesino lives on his luck
alone. There is no technical assistance
to help us diversify our crops. They
have offered to help us create cooper
atives, but always with ideas from out
side our culture. And now the govern
m ent wants to lend us m oney in
dollars. But we won’t accept those
loans. How could we ever repay such
loans? In dollars? All we know is the
peso. That’s how we would lose our
land.”
The United States has long played
the primary role in aiding (and exploit
ing) Bolivia. We are the primary market
for most of her raw materials, includ
ing the cocaine which has itself pro
duced dislocation in the country.
“Another thing we re being blamed
for is cocaine. It’s true that coca leaf is
sold here in the markets. Miners live on
coca. Campesinos live on the coca
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leaf. Yet the government tells us we
m ust abandon this custom . (E x
Defense Minister) Luis Arce Gomez is a
great trafficker in cocaine, but the gov
ernment blames the coca producers
instead. Ex-President Garcia Meza and
his people had many cocaine facto
ries. The money they have made has all
gone out of the country in th e ir
pockets.
“It’s all so strange because this is a
rich country. Bolivia has great quan
tities of gold, silver and petroleum. But
the money doesn’t reach the working
people. Now everything is being cut
off. We’re being made to pay for things
we d id n ’t cause. What we want is
peace, tranquility and bread, nothing
more. We don’t want war nor confron
tation. I ’ve come to speak for the
campesinos of my country, to tell you
of our suffering.”
Let us not forget those people as we
go about our daily lives and as we cele
brate the holidays. There is no simple
solution that will bring about the
needed change in Bolivia and else
where, but we should remember that it
is our country, our multi-national cor
porations and our consumer culture
that dictates what happens to Lucila
Mejia and millions like her. It is our
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political activity, or lack thereof, which
allows this to continue.
With this issue we celebrate the
completion of seven years of exis
tence. We thank you all for your sup
port, past and future. May the holidays
and the New Year be cheery and bright.
Let’s keep each other warm through
the darkest night. Seasons greetings.
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reveal for the first time a curious episode in my life that may be of interest not only to
those engaged in research in the philosophy of mind, artificial intelligence and neuroscience'but also to the general public.
Several years ago I was approached by Pentagon officials who asked me to volunteer for
a highly dangerous and secret mission. In collaboration with NASA and Howard Hughes,
the Department of Defense was spending billions to develop a Supersonic Tunneling
c u lt; that brought the Pentagon to
Underground Device, or STUD. It was supposed to tunnel through the earth’s core at great
door, was that ths device Cd been i tu d
to recover was fiercely radioactive, in a
speed and deliver a specially designed atomic warhead “ right up the Red’s missile silos,”
naw way. According to monitoring inotrdas one of the Pentagon brass put it.
meats, semething about the p a tjrg gf the
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device and its complex interactions with
pockets of material deep in the earth had
produced radiation that could cause se
vere abnormalities in certain tissues of
the brain. No way had been found to
shield the brain from these deadly rays,
which were apparently harmless to other
tissues and organs of the body. So it had
been decided that the person sent to re
cover the device should leave his brain
behind. It would be kept in a safe place
where it could execute its normal control
functions by elaborate radio links. Would
I submit to a surgical procedure that
would com pletely remove my brain,
which would then be placed in a life-sup
port system at the Manned Spacecraft
Center in Houston? Each input and out
put pathway, as it was severed, would be
restored by a pair of microminiaturized
radio transceivers, one attached pre
cisely to the brain, the other to the nerve
stumps in the empty cranium. No infor
mation would be lost, all the connectivity
would be preserved. At first I was a bit
reluctant. Would it really work? The
Houston brain surgeons encouraged
me. “ Think of it,” they said, “ as a mere
stretching of the nerves. If your brain
were just moved over an inch in your
skull, that would not alter or impair your
mind. We’re simply going to make the
nerves indefinitely elastic by splicing ra
dio links into them .”
I was shown around the life-support
lab in Houston and saw the sparkling new
vat in which my brain would be placed,
were I to agree. I met the large and bril
liant support team of neurologists, hema
tologists, biophysicists, and electrical
engineers, and after several days of dis
cussions and demonstrations, I agreed
to give it a try. I was subjected to an
enormous array of blood tests, brain
scans, experiments, interviews, and the
like. They took down my autobiography
at great length, recorded tedious lists of
my beliefs, hopes, fears, and tastes.
They even listed my favorite stereo re
cordings and gave me a crash session of
psychoanalysis.
The day for the surgery arrived at last
and of course I was anesthetized and
remember nothing of the operation itself.
When I came out of anesthesia, I opened
my eyes, looked around, and asked the
inevitable, the traditional, the lamentably
hackneyed post-operative question:
“Where am I?” The nurse smiled down at
me. “ You’re in Houston,” she said, and I
reflected that this still had a good chance
of being the truth one way or another. She
handed me a mirror. Sure enough, there
were the tin y antennae poking up
through their titanium ports cemented
into my skull.
“ I gather the operation was a suc
cess,” I said, “ I want to go see my brain.”
They led me (I was a bit dizzy and un
steady) down a long corridor and into the
life-support lab. A cheer went up from the
assem bled support team , and I re
sponded with what I hoped was a jaunty
salute. Still feeling lightheaded, I was
helped over to the life-support vat. I
peered through the glass. There, floating
in what looked like ginger-ale, was unde
niably a human brain, though it was al
most covered with printed circuit chips,
plastic tubules, electrodes, and other
paraphernalia. “ Is that mine?” I asked.
“ Hit the output transmitter switch there
on the side of the vat and see for your
self,” the project director replied. I moved
the switch to OFF, and im m ediately
slumped, groggy and nauseated, into the
arms of the technicians, one of whom
kindly restored the switch to its ON posi
tion. While I recovered my equilibrium

brain, but I failed to carry off the exercise
with any conviction. I tried again. “ Here
am I, Daniel Dennett, suspended in a
bubbling fluid, being stared at by my own
eyes.” No, it just didn’t work. Most puz
zling and confusing. Being a philosopher
of firm physicalist conviction, I believed
unswervingly that the tokening of my
thoughts was occurring somewhere in
my brain: yet, when I thought “ Here I
am," where the thought occurred to me
was here, outside the vat, where I, De
nnett, was standing staring at my brain.
I tried and tried to think myself into the
vat, but to no avail. I tried to build up to
the task by doing mental exercises. I
thought to myself, “ The sun is shining
over there," five times in rapid succes
sion, each time mentally ostending a dif
ferent place: in order, the sun-lit corner of
the lab, the visible front lawn of the hospi
tal, Houston, Mars, and Jupiter. I found I
had little difficulty in getting my “ there’s”
to hop all over the celestial map with their
proper references. I could loft a “there”
in an instant through the farthest reaches
of space, and then aim the next “there”
with pinpoint accuracy at the upper left
quadrant of a freckle on my arm. Why
was I having such trouble with “ here” ?
“ Here in Houston” worked well enough,
and so did “ here in the lab,” and even
“ here in this part of the lab,” but “ here in
the vat” always seemed merely an un
meant mental mouthing. I tried closing
my eyes while thinking it. This seemed to
help, but still I couldn’t manage to pull it
off, except perhaps for a fleeting instant.
I couldn’t be sure. The discovery that I
couldn’t be sure was also unsettling.
How did I know where I meant by “ here”
when I thought “ here” ? Could I think I
meant one place when in fact I meant
another? I didn’t see how that could be
admitted without untying the few bonds
of intimacy between a person and his
own mental life that had survived the
onslaught of the brain scientists and phi
losophers, the physicalists and behav
iorists. Perhaps I was incorrigible about
where I meant when I said “ here.” But in
my present circumstances it seemed that
either I was doomed by sheer force of
mental habit to thinking systematically
false indexical thoughts, r where a per
son is (and hence where his thoughts are
tokened for purposes of semantic analy
sis) is not necessarily where his brain,
the physical seat of his soul, resides.
Nagged by confusion, I attempted to ori
ent myself by falling back on a favorite

p h ilo so p h e r’s ploy. I began naming
things.
Y o r ic k ,” I said aloud to my brain, “ you
are my brain. The rest of my body, seated
in this chair, I dub ‘Hamlet.’ “ So here we
all are: Yorick’s my brain, Hamlet’s my
body, and I am Dennett. Now, where am
I? And when I think “ where am I?”
w he re ’s that thought tokened? Is it

of the outfit were located? Would I be a
C alifo rn ia felon w ith an out-of-state
brain, or a Texas felon remotely control
ling an accomplice of sorts in California?
It seemed possible that I might beat such
a rap just on the undecidability of that
jurisdictional question, though perhaps it
would be deemed an inter-state, and
hence Federal, offense. In any event,
suppose I were convicted. Was it likely
that California would be satisfied to throw

Suppose I were now to fly to California,
rob a bank, and be apprehended. In which
state would I be tried: In California, where
the robbery took place, or in Texas, where
the brains of the outfit were located?
tokened in my brain, lounging about in
the vat, or right here between my ears
where it seems to be tokened? Or no
where? Its temporal coordinates give me
no trouble; must it not have spatial coor
dinates as well? I began making a list of
the alternatives.
(1) Where Hamlet goes, there goes
Dennett. This principle was easily refuted
by appeal to the familiar brain transplant
thought-experiments so enjoyed by phi
losophers. If Tom and Dick switch brains,
Tom is the fellow with D ick’s form er
body—just ask him; he’ll claim to be Tom,
and tell you the most intimate details of
Tom ’s a uto bio grap h y. It was c le a r
enough, then, that my current body and I
could part company, but not likely that I
could be separated from my brain. The
rule of thumb that emerged so plainly
from the thought experiments was that in
a brain-transplant operation, one wanted
to be the donor, not the recipient. Better
to call such an operation a body-transplant, in fact. So perhaps the truth was,
(2) Where Yorick goes, there goes Dennnett. This was not at all appealing, how
ever. How could I be in the vat and not
about to go anywhere, when I was so
obviously outside the vat looking in and
beginning to make guilty plans to return
to my room for a substantial lunch? This
begged the question I realized, but it still
seemed to be getting at som ething
important. Casting about for some sup
port for my intuition, I hit upon a legalistic
sort of argument that might have ap
pealed to Locke.
Suppose, I argued to myself, I were
now to fly to California, rob a bank, and
be apprehended. In which state would I
be tried: In California, where the robbery
took place, or in Texas, where the brains

Hamlet into the brig, knowing that Yorick
was living the good life and luxuriously
taking the waters in Texas? Would Texas
incarcerate Yorick, leaving Hamlet free
to take the next boat to Rio? This alter
native appealed to me. Barring capital
punishment or other cruel and unusual
punishment, the state would be obliged
to maintain the life-support system for
Yorick though they might move him from
Houston to Leavenworth, and aside from
the unpleasantness of the opprobrium, I,
for one, would not mind at all and would
consider myself a free man under those
circumstances. If the state has an inter
est in forcibly relocating persons in insti
tutions, it would fail to relocate me in any
institution by locating Yorick there. If this
w e re tr u e , it s u g g e s te d a th ir d
alternative.
(3) Dennett is wherever he think he is.
Generalized, the claim was as follows: At
any given time a person has a point of
view, and the location of the point of view
(which is determined internally by the
content of the point of view) is also the
location of the person.
Such a proposition is not without its
perplexities, but to me it seemed a step in
the right direction. The only trouble was
that it seemed to place one in a heads-lwin/tails-you-lose situation of unlikely in
fallibility as regards location. Hadn’t I my
self often been wrong about where I was,
and at least as often uncertain? Couldn’t
one get lost? Of course, but getting lost
geographically is not the only way one
might get lost. If one were lost in the
woods one could attempt to reassure
oneself with the consolation that at least
one knew where one was: one was right
here in the familiar surroundings of one’s
own body. Perhaps in this case one would
not have drawn one’s attention to much
to be thankful for. Still, there were worse
plights imaginable, and I wasn’t sure I
wasn’t in such a plight right now.
Point of view clearly had something to
do with personal location, but it was itself
an unclear notion. It was obvious that the
content of one’s point of view was not the
same as or determined by the content of
one’s beliefs or thoughts. For example,
what should we say about the point of
view of the Cinerama viewer who shrieks
and twists in his seat as the roller-coaster
footage overcomes his psychic distanc
ing? Has he forgotten that he is safely
seated in the theater? Here I was inclined
to say that the person is experiencing an

and composure, I thought to myself
“Well, here I am, sitting on a folding chair,
staring through a piece of plate glass at
my own b ra in . . . . But wait,” I said to my
self, “ shouldn’t I have thought, ‘Here I
am, suspended in a bubbling fluid, being
stared at by my own eyes’?” I tried to
think this latter thought. I tried to project it
into the tank, offering it hopefully to my
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illusory shift in point of view. In other
cases, my inclination to call such shifts
illusory was less strong. The workers in
laboratories and plants who handle dan
gerous materials by operating feedbackcontrolled mechanical arms and hands
undergo a shift in point of view that is
crisper and more pronounced than any
thing Cinerama can provoke. They can
feel the heft and slipperiness of the con
tainers they manipulate with their metal
fingers. They know perfectly well where
they are and are not fooled into false
beliefs by the experience, yet it is as if
they were inside the isolation chamber
they are peering into. With mental effort,
they can manage to shift their point of

hazardous mission. As I mentioned be
fore, I was a bit dizzy at first, and not
surprisingly, although I soon habituated

earth under Tulsa in search of an atomic
warhead.
When I found the warhead, I was cer
tainly glad I had left my brain behind, for
the pointer on the specially built Geiger
counter I had brought with me was off the
dial. I called Houston on my ordinary ra
dio and told the operation control center
of my position and my progress. In re
turn, they gave me instructions for dis
mantling the vehicle, based upon my on
site observations. I had set to work with
my cutting torch when all of a sudden a
terrible thing happened. I went stone
deaf. At first I thought it was only my radio
earphones that had broken, but when I
tapped on my helmet, I heard nothing.
Apparently the auditory transceivers had
gone on the fritz. I could no longer hear
Houston or my own voice, but I could

with this except by taking the dire and
counter-intuitive route of banishing all
talk of persons. Yet the notion of person
hood was so well entrenched in every
one’s world view, or so it seemed to me,
that any denial would be as curiously
unconvincing, as systematically disin
genuous, as the Cartesian negation, non
sum.
The joy of philosophic discovery thus
tided me over some very bad minutes or
perhaps hours as the helplessness and
hopelessness of my situation became
more apparent to me. Waves of panic
and even nausea swept over me, made
all the more horrible by the absence of
th e ir norm al b ody-dependent p h e 
nomenology. No adrenalin rush of tingles
in the arm s, no pounding heart, no pre
monitory salivation. I did feel a dread

W hen I looked into the mirror, I was a bit
startled to see an unfamiliar face. Bearded
and a bit heavier, bearing no doubt a
family resemblance to my former face, and
with the same look of spritely intelligence
and resolute character, but definitely a
new face.

view back and forth, rather like making a
transparent Neckar cube or an Escher
drawing change orientation before one’s
eyes. It does seem extravagant to sup
pose that in performing this bit of mental
gymnastics, they are transporting them
selves back and forth.
Still their example gave me hope. If I
was in fact in the vat in spite of my intui
tions, I might be able to train myself to
adopt that point of view even as a matter
of habit. I should dwell on images of my
self comfortably floating in my vat, beam
ing volitions to that familiar body out
there. I reflected that the ease or diffi
culty of this task was presumably inde
pendent of the truth about the location of

mysellf to my new circumstances (which
were,*after all, well nigh indistinguishable
from my old circumstances). My accom
modation was not perfect, however, and
to this day I continue to be plagued by
m inor coordin atio n d ifficu ltie s . The
speed of light is fast, but finite, and as my
brain and body move farther and farther
apart, the delicate interaction of my feed
back systems is thrown into disarray by
the time lags. Just as one is rendered
close to speechless by a delayed or
echoic hearing of one’s speaking voice
so, for instance, I am virtually unable to
track a moving object with my eyes when
ever my brain and my body are more than
a few miles apart. In most matters my
im p airm e n t is sca rce ly dete cta ble ,
though I can no longer hit a slow curve
ball with the authority of yore. There are
some compensations of course. Though
liquor tastes as good as ever, and warms
my gullet while corroding my liver, I can
drink it in any quantity I please, without
becoming the slightest bit inebriated, a
curiosity some of my close friends may
have noticed (though I occasionally have
feigned inebriation, so as not to draw at
tention to my unusual circumstances).
For similar reasons, I take aspirin orally
for a sprained wrist, but if the pain per
sists I ask Houston to administer codeine
to me in vitro. In times of illness the phone
bill can be staggering.

B u t to return to my adventure. At
one’s brain. Had I been practicing before
the operation, I might now be finding it
second nature. You might now yourself
try such a tromp I ’oeil. Imagine you have
written an inflammatory letter which has
been published in the Times, the result of
which is that the Government has chosen
to impound your brain for a probationary
period of three years in its Dangerous
Brain Clinic in Bethesda, Maryland. Your
body of course is allowed freedom to
earn a salary and thus to continue its
function of laying up income to be taxed.
At this moment, however, your body is
seated in an auditorium listening to a
peculiar account by Daniel Dennett of his
own similar experience. Try it. Think your
self to Bethesda, and then hark back
longingly to your body, far away, and yet
seeming so near. It is only with long-dis
tance re stra in t (yours? the Govern
ment’s?) that you can control your im
pulse to get those hands clapping in
polite applause before navigating the old
body to the rest room and a well-de
served glass of evening sherry in the
lounge. The task of imaginat ion is cer
tainly difficult, but if you achieve your
goal the results might be consoling.
Anyway, there I was in Houston, lost in
thought as one might say, but not for
long. My speculations were soon inter
rupted by the Houston doctors, who
wished to test out my new prosthetic ner
vous system before sending me off on my
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length, both the doctors and I were satis
fied that I was ready to undertake my
subterranean mission. And so I left my
brain in Houston and headed by heli
copter for Tulsa. Well, in any case, that’s
the way it seemed to me. That’s how I
would put it, just off the top of my head as
it were. On the trip I reflected further
about my earlier anxieties and decided
that my first post-operative speculations
had been tinged with panic. The matter
was not nearly as strange or m eta
physical as I had been supposing. Where
was I? In two places, clearly: both inside
the vat and outside it. Just as one can
stand with one foot in Connecticut and
the other in Rhode Island, I was in two
places at once. I had become one of
those scattered individuals we used to
hear so much about. The more I consid
ered this answer, the more obviously true
it appeared. But, strange to say, the more
true it appeared, the less important the
question to which it could be the true
answer seemed. A sad, but not unprece
dented, fate for a philosophical question
to suffer. This answer did not completely
satisfy me, of course. There lingered
some question to which I should have
liked an answer, which was neither
“ Where are all my various and sundry
parts?” nor “What is my current point of
view?” Or at least there seemed to be
such a question. For it did seem undenia
ble that in some sense I and not merely
most of me was descending into the

speak, so I started telling them what had
happened. In m id-sentence, I knew
something else had gone wrong. My vo
cal apparatus had become paralyzed.
Then my right hand went limp—another
transceiver had gone. I was truly in deep
trouble. But worse was to follow. After a
few more minutes, I went blind. I cursed
my luck, and then I cursed the scientists
who had led me into this grave peril.
There I was, deaf, dumb, and blind, in a
radioactive hole more than a mile under
Tulsa. Then the last of my cerebral radio
links broke, and suddenly I was faced
with a new and even more shocking prob
lem: whereas an instant before I had
been buried alive in Oklahoma, now I was
disembodied in Houston. My recognition
of my new status was not immediate. It
took me several very anxious minutes
before it dawned on me that my poor
body lay several hundred miles away,
with heart pulsing and lungs respirating,
but otherwise as dead as the body of any
heart transplant donor, its skull packed
with useless, broken electronic gear. The
shift in perspective I had earlier found
well nigh impossible now seemed quite
natural. Though I could think myself back
into my body in the tunnel under Tulsa, it
took some effort to sustain the illusion.
For surely it was an illusion to suppose I
was still in Oklahoma: I had lost all con
tact with that body.
It occurred to me then, with one of
those rushes of revelation of which we
should be suspicious, that I had stum
bled upon an impressive demonstration
of the immateriality of the soul based
upon physicalist principles and prem
ises. For as the last radio signal between
Tulsa and Houston died away, had I not
changed location from Tulsa to Houston
at the speed of light? And had I not ac
complished this without any increase in
mass? What moved from A to B at such
speed was surely myself, or at any rate

my soul or mind—the massless center of
my b e in g and hom e o f my c o n 
sciousness. My point of view had lagged
somewhat behind, but I had already
noted the indirect bearing of point of view
on personal location. I could not see how
a physicalist philosopher could quarrel

sinking feeling in my bowels at one point,
and this tricked me momentarily into the
false hope that I was undergoing a rever
sal of the process that landed me in this
fix—a gradual undisembodiment. But
the isolation and uniqueness of that
twinge soon convinced me that it was
simply the first of a plague of phantom
body hallucinations that I, like any other
amputee, would be all too likely to suffer.

My mood than was chaotic. On the one
hand, I was fired up with elation at my
philosophic discovery and was wracking
my brain (one of the few familiar things I
could still do), trying to figure out how to
communicate my discovery to the jour
nals; while on the other, I was bitter,
lonely, and filled with dread and uncer
tainty. Fortunately, this did not last long,
for my technical support team sedated
me into a dreamless sleep from which I
awoke, hearing with magnificent fidelity
the familiar opening strains of my favorite
Brahms piano trio. So that was why they
had wanted a list of my favorite record
ings! It did not take me long to realize that
I was hearing the music without ears.
The output from the stereo stylus was
being fed through some fancy rectifica
tion circuitry directly into my auditory
nerve. I was mainlining Brahms, an un
forgettable experience for any stereo
buff. At the end of the record it did not
surprise me to hear the reassuring voice
of the project director speaking into a
microphone that was now my prosthetic
ear. He confirmed my analysis of what
had gone wrong and assured me that
steps were being taken to reembody me.
He did not elaborate, and after a few
more recordings, I found myself drifting
off to sleep. My sleep lasted, I later
learned, for the better part of a year, and
when I awoke, it was to find myself fully
restored to my senses. When I looked
into the mirror, though, I was a bit startled
to see an unfamiliar face. Bearded and a
bit heavier, bearing no doubt a family re
semblance to my former face, and with
the same look of spritely intelligence and
resolute character, but definitely a new
face. Further self-explorations of an inti
mate nature left me no doubt that this
was a new body and the project director
confirmed my conclusions. He did not
volunteer any information on the past his
tory of my new body and I decided
(wisely, I think in retrospect) not to pry. As
many philosophe's unfamiliar with my or
deal have more recently speculated, the

acquisition of a new body leaves one's
person intact. And after a period of ad
justment to a new voice, new muscular
strengths and weaknesses, and so forth,
one’s personality is by and large also pre
served. More dramatic changes in per
sonality have been routinely observed in
people who have undergone extensive
plastic surgery, to say nothing of sex
change operations, and I think no one
contests the survival of the person in
such cases. In any event I soon accom
modated to my new body, to the point of
being unable to recover any of its novel
ties to my co n scio u sn e ss or even
memory. The view in the mirror soon be
came utterly familiar. That view, by the
way, still revealed antennae, and so I was
not surprised to learn that my brain had
not been moved from its haven in the life
support lab.

click, that was all. To test their claim, and
with the master switch now set at B, I hit
Yorick’s output transmitter switch on the
vat and sure enough, I began to faint.
Once the output switch was turned back
on and I had recovered my wits, so to
speak, I continued to play with the master
switch, flipping it back and forth. I found
that with the exception of the transitional

I

decided that good old Yorick deserved
a visit. I and my new body, whom we
might as well call Fortinbras, strode into
the familiar lab to another round of ap
plause from the technicians, who were of
course congratulating themselves, not
me. Once more I stood before the vat and
contemplated poor Yorick, and on a
whim I once again cavalierly flicked off
the output transmitter switch. Imagine
my surprise when nothing unusual hap
pened. No fainting spell, no nausea, no
noticeable change. A technician hurried
to restore the switch to ON, but still I felt
nothing. I demanded an explanation,
which the project director hastened to
provide. It seems that before they had
even operated on the first occasion, they
had constructed a computer duplicate of
my brain, reproducing both the complete ,
information processing structure and the
computational speed of my brain in a
giant computer program. After the opera
tion, but before they had dared to send
me off on my mission to Oklahoma, they
had run this computer system and Yorick
side by side. The incoming signals from
Hamlet were sent sim ultaneously to
Yorick’s transceivers and to the com
puter’s array of inputs. And the outputs
from Yorick were not only beamed back
to Hamlet, my body; they were recorded
and checked against the simultaneous
output of the computer program, which
was called “ Hubert” for reasons obscure
to me. Over days and even weeks, the
outputs were identical and synchronous,
which of course did not prove that they
had succeeded in copying the brain’s
functional structure, but the empirical
support was greatly encouraging.
Hubert’s input, and hence activity, had
been kept parallel with Yorick’s during
my disembodied days. And now, to dem
onstrate this, they had actually thrown
the master switch that put Hubert for the
first time in on-line control of my body—

not Hamlet, of course, but Fortinbras.
(Hamlet, I learned, had never been re
covered from its underground tomb and
could be assumed by this time to have
largely returned to the dust. At the head
of my grave still lay the magnificent bulk
of the abandoned device, with the word
STUD emblazoned on its side in large
letters—a circumstance which may pro
vide archeologists of the next century
with a curious insight into the burial rites
of their ancestors.)
The la b o ra to ry te c h n ic ia n s now
showed me the master switch, which had
two positions, labeled S, for Brain (they
didn’t know my brain’s name was Yorick)
and H, for Hubert. The switch did indeed
point to H, and they explained to me that
if I wished, I could switch it back to S.
With my heart in my mouth (and my brain
in its vat), I did this. Nothing happened. A

click, I could detect no trace of a dif
ference. I could switch in mid-utterance,
and the sentence I had begun speaking
under the control of Yorick was finished
without a pause or hitch of any kind un
der the control of Hubert. I had a spare
brain, a prosthetic device which might
some day stand me in very good stead,
were some mishap to befall Yorick. Or
alternatively, I could keep Yorick as a
spare and use Hubert. It didn’t seem to
make any difference which I chose, for
the wear and tear and fatigue on my body
did not have any debilitating effect on
either brain, whether or not it was actu
ally causing the motions of my body, or

merely spilling its output into thin air.
The one truly unsettling aspect of this
new developm ent was the prospect,
which was not long in dawning on me, of
someone detaching the spare— Hubert
or Yorick, as the case might be—from
Fortinbras and hitching it to yet another
body—some Johnny-come-lately Rosencrantz or Guildenstern. Then (if not be
fore) there would be two people, that
much was clear. One would be me, and
the other would be a sort of super-twin
brother. If there were two bodies, one un
der the control of Hubert and the other
being controlled by Yorick, then which
would the world recognize as the true
Dennett? And whatever the rest of the
world decided, which one would be me?
Would I be the Yorick-brained one, in vir
tue of Yorick’s causal priority and former
intimate relationship with the original
Dennett body, Hamlet? That seemed a
bit legalistic, a bit too redolent of the ar
bitrariness of consanguinity and legal
possession, to be convincing at the met
aphysical level. For, suppose that before
the arrival of the second body on the
scene, I had been keeping Yorick as the
spare for years, and letting Hubert’s out
put drive my body—that is, Fortinbras—
all that time. The Hubert-Fortinbras cou
ple would seem then by squatter’s rights
(to combat one legal intuition with an
other) to be the true Dennett and the
lawful inheritor of everything that was
Dennett’s. This was an interesting ques
tion, certainly, but not nearly so pressing
as another question that bothered me.
My strongest intuition was that in such an
eventuality / would survive so long as
either brain-body couple remained intact,
but I had mixed emotions about whether I
should want both to survive.
I discussed my worries with the techni
cians and the project director. The pros
pect of two Dennetts was abhorrent to
me, I explained, largely for social rea
sons. I didn’t want to be my own rival for
the affections of my wife, nor did I like the

prospect of the two Dennetts sharing my
modest professor’s salary. Still more ver
tiginous and distasteful, though, was the
idea of knowing that much about another
person, while he had the very same
goods on me. How could we ever face
each other? My colleagues in the lab ar
gued that I was ignoring the bright side of
the matter. Weren’t there many things I
wanted to do but, being only one person,
had been unable to do? Now one Dennett
could stay at home and be the professor
and family man, while the other could
strike out on a life of travel and adven
ture—missing the family of course, but
happy in the knowledge that the other
Dennett was keeping the home fires
burning. I could be faithful and adulter
ous at the same time. I could even
cuckold myself—to say nothing of other
more lurid possibilities my colleagues
were all too ready to force upon my over
taxed im agination. But my ordeal in
Oklahoma (or was it Houston?) had
made me less adventurous, and I shrank
from this opportunity that was being of
fered (though of course I was never quite
sure it was being offered to me in the first
place).
There was another prospect even
more d isagreeable—that the spare,
Hubert or Yorick as the case might be,
would be detached from any input from
Fortinbras and just left detached. Then,
as in the other case, there would be two
Dennetts, or at least two claimant^ to my
name and possessions, one embodied in
Fortinbras, and the other sadly, misera
bly disembodied. Both selfishness and
altruism bade me take steps to prevent
this from happening. So I asked that
measures be taken to ensure that no one

positions on the switch are intentionally
unmarked, so I never have the faintest
idea whether I am switching from Hubert
to Yorick or vice versa. (Some of you may
think that in this case I really don’t know
who I am, let alone where I am. But such
reflections no longer make much of a
dent on my essential Dennettness, on my
own sense of who I am. If it is true that in
one sense I don’t know who I am then
that’s another one of your philosophical
truths of underwhelming significance.)
In any case, every time I’ve flipped the
switch so far, nothing has happened. So
let’s give it a try. . . .
“ THANK GOD! I THOUGHT YOU’D
NEVER FLIP THAT SWITCH! You can’t
imagine how horrible it’s been these last
two weeks—but now you know, it’s your
turn in purgatory. How I’ve longed for this
moment! You see, about two weeks
ago—excuse me, ladies and gentlemen,
but I’ve got to explain this to m y .. .urn,
brother, I guess you could say, but he’s
just told you the facts, so you’ll under
stand—about two weeks ago our two
brains drifted just a bit out of synch. I
don’t know whether my brain is now
Hubert or Yorick, any more than you do,
but in any case, the two brains drifted
apart, and of course once the process
started, it snowballed, for I was in a
slightly different receptive state for the
input we both received, a difference that
was soon magnified. In no time at ail the
illusion that I was in control of my body—
our body—was completely dissipated.
There was nothing I could do—no way to
call you. YOU DIDN’T EVEN KNOW I
EXISTED! It’s been like being carried
around in a cage, or better, like being
possessed—hearing my own voice say

could ever tamper with the transceiver
connections or the master switch without
my (our? no, my) knowledge and con
sent. Since I had no desire to spend my
life guarding the equipment in Houston,
it was mutually decided that all the elec
tronic connections in the lab would be
carefully locked: both those that conrolled the life-support system for Yorick
and those that controlled the power sup
ply for Hubert would be guarded with fail
safe devices, and I would take the only
master switch, outfitted for radio remote
control, with me wherever I went. I carry it
strapped around my waist and—wait a
moment—here it is. Every few months I
reconnoiter the situation by switching
channels. I do this only in the presence of
friends of course, for if the other channel
were, heaven forbid, either dead or other
wise occupied, there would have to be
somebody who had my interests at heart
to switch it back, to bring me back from
the void. For while I could feel, see, hear
and otherwise sense whatever befell my
body, subsequent to such a switch, I’d be
unable to control it. By the way, the two

things I didn’t mean to say, watching in
frustration as my own hands performed
deeds I hadn’t intended. You’d scratch
our itches, but not the way I would have,
and you kept me awake, with your toss
ing and turning. I’ve been totally ex
hausted, on the verge of a nervous
breakdown, carried around helplessly by
your frantic round of activities, sustained
only by the knowledge that someday
you’d throw the switch.
“ Now it’s your turn, but at least you’ll
have the comfort of knowing I know
y o u ’ re in there. Like an e xpe ctan t
mother, I’m eating—or at any rate tast
ing, smelling, seeing—for two now, and
I’ll try to make it easy for you. Don’t worry.
Just as soon as this colloquium is over,
you and I will fly to Houston, and we’ll see
what can be done to get one of us an
other body. You can have a fem ale
body—your body could be any color you
like. But let’s think it over. I tell you what—
to be fair, if we both want this body, I
promise I’ll let the project director flip a
coin to settle which of us gets to keep it
and which then gets to choose a new
body. That should guarantee justice,
shouldn’t it? In any case, I’ll take care of
you, I promise. These people are my
witnesses.
“ Ladies and gentlemen, this talk we
have just heard is not exactly the talk /
would have given, but I assure you that
everything he said was perfectly true.
And now if you’ll excuse me, I think I’d—
we’d—better sit down.”

Daniel Dennett is Professor of Philoso
phy at Tufts where he is Director of Cog
nitive Studies. He’s the author of Elbow
Room, MIT Press, 1984. Artist Tim Braun is
an Evergreen College alumnus living in
Portland.
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^ ^ o m i n g o f age in A m e ric a in th e e arly seventies, I fo u n d m y s e lf in a
w h ite , m id d le -c la s s h ig h s c h o o l e m b ra c in g th e n e w A m e ric a n id e a l—
th a t I c o u ld have i t all. The c u ltu ra l h e a rtb e a t was a th r illin g h o riz o n
w h e re th e re was e q u a l o p p o r tu n ity fo r w o m e n , i t was p o s s ib le to have
sex w ith o u t g u ilt, a n d te c h n o lo g y p ro m is e d to m a ke life b e tte r. I sa
v o re d R o b in M o rg a n 's S is te rh o o d is P o w e rfu l, was in s p ire d b y th e c iv il
rig h ts m o v e m e n t, a n d was d a z z le d b y b u rg e o n in g o p tio n s fo r w o m e n . I
fe lt th a t a ll o f th e e le m e n ts o f a c o m p le te life se e m e d p o s s ib le .
Through these early years my diaries were my faithful companions. These
plastic-coated, pastel books with latches for safekeeping were filled with page
after page of dreams about a future where love was compassionate, work was
ample, creative and economically just, and housework was shared, especially the
dishes. I felt equal to boys; they were my friends. I was eager to learn how to fix my
own bike, and a neighborhood boy showed me how to grease my chain, adjust the
brakes, and fix a flat. My prize mathematical feat was constructing a demonstra
tion of the binary system. I was fascinated by the notion of a world of just zeros and
ones. As I molded my world, my resilience stemmed from my dreams and firm
belief in the women’s movement. Action around the ERA was full steam ahead,
and so were my fantasies. There was no doubt in my mind that the ERA was an
idea whose time had come. I left my ethnic neighborhood with my own unique
blend of confidence, expectations, and naivete.

The media’s chants also assured me
that America would take care of me. Tele
vision told me it was s o . . Progress is
our most important product. . . Better
things for better living through chem
istry. . . The quality goes in before the
name goes on . . What is good for Gen
eral Motors is good for America . . Little
did I realize that this was “ cultural armor”
on a dragon I would eventually attempt to
slay.
My initiation rites into adulthood were
happening at the height of an affluent
crest in America’s growth economy. Rid
ing a wave of cultural bliss, I graduated
from college, married, and got a job edit
ing educational materials. I continued
reading womens’ literature and rallied to
support progressive political ideals. For
awhile, while I was surrounded by the
ingredients of happiness and fulfillment,
the dream was working.
Several years later my black, leather
bound journals oozed page after page of
anger and angst about the contradic
tions, ambiguities and inequities of both
my marriage and my work. My marriage

was disintegrating quickly. I questioned
where the compassion was, and even
though we shared the dishes, our rela
tionship didn’t feel equitable. We both
tried to make our relationship succeed,
but had little understanding or experi
ence of what constituted a successful
relationship. At the office as I edited edu
cational reports and curriculum guides, I
felt like I was cleaning up someone else’s
undigested dogma. I began to question
how my work influenced my world.
At work I used my trusty tools: pencils,
pens, typewriters and white-out. One day
I wandered from the water fountain to the
word processing pool and nearby com
puter room. Although I understood what
computers did, I had never seen one be
fore. My curiosity was aroused. What
could I do with these machines? Could
they make my work easier and more in
teresting? I was once again seduced into
thinking that these tools, and technology
per se, were good, and that with tech
nology we could triumph. Wasn't that
what the cultural armor had indicated? A
new frontier glistened before me. Within

CONFESSIONS
of a

a few months I got a divorce and needing
a job became a technical writer with a
computer company. I promised to explain
to people how the company’s software
and hardware worked. I had no doubts
that I could pick it up quickly. They prom
ised challenging work, a decent salary,
and career opportunities.
That was five years ago. I remember
going to a party during those first weeks
on the job where someone asked me
what I “ did.” I said that I wrote computer
documentation. The man stared at me
like I had a social disease. When I went
on to explain that I really was a trans
lator—I made computers understand
able to ordinary people—his gazed soft
ened, conveying that this was more
palpable, even though he was still per
plexed. At least I was convinced. I thor
oughly enjoyed unraveling the mysteries
of computers, terminals, modetns, and
software applications. The work ap
pealed to my need for logic and order. I
, saw myself as a user advocate interpret
ing the language of programmers and
engineers.
The work continued to be challenging.
With each new project I became more of
a technologist. I kept getting raises,
earned the respect of my colleagues,
won awards, and was promoted to mid
dle-management. I had arrived. Yet a fre
netic gnawing in my stomach told me that
this notion was not quite right. As my
responsibilities grew, my collaborations
were almost exclusively with men. I
found myself engaged in discussions on
how decisions would affect employees,
was eager to solve “ people problems,"
and constantly lobbied for more long
term project planning. Even though my
work was valued, something was miss
ing. The technological world that ap
peared to be working so well for me was
leaving many others around me as
puzzled outsiders, especially women.
The p ro m is e o f te c h n o lo g y had
seemed a real payoff—household ap
pliances, electricity, computers, word
processors, and the pill were at our dis
posal. What I had not anticipated was
that the growth of technology was in the
so-called “ national interest;’’ examining

I T H O R O U G H LY ENJOYED UNRAVELING THE MYSTERIES
OF COMPUTERS, TERMINALS, MODEMS, A N D
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS. TH E W O R K APPEALED TO
M Y NEED FOR LOGIC A N D ORDER. I SAW MYSELF

EVEN

THOUGH MY WORK

W AS VALUED, SOMETHING
W AS MISSING.

T HE

TECHNO LO G ICAL

W O R LD TH AT APPEARED TO BE W O R K IN G
SO WELL FOR ME W AS LEAVING M A N Y
OTHERS A R O U N D ME AS PUZZLED
OUTSIDERS, ESPECIALLY W O M E N .

the cultural and political consequences
of our technological progress was‘ not.
Computers made many people anxious,
the pill had many undesired side effects,
household appliances were beyond the
financial means of many and studies
showed that there was more housework
to do now than in previous generations.
The time had come for me to make my
own assessment of technology, one from
a feminist perspective. This meant not
only looking at how technology affected
women, but also confronting the contra
dictions between feminism and tech
nology. My own definition of technology
broadened. I began to absorb informa
tion across the technological spectrum
from outer space to microelectronics.

I was a woman searching for answers.
Early chaotic dialogues running through
my head tried to sort out the good from
the bad. No, technology was not all be
nign. It was not triumphant. Nor was it all
malevolent. It was not a total threat. Tech
nology must just be a tool. Ah, yes. That
must be it. But no, tools are not valuefree. Each tool is different and none of
them are neutral. Tools influence our be
h a v io r; th e y can be b e n e fic ia l or
detrimental.
My journey provided a few sidetrips
which helped me come to grips with the
contradictions between my values and
reality. Learning more about the technol
ogies that affected my life led to critical
choices on how and where I did my work,
how I cared for my body, and how I spent
my money. Reading about women scien
tists, inventors and technologists such as
Hypatia, renowned mathematician of the
ancient world, and Ellen Swallow Rich
ards, founder of the scientific discipline
of ecology, provided role models. I es
pecially empathized with Catherine Lit
tlefield Green who invented the cotton
gin in 1793. Since it was inconceivable at
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that time for a woman to apply for a pa
tent, she showed it to Eli Whitney. This
historical perspective enlightened me,
and it eased my sometimes overwhelm
ing sense of isolation.
As I began dismantling the cultural ar
mor, I took a realistic look around my
office. The place was filled with men de
signing software, hardware, and tele
com m unications equipm ent. Women
worked in clerical positions or as tech
nical w riters like myself, with a few
women programmers working their way
up the ranks. The pattern—the gender
division of labor—was right before my
eyes. I began to look beyond my own
experience and the pattern emerged
stronger. Engineering firms, high tech
nology companies, and nuclear plants
were filled with men designing, manag
ing, and implementing the technologies
affecting our lives, while women were tra
ditionally assembling, keypunching, op
erating, or attending to details.
This pattern illustrates the disadvan
tages for women in both eucational and
employment arenas. As girls, most of us
did not “ tinker.” We were not encouraged
to delve into or guided through the se
crets of the mathematical hierarchy or
the mysteries of science which would
open the doors to the research labs or
electronics firms. Our lack of such edu
cation once again decreases our role,
status, decision-making, and economic
options. Women continue to be operators
or consumers of technology and targets
of advertising, rather than innovators and
designers.
With more clues in hand, the contra
dictions became more glaring. Tech
nology is transforming the way we all live
and work. Women are entering the work
force at an unprecedented rate. These
clues brought me back to basic everyday
economics and to how they impacted
women. During the past ten years there
has been a slight increase in the number
of women working as engineers, scentists, and in other technical fields. Even
thoug this trend continues, who controls
technology? Women and minorities have
little access to these corridors of power.

My observation as a manager is that
tlie skill necessary for developing com
puter technology is not necessarily an
aptitude for mathematics, but rather an

T HE TECHNICAL AND
PROFESSIONAL JOBS
WHERE W O M E N ARE
G A IN IN G G R O U N D 
COMPUTER
PR O G R AM M IN G ,
M ID D LE-M AN AG EM EN T,
A N D THE L A W -A R E
BEING DE-CLASSIFIED
A N D THE SALARIES
LOWERED.

others fit into this category. On the other
hand, it is now clear from U.S. Census
data that the technical and professional
jobs where women are gaining g ro u n d computer programming, middle-man
agement, and the law—are being de
classified and the salaries lowered.
From my feminist vantage point other
questions surfaced. What options did
other technologies provide for men and
women? For example, reproductive tech
nologies such as the pill, IUD, cervical
cap, and contraceptive sponge upon
closer examination are risky, and the
risks are overw helm ingly b o rn e .b y
women.
More directly on the work front, I found
that little research has been done on the
effects of silicon chips; CRTs, and radia
tion on the health of people assembling
or operating them, most of whom are
women and minorities. The high tech in
dustry talked about its “ clean” image
concerning environmental issues. I kept
wondering how these potential hazards
could be ignored.
As a translator I spent more and more
time demystifying technical terminology
and began sharing my knowledge of
computers and word processing with just
about anyone who wanted to know. I had
simple definitions and metaphors for
byte, distributed processing, and core
memory at the tip of my tongue. I partici
pated in a discussion group on women
and technology issues, and scrutinized
the myth that permeated the press—high
tech as panacea. My next step was to
begin consolidating ideas and strat
egies, and to organize a conference on
the subject. Other women were posing
the same questions and were concerned
about some of the same contradictions
with which I had become obsessed. I
found out I was not alone.
O n c e out of my isolation, I came to

ability to translate needs in a given en
vironment into words, procedures, or
products. Many jobs such as engineer
ing aide, software technician, quality
control specialist, technical writer, and

terms with the irony that each technology
is developed without looking at how it will
affect our social, economic, and cultural
structures—our quality of life. Some

models for dealing with the separation of
technology development from people
and culture are arising in Western Eu
rope. For example, included in the plan
ning to automate a plant in Sweden is a
study of the impacts on workers, with the
workers involved in the planning pro
cess. An assessment of how the tech
nology may affect people, the health and
safety of the population, the environ
ment, jobs, education and training, and
th e lo c a l e c o n o m y is ta ke n in to
consideration.
As Americans we find ourselves with
national policies dictating that tech
nology is how we measure our wealth,
our cultural self-worth. Automation and
technology are seen as ends in them
selves, rather than as part of an inte
grated process incorporating humanistic
and cultural values in concert with tech
nological goals. Our cultural tempera
ment and economic climate tend to reject
planning processes and investigations
into long-term strategies in favor of sim
ple solutions and short-term gains. We
also tend to ignore one of our keenest
strengths as a nation—diversity.
We do have a U.S. Office of Tech
nology Assessment, but researching our
country’s social and cultural fabric as
part of assessing technology is not a
focus of its work. This agency is sparsely
funded in the Reagan administration.
Who in America is weighing the social,
political, and economic ramifications of
our technological decisions? I wondered
if our history could have been different if
we had assessed the implications of nu
clear technology before our landscape
was dotted with dozens of nuclear power
plants.
Finding ways to infuse humanist val
ues concerning equity, decision-making
policies, health, safety, equal education
and employment access into our tech
nological development processes calls
for radical changes in our educational,
planning, and decision-making struc
tures. This type of change is not immi
nent, but there are starting points. The
challenge I faced was to unthink the cul
tural armor and to begin taking action by

G ift
Boxes
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goodies from Uncommon Scents.
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for yourself!
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scents,^
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building alliances and working to edu
cate others.
This past summer more than 140
women from throughout the Pacific

T HE

CHALLENGE I FACED

WAS TO UNTHINK THE
CULTURAL ARMOR AND
TO BEGIN TAKING
ACTION BY BUILDING
ALLIANCES AND
WORKING TO EDUCATE
OTHERS.

N orthwest attended the Women and
Technology conference in Portland that I
organized. Workshops ranged from dis
cussions on how technology affects the
workplace and how to start a technology
based business to learning about career
planning and office automation issues.
The audience was diverse and at times

FILM SCHEDULE

the dialogue was tense or downright con
frontational, especially where labor and
management issues were concerned.
Many discussions resulted in more ques
tions than answers. But the event was an
exciting one where women from many
diverse backgrounds explored how tech
nology affected their lives. There was
one moment during this fast-paced day
of making speeches and attending to de
tails when I looked over my shoulder and
saw an executive dressed in a tailored
suit, high heels and a bow tie, a Hispanic
secretary who had just been denied a
promotion, a software engineer, and a
black union organizer engaged in a
heated discussion. They definitely had
something to say to each other; I was
thrilled.
With a broad community-based under
standing of the issues, I sensed that col
lective action could make a difference.
As consumers we can boycott technolo
gies that we feel are unconstructive and
demand from manufacturers what we
want, rather than have corporate entities
dictate how a technology is used.
My role as a feminist technologist con
tinues to be one of making connections
with people and ideas, and learning
about the inter-relationships between our
social, political, and economic choices
and the applications of technology. This
path continues to be a meandering one,
on which I attempt to integrate the com
plexities and ambiguities inherent in a
rapidly changing world.
My home is now an “ electronic cot
tage” where I write about software, elec
tronic communication, and the connec
tions between hum anism and te ch 
nology. Using my computer and modem,
I am now exchanging ideas with people
nationwide who are organizing similar
actions and sharing humanistic values
about technology. The bottomline has
been my discovery that technology is
political.
Mimi Maduro is a technical writer living in
Portland. She has long been involved with
RAIN magazine. A rtist-gardener Susan
Gustavson lives in Portland.
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Trade Wars
vs

Techno-Education
A Conversation with

Jean-Jacques
Servan-Schreiber
By Fred Branfman
Illustration by Carl Smool

/ ean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber is one of the more thoughtful advocates o f
computer technology. As president of the Paris-based World Center for Micro
computer and Human Resources until his resignation this past spring, ServanSchreiber devised France’s ambitious computer-literacy program, which will es
tablish computer-learning centers in 36,500 cities and towns across France. He
was also instrumental in establishing, and remains active in, the Center’s interna
tional program, which works with government agencies and universities in many
Third World and industrialized countries.
Founder and former editor of [.’Express, France’s largest newsweekly, ServanSchreiber has served as a member of Parliament and as cabinet minister in two
governments. He is the author of The American Challenge and The World Chal
lenge. This past spring, he discussed the com puter revolution with Fred
Branfman, Policy Coordinator for the Center for New Democracy in Washington.

r r e d Branfman: Many Americans regard the computer revolution as a field for scien
tists, technicians, and futurists. Why is a nonscientist like yourself—one who has spent
most of his life in politics, publishing, and writing—devoting so much time to it?
Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber: Many believe the computer revolution will dominate
the next century. But it will be the next decade. So the time to prepare is now.
The computer revolution has often been compared to the Industrial Revolution. This
also is inaccurate. The Industrial Revolution did of course usher in a radical change but
only in our physical environment. The computer revolution will change the way in which
information and knowledge are spread, which will affect the capacity of the individual to
create and interact with others.
In fact, China is the one country be
The only real precedent is the invention,
sides Japan that is most rapidly embrac
five centuries ago, of the printing press. It
ing the computer revolution. The Chi
allowed for the dissemination of knowl
nese want to be linked not only to our
edge among an ever larger group of peo
computer center in Paris, but also to U.S.
ple and transformed the world.
universities. And unlike Americans, they
The computer revolution is the first in
are not focusing their work with comput
tellectual revolution in 500 years. It is
ers at the level of higher education. In
bound to transform every aspect of the
stead, they are establishing computer lit
human endeavor—agriculture, industry,
eracy centers that will put personal
the office, medicine, education. To ig
computers at the disposal of the general
nore this revolution is to make oneself
population. Because 50 percent of the
irrelevant.
Chinese population is under 20 years of
The nontechnicians are precisely the
age, they are quick to learn. They have
people who should become more in
unlimited potential. They are intelligent,
volved in this revolution if it is to be devel
hard-working, and frugal. Austerity to
oped for human ends. Every charac
them is not a hardship but a way of life.
teristic—creativity, imagination, talent—
So by the end of the century, China will be
that makes a human being different from
a major technological power.
a machine can be enhanced by the com
Singapore is another example. The
puter revolution. It can lead to far more
country has no natural resources, but it
interesting, challenging, humane, and
has educated its citizens. So it has been
rewarding work than industrial employ
able to develop into a competitive indus
ment. And it will reduce the amount of
trial power with vast financial strength.
time people must spend on work per se,
South Korea has followed a similar path.
allowing more time for creative, artistic,
Asia, then, presents a major challenge
personal pursuits. For this to happen,
to the West. Western nations must re
nonscientists must become involved.
think their approaches to industry and
FB: The computer revolution began in the
technology if they are to meet this chal
United States and many people assume
lenge successfully.
that America will continue to lead the
I am not in the least hostile toward
world in its development. How well do you
Japan. In fact, in my country I am consid
think the United States and the West have
ered one of its most ardent supporters.
been preparing for this revolution?
But I do believe that if the Japanese were
JJSS: Badly. And late. Japan leads the
to win this technological race, everyone
West by several years in industrial devel
would suffer. No nation should dominate
opment. What has happened to the U.S.
other nations. Therefore we have to com
auto and machine tool industries—a sort
pete with the Japanese. I believe that
of industrial Pearl Harbor—could soon
America and Europe must work together
happen to other leading industries.
much more closely if we are to meet one
One major factor in this trend is that
of the greatest challenges in our whole
Japan has paid close attention to educat
history, the Asian challenge.
ing its citizens, particularly in science,
FB: Why has the West thus far failed to
technology, m ath em a tics, and lan 
compete successfully?
guages. Over 90 percent of its workers
JJSS: The West has made a major stra
have high school degrees. Its general
tegic error. Computer science has been
population is more literate than are the
used prim arily to modernize industry
U.S. or European populations.
through computers, expert systems,
Other Asian nations show potential for
robots, etc. As a result, this revolution
the same kind of development we have
has begun by displacing workers, creat
seen in Japan. The Japanese are already
ing massive unemployment and disrupt
working closely with China. Their first pri
ing established communities, or shunt
ority now is to develop China, to bring it
ing workers into low-paid and uncreative
Japanese technology, to introduce com
jobs. Blinded by these problems, people
puter literacy— knowledge— as a new
tool of development.
have come to fear the consequences of

the computer revolution instead of mov
ing decisively to exploit its potential.
What we have kept ignoring is the ca
pacity of this new technology to develop
human creativity. We have barely begun
to apply the computer revolution to edu
cation, to worker training and retraining
programs, to the dissemination of knowl
edge. This is the step we must now take.
We cannot and should not stop the
spread of robotics. Our industries will not
be competitive without them. But we can
not simply parachute robots into our fac
tories without first ensuring that workers
are trained for new employment. Our pri
orities are wrong. We must first introduce
this technology to the people. Then we
can apply it successfully to industry.
These mistaken priorities have pro
duced upheavals throughout the West.
Unemployment in the European commu
nity is close to the levels that prevailed in
the 1930s, when fascist governments
came to power. Nearly 30 million are un
employed; a disproportionate number of
these are under 25. This is an extremely
dangerous situation—one that could
lead to a call for the type of supreme
authority represented by fascism.
Japan, in contrast, has maintained
sensible policies. For example, Toyota,
the world’s largest automobile manufac
turer, has been steadily robotizing its
plants. One might expect this process to
involve laying off workers. But Toyota has
not done so; instead they retrain workers
before they introduce robotics. Japan
has low unemployment—around 3 per
cent— mainly because of this kind of
careful attention to human resources.

kind of New Deal, a new New Deal that
will employ U.S. citizens to build the new
infrastructure of the computer age— not
autom obile highways but fiber-optics
highways, data banks, computer work
shops, and telecommunication systems.
Powerful, well-connected personal com
puters should be made widely available,
so that U.S. citizens anywhere can con
nect with these new networks of informa
tion and communication. Public com
puter lite ra c y m ust be the priority.
Because the United States and Europe
cannot compete with the cheaper labor
of the Third World, we can prosper only
by reordering our priorities so as to fully
develop our human and intellectu al
resources.
U.S. universities can play a major role
in this process. They are developing su
perb learning systems that employ com
puter technology; they should now work
to give more people access to these sys
tems. Just as Europe was led into the
Renaissance by its universities, so today
U.S. universities can lead the way in the
k n o w le d g e r e v o lu t io n , t h r o u g h
computers.
The Asia challenge will be the main
impetus for this effort. It is, in fact, the
success of Japan in mastering the com
puter era— in m anufacturing better,
cheaper, and higher quality products—
that will force us to mobilize our re
sources and channel them into these pri
orities. But it is critical that the West re
spond to the Asia challenge without
lapsing into nationalism, xenophobia,
and protectionism.
This is particularly true of the United

EOPLE HAVE COME TO FEAR THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE
COMPUTER REVOLUTION INSTEAD OF M OVING DECISIVELY TO
EXPLOIT ITS POTENTIAL. W H A T WE HAVE KEPT IGNORING IS THE
CAPACITY OF THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY TO DEVELOP HUM AN
CREATIVITY.
FB: Any serious person noting these
kinds of trends must ask: will the 21st
century be the Asian Century? Is the
United States destined to fade, to go the
way of Great Britain, France, Holland,
Belgium, and Portugal? If not, what must
the United States do to respond to the
Asian challenge?
JJSS: Although I think the Asians are
handling this more effectively and lucidly,
I still have great confidence in the United
States. One of the most vivid memories
of my youth, when I trained as a fighter
pilot in the United States (the summer in
Alabama, the winter in Michigan!), is how
effectively America, from a zero starting
point, rallied the world in the fight against
Hitler. Am erica’s achievements have
been and remain immense.
But it is important to note that Amer
ica’s technological successes in World
War II and the decades that followed were
possible only because the United States
developed its human resources in the
1930s. Franklin Roosevelt saved, really
saved, America’s society and economy
by putting people to work in massive pub
lic works projects.
Today the United States needs another

States, which is so large and prosperous
that it often considers itself the most
important nation in the world. It is not—
no one country is, any more. The next 15
years will make this evident, as other
countries continue to develop and be
come as creative and prosperous as the
United States. There is no place in today’sworld for any sense of national su
periority that leads to imperialism. The
West should treat Japan and the other
Asian nations with respect. Our goal
should be an equal partnership, in which
East and West irrigate the world with their
science and creativity without either side
seeking domination.
The West must develop a partnership
with jh e Asian nations, cooperating with
and learning from them just as they have
learned from us. All parties must take a
broader view of their own self-interests. I
believe that Japan can understand this. It
is the reason they are engaging in so
many joint ventures —for instance, the
General Motors-Toyota plant in Fremont,
California.
Without this kind of cooperation, world
trade will be choked off by a round of
protectionist measures. This would be a
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disaster, for America’s new New Deal can
not be limited by America’s borders. If
developed nations do not use the com
puter revolution to develop the four billion
people of the Third World, America and
Japan will also sink. Cutthroat competi
tion, protectionism—it will be a no-win
situation.
The only way out of this economic im
passe is to realize that both the United
States and Japan need access to the en
tire world’s markets. But these markets
must be developed—must become capa
ble of innovation and growth—before
they can be an outlet for the indus
trialized countries’ goods and services. If
only in order to keep the Western and
Japanese economies from sinking, we
must bring the computer revolution to the
Third World.
FB: Is it realistic to believe that Japan and
the United States could choose coopera
tion and partnership instead of increas
ing confrontation? And if so, how?
JJSS: The greatest threat to the world
today, over and above the many grave
threats we currently face—the nuclear
arms race, political revolutions, religious
fanaticism—is the possibility of an eco
nomic war between the two computer su
perpowers: Japan and America. If they
should become brutal competitors for
world supremacy in production (industry)
and creativity (science), they would com
mit more and more of their resources to a
bitter rivalry. And during the years of that
struggle the rest of the world would be
come, automatically, a simple, passive,
colonial battleground—and so remain
underdeveloped, dependent, sterile. The
two champions, by this short-sighted
misuse of their creative resources, would
bleed the world white—first other na
tions, then themselves. Every country
would suffer.
The other path is partnership. This is
the realistic option. The United States
and Japan, instead of fighting each other,
must decide to associate their resources,
their technologies, their human capaci
ties; together with Europe, they must lift
the Third World to the necessary level of
creativity by distributing computer tools
and knowledge among the populations of
the region. This is not another Marshall
Plan of “ a id ,” it is an investment in
human intelligence, of all races, in order
to create partners and open new mar
kets. In fact, it already happens in some
regions of the world: in the Arabian Gulf,
in China, in India, in parts of Africa. Amer
ican and Japanese corporations work to
gether with rapid and successful re
sults—but still on a much too limited
scale.
The key to broad success—and here
Europe should play a special role—is a
clear setting of priorities: not to sell prod
ucts first, not even to build plants, but first
to train people to use the new technolo
gies. Well-trained populations would au
tomatically attract investment and profit
by it; they would also be better equipped
to develop their own prosperity, becoming
active partners in world trade. Japan has
accomplished this in whole regions of the
Pacific, having helped to put Korea, 'Sin
gapore, Taiwan, and even the Philippines
and Malaysia on the development path.
There is an enormous amount that the
United States and Japan together could
achieve, in this manner, in every region.
And they would be the first to benefit from
it.
All this is becoming self-evident. But we
can’t forget that, time after time, we have
seen that nationalistic passions destroy
all reason. What sets this new era apart,
what makes optimism warranted, is that
the world economy will depend less and
less on limited material resources, which
nations have traditionally fought each
other to control. It will instead rely on the
unlimited human resource—knowledge.
It is this resource that the West must work
to develop in the Third World. The West
must put an end to the “march of folly”
that historian Barbara Tuchman has so
vividly described.
FB: In speaking of another Marshall Plan,
you seem to be advocating a notion sim
ilar to that associated with the Brandt
Commission. But isn’t such a “transfer of
wealth" concept politically impossible to
implement, since it would require further
cutbacks and increased austerity in the
West over the next several years?
JJSS: I’m advocating a transfer of knowl
edge— not wealth. Obviously, the cit
izens of Western nations would not vote
to give up part of their limited riches and
hand them to other countries. That would
be a political impossibility, as well as a
very futile way of aiding the Third World.
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HAT SETS THIS NEW ERA APART, W HAT MAKES OPTIMISM
WARRANTED, IS THAT THE W ORLD ECONOMY WILL DEPEND LESS
AN D LESS ON LIMITED MATERIAL RESOURCES, W HICH NATIONS HAVE
TRADITIONALLY FOUGHT EACH OTHER TO CONTROL. IT WILL
INSTEAD RELY ON THE UNLIMITED HUM AN RESOURCE — KNOWLEDGE.
The old Chinese adage applies here: “ If
you give me a fish, you nourish me for
one day; if you teach me to fish, you
nourish me for a lifetim e.” The West
should provide the Third World with the
means to create more wealth for them
selves so that they in turn will provide
markets for Western goods and services.
This is not charity. The goal is to establish
a partnership— a “ virtuous cycle ” of
creating and exchanging wealth.
Computer technology can create this
wealth much faster than the manufactur
ing age has. An agricultural computerbased system for the Third World, for
exam ple, begins by increa sing the
farmer’s understanding and skills, rather
than first introducing machinery he can
not properly apply as has so often oc
curred in the past. Investment in such a
system will reap significant short-term re
turns. Thus a “ Computer Deal” would not
be as long-term an investment as was
Roosevelt’s program 50 years ago.
Of course, such a new New Deal would
require a certain amount of self-disci
pline in the West. We cannot continue to
consume as we have and still channel
resources into the computer revolution to
create our future. But we don’t have to
contemplate austerity for the rest of our
lives. A slowdown in material consump
tion would need to last only for a limited
period. It should be viewed as a neces
sary step that will prepare for a richer
future—and a step that will prevent the
far more devastating austerity that will
strike us if we do not adequately prepare
for the computer revolution.
F r e d Brantman'. You have ,sug gest ed elsewhere that the computer revo
lution could allow the Third World largely
to bypass the Industrial Revolution and
quickly attain parity with the West. How
would you answer the often heard objec
tion that Third World populations are not
prepared to benefit from computer tech
nology because they lack the necessary
education and background?
Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber: Of
course they need education. But it is
com puter technology, not industrial
plants, that can give them the education
they need to develop and catch up with
the West.
Take Saudi Arabia, for instance. With
its vast oil wealth it built two “ Western”
industrial cities, Janbu and Jhubail, as
well as a vast network of steel, petro
chemical, and other industrial plants. Es
sentially, it tried to turn itself into a copy of
a Western industrialized country. But
those plants are not competitive, and the
Saudis have realized that their attempt at
development was misguided. Two years
ago the Saudi Arabian government
asked the World Computer Center to co
operate with the Department of Com
p ute r Science at the U niversity of
Dhahran. Now they are starting a net
work of computer workshops throughout
their country, in an attempt to make their
population computer-literate.
This is only one example. Our World
Computer Center operates in over 20
countries—throughout Latin America, in
African nations, in China and India. Our
basic goal is to provide training. We help
to establish networks of computer work
shops in small communities around a na
tion. These centers have five or six per
sonal computers each, and are linked to
nationwide data banks. We hope that
what we leave behind is a place where
individuals can come to train themselves
on the computers.
This kind of work is spreading. Three
years ago, President Belisario Betancur
of Colombia established the Latin Ameri
can Center for Computer Science and
Human Resources —an organization
parallel with our center in Paris. And he
has set up computer literacy centers in
every major city in Colombia. He even
made computer literacy a major issue in
his presidential campaign.
I had an interesting experience in India
five years ago that symbolizes the shift
that is o ccurring. I met with Indira
Gandhi, showed her a microprocessor
that Robert Noyce of Intel had given me,
and suggested that this would be the key

to India’s future development. She felt
more committed to large plants, she said,
with many workers. Then she urged me
to talk with her son Rajiv, who was not
involved in politics but, as a pilot, more
interested than she in such subjects. To.day, Rajiv Gandhi, with the World Center,
is promoting both computer literacy and
joint work with Western universities.
It is clear that a growing number of
Third World leaders understand that the
computer revolution is the key to their
development into the next decade.
FB: How exactly will the computer revolu
tion aid developm ent? For example,
would computer literacy enable the Saudi
people to produce goods they can’t pro
duce now? What industrial or agricultural
processes might this technology make
more efficient?
JJSS: The Saudis, quite legitimately,
want to use their profits frbm oil to be
come a creative power in all sectors, on
their o^n land and with their own popula
tion. This, let me state clearly, should in
fact be the goal of each nation, of each
region of the world. Autonomy has be
come a realistic and, I believe, noble
goal. Can the Saudis achieve this goal?
Yes—but only if they refrain from copying

the old manufacturing model of the West.
If they invest in shipyards, steel factories,
automobile manufacturing, even petro
chemical plants, of the present Western
type, they will be heading toward bank
ruptcy. Any such attempt to compete with
the automated, robotized, computerized
production units of Asia is doomed from
the outset. The Third World’s so-called
“ cheap manpower” is no match to robots
and expert systems.
So a Saudi investor should look to de
ploy the most up-to-date technology. For
instance, the industrial plants of Saudi
Arabia can hope to be successful only if
they are automated. Saudi Arabia’s im
mense desert can become equal to the
most fertile land in the world with com
puter-assisted agriculture. The Israelis
have already proven this on their own
desert sand: they even export tulips to
Holland! The Saudi population can learn
all the skills and master the sciences and
technologies of the world like any Ameri
can or European population, if they have
the computer tools— hardware and soft
ware—for learning and training. And the
magnificent but undermanned hospitals
of Riyadh and Dhahran urgently need
computers and computerized expert sys
tems in all areas. If not, these hospitals
will become either useless or hopelessly
expensive.
FB: What kind of technology, then, are
you advocating for the Third World?
Should it really be state-of-the-art tech
nology, or some less sophisticated form?
JJSS: We hear this question every
where. The answer cannot be the least
b it a m b ig u o u s : s ta te -o f-th e -a rt or
nothing.

I can speak from personal knowledge.
Pressing for usage of state-of-the-art
technology has been an essential part of
my public struggle, over the last de
cades, for the modernization of France.
But let’s take only the last, most crucial,
example: the computer-literacy program
of the World Computer Center. A plan for
thousands of workshops, equipped with
personal com puters, linked to data
banks, in every city, every district, every
village, open to all. The conflict—over
which I resigned, in March, from my ex
ecutive responsibilities—was precisely
on the choice of technology. The estab
lishment insisted that a “ cheap com
puter,” of the games type, with an 8-bit
m ic r o p r o c e s s o r w o u ld -be g o o d
enough—that at least it would stimulate
interest.
I disagreed. Since France is lagging
behind, the only chance for our popula
tion—and our economy—to catch up is
to choose, right away, the latest tech
nology, which happens to be the 32-bit
professional microcomputer. We should
let people have these tools so they can
really be trained, or even better, train
themselves toward real jobs—and not
simply be “ amused.” In two personal let
ters to President Mitterrand, I asked what
our goal is: to sell French computers as
they are, and so improve the bottom line
of in d u s tria l co rporations, or make
France modern and attractive for invest
ment, with a well-trained and literate
population?
I take the example of France because it
is there that I have seen this dilemma at
first hand. But the same principle applies
to any other country. Technology that is

even slightly outmoded will increase the
gap between developed and under
developed countries. It is a waste of re
sources, of energy, of hope. There can be
no second-class populations any more—
unless we want to run the risk of a rapid
return to neocolonialism, with all its poi
son, its potential for upheavals, revolts,
explosions.
FB: Most people in the West think of the
“computer revolution” in terms of what
we have today, essentially desk-top com
puters used for word processing, spread
sheet calculation, and data base man
agement. You obviously mean something
more by the term.
JJSS: The technology that is driving the
revolution consists of three main compo
nents: personal computers, communica
tion links between them, and data bases.
It is the individual’s access to indepen
dent computer power—not a terminal
hooked up to a mainframe—that marks
the beginning of this new era, one that
w ill ultim ately affect every aspect of
human life, not just word processing or
financial calculation.
I would define a true personal com
puter as one that a person can learn to
use in a few hours and that is supplied
with adequate software. These types of
p ow e rfu l in s tru m e n ts w ill becom e
cheaper, portable, and easier to use over
the next two years, bringing computer
technology to more and more people
throughout the world.
The second key technological compo
nent are the interactive networks that
connect computers, allowing individual
users to communicate with each other
and to link up with data banks—the third

main component. These networks make
the power of the personal com puter
unlimited.
Another new development, affecting
individuals and their jobs, is expert sys
tems—new software that uses artificial
intelligence techniques to enable users
to perform increasingly sophisticated
tasks. True expert systems are starting to
be developed. For example, Schlum 
berger, a French oil company, has been
experimenting on using expert systems
in oil exploration. To create such sys
tems, they take a professional who has
explored for oil all over the world for 25
years and is on the verge of retirement,
and interview him for months on end. All
the information he has accumulated in
widely different situations is system
atized and formatted onto software that
can be carried around on a personal
computer. A young engineer, sent to ex
plore for oil in some distant location,
could have this software on hand to help
him in making decisions. In effect, the
computer gives him an on-site expert as
sistant with a lifetime of experience and
knowledge.
F r e d Branfman: When you suggest the
computer revolution can eventually trans
form more than writing or business, what
do you mean exactly? Can you give some
examples?
Jean Jaques Servan-Schreiber: Agri
culture. Recently, the Japanese Minister
of Science and Technology visited our
World Computer Center. He asked our
experts for their estimates of how many
tomatoes one tomato plant could pro
duce with the help of intensive agri

cultural techniques, including computerassisted regulation of heat, light, and
water input. The top estimate from the
audience was 500 to 600 tomatoes. The
Minister responded that the output had
reached 12,000 tom atoes from one
plant.
We have already applied computer
systems to cattle-raising. These systems
monitor the cattle, telling the farmer
when a particular cow or steer needs
special attention to its health or feeding.
So instead of checking each head of cat
tle himself, the farmer intervenes only
when the computer notifies him of a par
ticular problem. This technology can in
crease by ten times the number of cattle
that one farm er can personally take
charge of.
The W orld C enter sent team s of
French experts to Carnegie-Mellon Uni
versity last summer to study artificial in
telligence so they can create more ex
pert systems to help farmers around the
world develop such agricultural tech
niques. This can become a new world
industry.
Computers are also revolutionizing ed
ucation. When computer and telecom
munications networks are sufficiently de
veloped, the lectures, research, and new
findings of important intellectuals and
academics can be made available to stu
dents around the world. Interactive sys
tems may further faciltate the dispersal
of knowledge and expertise. Students in
classrooms around the United States, for
example, could have the opportunity to
learn from a Nobel Laureate in Pitts
burgh, or Tokyo.
A field on which the computer revolu
tion will have a great impact is health
care. If there is one collective duty that a
nation has, it’s to care for the health of its
citizens. While private entities can and
should contribute, providing health care
to everyone is ultimately the responsibil
ity of the community.
Health care is tremendously expen
sive, as we all know. In the United States,
the federal government has been cutting
more and more health programs in its
effort to trim the budget deficit. France
has followed the opposite course, which
has its own problematic results: France’s
social welfare budget is now far too large,
at a level of sp e n d in g we ca n n o t
maintain.
But computer-based expert systems,
of the type we discussed earlier, could
revolutionize medicine, providing better
health care at much less cost. The goal is
not to eliminate doctors but to help them
use their time more efficiently.
This process of using computers to ad
vance health care has already started.
Mitterrand has singled out medicine as
the most important field to which the
computer revolution should be applied.
We have begun to create a national net
work of artificial intelligence laboratories
to develop expert systems. Eventually
this technology will assist not only doc
tors, but also patients who, with the help
of computers, may be able to take an
increasingly active role in monitoring
their own health and diagnosing their
own illnesses.
FB: How do you respond to the charge
that your vision is rather arid and tech
nological, that the computer revolution
cannot change society because of basic
human nature? We were told, for exam
ple, that television was going to transform
society. Today, we find society pretty sim
ilar to what it was 50 years ago before the
invention of television.
JJSS: Television has been an important
technical invention, which has brought
much knowledge to children, helped
bring cultures closer together, and so
forth. But its impact and development
have been limited by its centralized
nature, which led to its domination by
commercial interests, and by its total lack
of interaction with its audience. To watch
TV is essentially passive, not creative.
The computer revolution, by contrast, is
decentralized, and gives individuals the
opportunity to take control of much of
their lives in a way that has not been
possible before.
The computer revolution can decrease
the amount of boring, repetitive work
people have to do, helping them trans
form unchallenging jobs into more re
warding and creative employment. And,
more importantly, people can be freed to
spend more time discovering their own
gifts, increasing their interactions with
other individuals—both of their society
and of different cultures—and pursuing
knowledge and learning for its own sake.
What is arid and technological is not
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the computer revolution, but much of to
day’s manufacturing work. The computer
revolution gives us an opportunity to
create a far more exciting and, yes, more
humane world.
FB: Many would argue that, even if the
computer revolution has the potential you
suggest, it cannot succeed because of
the power of large institutions to block this
kind of fundamental change. What do you
see as the major institutional obstacles
blocking the full development of this
revolution?
JJSS: The present distorted allocation of
resources to the military is one of the
major institutional hindrances. It is a
hemorrhage of vital resources.
W hat'threatens the United States,
more than the Soviet Union does, is the
“ rising tide of mediocrity” that the U.S.
National Commission on Excellence in
Education described in its report on
Am erican schools. That nine in ten
young Americans comprise such a “ tide
of mediocrity” is a far greater threat to
America’s future than the Red Army is. I
admire American universities, but I find it
painfully evident that the education pres
ently provided in America’s elementary
and high schools is a fragile foundation
for national strength. We should use our
resources to remedy this situation, as a
national security issue.
Also, there is a more efficient way to
deal with the Soviets: expand tech
nological exchanges. I question the
wisdom of the policy of controlling the
trade of technology w ith the Soviet
Union. The computer revolution, in par
ticular, may have a contribution to make
in improving U.S.-Soviet relations. As
part of their attempt to develop trade and
acquire Western technology, Soviet lead
ers have made a commitment to intro
ducing personal computers into the So
viet Union —because they realize they
have no choice.
If these plans proceed, if Soviet cit
izens gain access to personal computers
and data banks, the flow in information
within the Soviet Union is bound to in
crease. Introducing com puter te ch 
nology into industry would probably lead
to some decentralization of the Soviet
economy. One can only speculate at this

point, but it seems quite likely that some
loosening of Soviet society would occur
in this case. The United States should
encourage this trend by increasing its
trade with the Soviet Union and by in
creasing U.S.-Soviet technological ex
changes. This would be a much more
positive, productive goal than the current
one of trying to bleed the Soviets white by
forcing them to overspend on defense.
China was as thick a communist state

turing techniques, which allow one fac
tory to produce more than one kind of
item, should make this self-sufficiency
possible in the next decade. I am speak
ing mainly of self-sufficiency in basic
products. Nations and regions will, of
course, still pursue a very active ex
change of knowledge.
For the near future, there will continue
to be a global division of labor. For exam
ple, as we have seen, it wouldn’t make

T HE COMPUTER REVOLUTION CO ULD LEAD TO THE OPPOSITE OF A
GLOBAL DIVISION OF L A B O R -IT COULD MAKE EACH REGION OF THE
W ORLD SELF-SUFFICIENT. FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
SHOULD MAKE THIS SELF-SUFFICIENCY POSSIBLE IN THE NEXT DECADE.
as the Soviet Union is. But China is now
moving toward greater freedom, in part
because of the enlightened position the
United States took toward it. The same
thing could happen with the Soviets. This
is, in any event, the only hope. The pre
sent nuclear buildup is unlikely either to
transform the Soviet Union or to make
the West more secure.
FB: What about other obstacles to the
computer revolution, such as neo-mercantile protectionism or the growing
power of multinational corporations ? Isn’t
there a danger that we are headed toward
a world dominated by a few giant corpora
tions or economically powerful nations
capable of im posing their econom ic
terms upon the rest of the world? What
future can the computer revolution have in
such an environment?
JJSS: Protectionist measures that divide
the world into cartels would lead to eco
nomic stagnation. And we cannot accept
the notion of a world run by large, even if
“ benevolent” corporations. Corporations
are organized to generate profits, not de
velop human resources.
I see a different kind of future, in which
each nation, each region, develops its
ability to manufacture its own products,
to feed itself, to have its own universities.
The computer revolution could lead to
the opposite of a global division of la
bor—it could make each region of the
world self-sufficient. Flexible manufac

sense for Saudi Arabia merely to copy
the West’s automobile manufacturing ca
pacity at this time. The United States, by
applying com puter science to a gri
culture, will strengthen its position as
one of the w orld’s largest and most
powerful agricultural nations. It may also
regain som e of its m a n u fa c tu rin g
strength by employing robotics. The
United States and Japan will excel in
telecom m unications and computers.
These tw o fie ld s jwill becom e in 
creasingly interconnected; this will be
come the largest industry in the world. It
is the industry that AT&T has in mind as it
goes into computers, IBM as it goes into
telecommunications.
But this pattern will continue only dur
ing a transition period. The long-term
goal should be a regional self-sufficiency
in basic products that allows different re
gions to enrich one another through their
different pursuits. Eventually a country
shouldn’t have to buy its food or cars
from some other distant region. Trans
porting a car made in Yokahama halfway
around the world in order to sell it is New
York makes no sense. It’s a waste of re
sources, for everyone.
FB: We end up, as in most discussions
like this, back in the realm of politics.
Clearly politics will be the key to determin
ing whether the computer revolution will
succeed. What sorts of political changes
will have to take place in the United States

for the computer revolution to fulfill its
potential?
JJSS: I don’t think the traditional political
establishment, as such, can lead us into
the new age. America should look to new
so urces of s tre n g th , new types of
leaders.
Many of your university officials and
professors have a tremendous amount of
insight. I think that their influence will
grow in coming years. When a leader of a
U.S. university takes a public stand, he or
she will be listened to more attentively
than politicians are.
The West needs to develop a much
more decentralized politics. The more
widely you disseminate knowledge and
power, the better the chance of making
decisions that are right for the public
good. The consensus for the future must
come from the broadest possible base of
citizens.

Political parties, presidential cam 
paigns, and paid political media should
play less and less of a role in politics. The
technology of the computer revolution
can help hasten this process of change.
Personal computers linked with data
bases could enable citizens to increase
their political knowledge. And the new
technologies that can make television
viewing more in te ra ctive —that have
been used to hold “ electronic town meet
ings,” for example, at which home view-
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ers can vote and otherwise participate—
could transform for the better the role of
the media in politics. Campaigns could
depend less on canned political adver
tisements and public relations images,
and more on knowledge and commu
nication. This would greatly improve our
political judgment and health.
Political, candidates should really
make more of an issue of the computer
revolution. I was surprised during the
1984 American campaign. Here we are,
living through a radical revolution that is
transforming society, putting people out
of work, destroying entire industries, up
rooting communities. Yet I never heard
either of the candidates address the is
sue, presenting ideas and policies to en
sure that people are not displaced by
robots, to improve education and job
training using new computer tools, to de
velop the computer revolution to en
hance people’s work and personal lives.
In addition to debating the economy, can
didates should be engaged in a great
debate over how to im prove work,
creativity, and people’s lives through this
revolution.
Mahatma Gandhi lived in a different
time and place, of course, but one aspect
of his life is relevant here: the need to
teach by concrete deeds rather than
words. Candidates should demonstrate
by their own example, as well as by giving
speeches, the ways in which this tech
nology can be put to good use. They
snould show -through their own fluency
in computer techniques, by constantly
visiting and studying computer work
shops, by ensuring that their own chil
dren have access to computers from an
early age —that this revolution is the key
to generating jobs and maintaining a na
tion’s strength.
Such politics could not only prove in
strumental in winning an election. More
importantly, they could help bring about
the Renaissance of America.

A Unique Family
of Smail Inns
On the North Oregon Coast
Warm greetings, distinctive accommo
dations & modest rates await you at each
of our cozy inns. All units have separate
entrances, private baths, color I .V.. and
the extra touch of books, plants & trained
prints
S e a S p r ite
C annon. ^ £ .a c (i

"
.

Enjoy homey guest lodgings on the
ocean-front in the quiet part of town.
Most units have kitchens, fireplaces &
spectacular ocean views.

“Storm Watcher Special”
Stay 3-5 nights. Sun—Thurs (no holi
days) for 40% off the regular rate of
$36-86. Brochure.
Five blocks north of Tolovana Store.
P.O. Box 66, Tolovana Park, OR 97145
(503) 436-2266

Hearthstone Inn
Cannon Beach
Share in the special village atmosphere
of Cannon Beach. The Inn is an easy
walk to shops, galleries & cafes . . . and
only a block to the beach. Each contem
porary unit has a beachrock fireplace, kit
chen & a touch of elegance.

“Fireside Special”
Stay 2-5 nights. Sun—Thurs (no holi
days) for 50% off the regular rate of
$45-55. Brochure. •
Just south of downtown on Hemlock.
P.O. Box 66. Tolovana Park. OR 97145
(503) 436-2266

Miueratbe 3nn
lied & Breakfast

i .

'

Seaside
Savor the charm of our European-style
Inn. Relax on the new riverfront deck or
in the library/parlor. Includes lovely
homemade breakfast. Some kitchens.
Featured on T.V.’s “PM Magazine".

“Getaway Special”
Stay 3 nights. Sun-Thurs (no holidays)
from only $60 total per couple. Regular
rates $29-45. Brochure.
430 S. Holladay. Seaside. OR 97138
(503) 738-8254

This article is reprinted with permission
from World Policy Journal ($18/yr.—777
United Nations Plaza, NYC, NY 10017).
Carl Smool is an artist living in Seattle. This
is his first illustration for CSQ.

WINTER RETREAT SPECIAL
STAY ANY 3 NIGHTS —
SUNDAY THRU FRIDAY —
& SAVE 30% OFF OUR REGULAR RATES
HOLIDAY PERIODS EXCLUDED
VALID UNTIL 3-15-86

OCEAN FRONT MOTEL
CANNON BEACH, OR 436-2205

CANNON BEACH
BOOK COMPANY
P.O. Box 634
132 N o rth H e m lo ck
C annon Beach, OR 97110

Now in the
Cannon Beach Mall

(503) 436-1301

I CELANDIC
I MPORTS
World's Finest Woolen Products

We are direct importers o f Icelandic
Wear an d prou d to show the Largest
Selection o f Coats, Jackets, Sweaters
& Accessories in Oregon!
Also Featuring
Dutch Lace Curtains (by the yard)
Irish Handwoven Capes
Netherlands Original Wooden Shoes
Trolls from Norway & Denmark
Gifts from Sweden

OPEN 7 DAYS 11-5

4 3 6 -1 7 3 7

"Quite simply,
the Best."
Selected the finest
seafood restaurant in Oregon
Oregon Magazine. December 1984

1287 S. Hemlock
Cannon Beach, OR
436-1179

Hours:
Dinners Tues-Sat 5:30
Closed Sunday & Monday
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T HE W INEMAKERS OF YAMHILL C OUNTY, O REGON
invite you to

A Wine County Thanksgiving
November 29, 30 & December 1
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
11 am to 5 pm

C olum bia River Brew ery is the first operating n iicrobre w ery in Portland in 60 years.
O ur 20 barrel b rew h o use and public tap room are located in P ortland’s oldest industrial
building. O ur b eers— B rid gep ort A le, B rid gep ort S tout, B rid gep ort G old en A le —
arc made only w ith barley, crystal malt, hops, yeast, and C ascade Mountain w ater.
There arc no additives o r adjuncts. The beers, available only on draught, are fresh,
sm ooth and fullflaw red.
C o lu m b ia R iv e r B r e w e r y , 1313 N.W. M arshall
P ortlan d , O regon 97209 (5 0 3 ) 241-7179

Distributed by Manchester’s Distributing, Gresham, OR (503) 667-5434
T

Connoisseur on a budget?

GREAT WINE BUYS
(specializing in the under $5 bottle)

1515 NE B r o a d w a y , P o rtla n d , OR 9 7 2 3 2
(5 0 3 ) 2 8 7 -B U Y S
10:30-6:30 Monday-Saturday

12:00-5:00 Sunday

Tualatin Vineyards
10th Annual Art & Wine Show

November 30th and December 1, 11 AM to 5 PM
■M i

H il l. VINEYARDS

Start your holiday shopping early. Tualatin gift items
and art for sale including pottery, weaving, paintings,
stained glass and more! Food and Wine!
Free Admission — Charge for Food & Wine

N

CALL 357-5005 for INFORMATION

MCMINNVILLE
YAMHII I VAI I I 1
V IM YARDS

OAK KNOLL WINERY
FIFTH ANNUAL

PRE - HOLIDAY WINE SALE
Saturday, November 23 through Sunday, December 1

Adelsheim Vineyard
Rex Hill Vineyard
Elk Cove Vineyards
Knudsen Erath Winery
Chateau Benoit Winery
Sokol Blosser Winery
Yamhill Valley Vineyards
Arterberry Cellars
Amity Vineyard
Hidden Springs Winery

SALE HOURS 10AM to5PM

•

CLOSEDTHANKSGIVING

It only happens one time every year. We offer you the opportunity to stock up on
our wonderful Oregon Wines for the upcoming holidays, at substantial savings.
Start your Christmas shopping early with savings of up to 35% per case of 12
bottles, or 25% per half case. Beautiful wood gift boxes, wine glasses, bottle wraps,
and wine racks are also available.
Sample our award-winners before you buy! We re located 4 miles South of
Hillsboro off Highway 219 on Burkhalter Rd.
Follow the signs or call for directions (503)648-8198

A ward - W inning Oregon Wines — The Perfect Gift

F

E

2924 E. BURNSIDE • PORTLAND O R EG O N • 232-9022
LUNCH • DINNER • SUNDAY BRUNCH • AFTERNOON TEA
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Cafe & Delicatessen
404 S.W. 10th Portland

CATERING SPECIALISTS
Weddings, Anniversaries
and special occasions.
Italian Specialties
Wine Bar • Cheeses • Sandwiches
Desserts • Salads • Sundries

WE FEATURE
THE MARTINOTTI FAMILY

OREGON
WINES

ARMAND-DIXIE
FRANK-VINCE
CECELIA-DIONE
EDDIE

WINETASTINGS FRIDAY
4-7PM

un bel giorno

Delicatessen • Wine By The Glass

224*9028

A D o Jum p M ovem ent T heatre
Production

SPECIALTY BAKING

Choreographed by Robin Lane

Fresh Carrot Cake
Cheese Cake
T r ip le
Dec. & 7

Giant Chocolate Chip Cookies
GOURMET COFFEE
EUPHORIA CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES

2,0,2-t
8:00 pm

3725 SE DIVISION
238-1470

7901S W Stank
253-9436

StduMiau

8:30AM-6PM
8:30AM-2PM
8:30AM-3PM

1515 SE 37th Ave
$5.00 in advance, $6.00 at the door
Children &. Seniors $5.00

by Kiera O ’Hara, K.K. Finn, Barbara Bernstein

Saturday

tuesday - today

simple suppers

e a st in d ia n fe a st

J private parties

You are invited to a special opening night performance,
followed by Reception

Call 231-1232 for ticket info and reservations

NEW FROM
NANCY'S

champagne bistro

3 HEW
LOWEAT YOGURT
ELA VORS
Essence o f Lemon,
Vanilla, and Maple.
Watch for them!
ALSO AVAILABLE
N a n cy 's P la in
L ow fat Y o g u r t in
h a n d y 8 o z . s iz e .
☆

Coffee Merchant
The finest imported coffee
beans, teas, chocolates, and
beverage brewing accessories.

CELEBRATE
with
CHAMPAGNE
AT ALBERTS

THE BROADWAY COFFEE MERCHANT
1637 N.E. Broadway • 284-9209
THE HAWTHORNE COFFEE MERCHANT
3562 S.E. Hawthorne • 230-1222

A LA CARTE

W - Th
F - Sat
Sun

212

5 to 12
5 to 1
5 to IO

Southwest

Stark

2309 NORTHWEST KEARNEY, PORTLAND, OREGON 222-4879
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A t iheWaterWfieel
B y Jess Piper
ILLUSTRATION BY JIMMY JET
the loaf that rolls away. Every place
where there is slack in the system is
known to them, every cool unspoken-for
corner, and the hours of all arriving
buses.
What would these places be without
the gamins who are everywhere? Even in
the smallest town, a sweet brown face will
find you, a sleek brown hand will slip into
yours. "Bonjour, Madame, et bienvenue
chez nous. ”
They are as eager to show their knowl
edge as they are to gain the few millime.
They will drag you for endless hours
through the convoluted lanes of the mar
ket place, and into the heart of the old
fadedtown. Into the steamy forges, the recking
tanneries, the bustling studios of the
weavers. Out into the cool sweet lux
uriant and rhapsodic gardens that sur
round the spring under the palms. Past
ragged women with babes-in-arms and
one-legged people who hold out their
hands for alms, past the white-dom ed
tombs of the marabout holy men, past the
mosques and the slaughter houses, and
past the Ministry where every day at four
p.m. the Mercedes line up to await the
slee k-su ite d g uardians of ‘ s o cia list
reform.'
The Romans came, the Arabs, the
Turks, the British, the French. . for
thousands of years strangers have been
alighting on these shores to fulfill their
various desires. The gamin is proud of
having digested and filed all requests
and on knowing where in the oasis or

went in the evenings to sit with the boy where the blind camel
turned the water wheel. It was cool under the white dome. The
only sound was the clop of the camel’s hooves and the elongated
groan of wooden gears. After the hubbub of the day, the shoulder-toshoulder crunch of the market place, the secretive tangles by which
the boy earned money, there was a boundless tranquility in the
measured plod of the beast and the steady creak of the wheel.

I

The camel wasn’t really blind. No doubt
some ancient predecessor was. Both for
the sake of local legend and to keep the
irrita b le creature from bitin g, sm all
woven cups were tied over its eyes. Sight
less, it trod in perpetual circles to raise
water from a spring that lay below the city.
Bright chiffon scarves of chartreuse and
crimson trailed from its bridle as knobby
knees bent and with exaggerated preci
sion stomped the whitewashed floor.
According to local belief, the spring
rises from the same source as the sacred
spring of Mecca where for countless cen
turies the desert tribes came in p il
grimage during the holy season. So deep
is the belief in this common source that a
pilgrim can visit the great mosque here
seven times to fulfill the hajj to Mecca that
is the once-in-a-lifetime duty of every
Muslim. No wonder then that visitors
drink from murky terra cotta cups on the
window ledge. . to drink of the water
guarantees one will return. Drop a few
millime in a cup for the camel on the way
out and providence is assured.
It is th is confluence of coolness,
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peace, and providence that lures the boy
here in evening time.
e tells me he’s a student, that it’s

H

loliday time or he would be away
at the government school. But his
sweater, shrunk above the wrists from
repeated washings, his reluctance to
write out the Arabic words he is teaching
me, and his evasiveness about his home
convince me of the reality of his situation.
I think he grew up on the streets, one of
the legion of North African kids who learn
how to say "Donnez-moi un stylo" before
they can converse in their own tongue.
On the streets they vie for the ear of the
tourist. . . ” 1 will show you the Turkish
fort, the Roman bathes, I can get you a
djellaba for the true price.”
They grow up running circles through
the souk, checking in from stall to stall
where they’ll get a couscous or tea in
return for errands or herding in the tour
ists who have succum bed to them.
They’re underfoot when the stalls come
down to lend a helping hand or to retrieve

m a rk e tp la c e a s tra n g e r can fin d
satisfaction.
“ My uncle will make you a carpet at
half the price. . . ”
“ Come to my house. . . my mother will
make you the true Arabic coffee. . . ”
“ I know a good Arab man who will cook
couscous and make love to you. . . ”
"I have an arrangem ent with the
guard.. . you will see the rooms a tourist
can't see .. ”
In a crack in the sidewalk beside a
vendor’s stall, grains of semolina fall
from time to time. The gamin will tell you
how many will fall in a month. Windfalls,
ironies, and the greed of others, these
serve more surely than charity.

R R

he boy appears in the morning
J l when I leave my hotel. He finds me
in the cafe next door. Or I wander into the
souk, and suddenly he is clucking in my
ear as I finger a scarf or a bracelet. “ Not
here. . . I can get it for a few millime.”
I thought he exaggerated until I tried to
buy a date-filled mekrouthe from the ven
dor beside the Medina gates. The boy
had bought one here for twenty-five mil
lime. Now I watched in horror as the ven
dor pocketed five-hundred millime. The
cookie sat in my stomach with guilt and
discomfort until I found the boy and
blurted out my confession. He shook his
head and scolded me. “ I told you not to
buy. They know me.”

For the rest of my stay I stood dutifully
by while he haggled for my sardines and
bread and coffee and mekrouthe. It was
not only the saving of my delicate funds
but to spare myself a fool’s humiliation in
the marketplace that I succumbed to the
boy's expertise. It seemed a lesson in
subservience to accept such protection.
But when I went on, to other towns and
other markets, I heard his tone in my
voice when I faced the vendors.
“ Five-hundred millime? Bismillahl Do
you think I am a fool?”
In the market place he has his way with
many. Everyone greets him pleasantly
and invites him in for tea and gossip. If I
wander through the market alone or sit
down for a coffee, people ask, “Where is
the boy?” as if they have accepted his
protection over me and wish to remind
me of it.
Others apparently have their way with
him. In the sea it’s true the big fishes eat
the little fishes. With his thickly-carved
jaw and his confident strut, he can outwit
many larger fishes. But in a moment here
or there, a passing glance exposes him.
He hurries me through these exposes
and sweeps me as quickly as possible
out into some more secure area of his
territory.
One day, in one of the back rooms of a
carpet shop, a surly young man joins our
tea-drinking group and begins to taunt
the boys with a huge wad of bills. He
pinches their cheeks and grabs their hair,
and when they turn away defiantly he
waves the money in their faces. One by
one he torments them. “Come to the back
room and let’s discuss it.”
When I meet the boy the next day he
has a few bills. He tells me, “My grand
father is rich from animals. He takes
good care of me.”
Inside the tesselated mud walls of the
old Medina, the square is amove with
Berber herdsmen unloading sheep and
goats from the backs of their Peugeout
pickups. They come in from the outlying
plains on market days to sell their ani
mals. Their women, strong and colorful in
bright handwoven barracans stroll about
the Medina doing errands. They enjoy
more freedom than other women. .. they
don’t hide their faces, they adorn them-

W
In this part of the world where old ways have suffered
and new ways haven't sufficed, and everyone scrambles
to yet a foothold, the bedouin here have fared well by
hanying onto old ways and
merely embellishiny them
with the new.

selves in heavy jewelry, and their step
has a noticeable lightness.
In this part of the world where old ways
have suffered and new ways haven’t suf
ficed, and everyone scrambles to get a
foothold, the bedouin here have fared
well by hanging onto old ways and
merely embellishing them with the new.
The land supports but little agriculture,
and animal keeping remains a necessity.
These bedu live on in their ancestral ter
ritory, observing the same ceremonies,
raising the same animals, and investing
in pick-up trucks and transistor radios to
keep apace with the market place of the
here and now.
On market day the trucks pull up, and
the Berber men leap out sinewy and
confident.
I am convinced his grandfather is not
among them.
“We will have a meal,” says the boy,
with the confidence of a lord, “ and this
time it is I who will pay.”
His French, like his smile, is broken.
Overwrought R’s tumble from his tongue
in innocent corruption.

Deep in the market place js a little cafe
open to the air. The tables are covered
with blue and white plastic tableclothes.
A stoppered bottle of water sits on each
table. We dine there on soup and chicken
stew. The cafe men look on with wry, dis
approving sm iles. . . he is squandering
his few millime on a wandering ajnabiyye.
The boy eats with great gusto and orders
the waiter about. A friend no doubt, or
someone who owes him money. Some
one who with a few well-placed words
could dash the boy's facade and leave
me in horror. But we all play our parts. . .
the gracious waiter, the courting young
man, and I, the coy lady.
For me this coyness is for real. Some
how on this journey I came to an unex
pected little corner where I broke down,
where I lost my edge and allowed a young
man to take me under his wing. It’s an
odd affair. . . I who am not weak, he who
really has nothing. Together in the dust
like little doves.
He seems to understand what I need
about the road, about the desert: it re
duces me.

e are sittin g on the window

ledge.The camel is turning its
circles and stomping out coded tales of
epic revenge. At first the camel upset me
and I felt a deep horror of its life. But each
time we come here, it seems more rea
sonable and not so out of the ordinary. I
begin to understand why, as the boy
watches, his face grows soft and for the
moment his overworked bravado comes
to rest.
“ A camel is exactly like a man,” he tells
me. “ He sees and feels everything and
he will remember it. If you beat him, he
will remember and when you do not ex
pect it he will have his revenge.”
The evening is cool and quiet. Pilgrims
appear from time to time to drink from the
clay dippers.
“ Wait here!" The boy slips away and
disappears into the market place with a
well worn case. I dream awhile, drifting
into the coolness of the whitewashed
dome above me and breathing with the
creak of the old wooden wheel.
Now the boy is back at my side with a
gift for my travels, a tiny, green-covered
book filled with Arabic script.
“ The ninety-nine names of Allah are
between these covers,” he tells me ear
nestly. “ They will protect you from snakes
when you go into the desert.”
he gamins, running their daily cir

T

cles through the market place,
have nothing in this world, except that no
one expects them home. So they can
come here in the evening to be cool and
comforted and to hope that one day the
camel will become senile enough to mut
ter aloud an unspoken word. For the
camel, it is said, knows the hundredth
name of Allah.
By such ruses gamins can become
marabouts and camels lose their live
lihood. Meanwhile, the wait, for paradise
or a crust of bread, whichever comes
first.
Jess Piper is a writer living in Seattle. She
c u rre n tly stu d ies A rab ic and Islam ic
heritage, and is laying plans for a return to
North Africa. Artist Jimmy Jet lives in Seat
tle, where he’s represented by the TraverSutton Gallery.

OLDT°WN
Bakery & Restaurant

Footw ear
For Portland
For Men and Women
Buy one lunch or breakfast at reg
ular price & get 2nd one of equal
or greater value for 1/2 price.

ALAN

Open 8 am - 4 pm Mon-Fri
222-9273
19 SW Second

816 SW 10th
222-2577
P o rtland, OR

CO STLEY

Mon-Sat 10-6
Sun 12-4
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SUNBOW GALLERY
Seen too many art galleries that make you want to yawn,
crawl into a corner and go to sleep? If you think art
should be fun, and more interesting than a pile of
bleached canvas, then Sunbow Gallery should be your
next stop. Sunbow specializes in one-of-a-kind art and
craft pieces that will make you smile. Laughing out loud
is allowed at this gallery, where the challenge is to walk by
the windows and not be lured inside by the light, airy,
comfortable and inviting atmosphere.
206SWStark Street
Portland 97204
221-0258

EVERYTHING ANTIQUE
FROM ANTIMACASSARS
TO ZYLOPHONES

DOWNTOWN
631 SW ALDER
(Just Off Broadway)

226-0624

Monday-Saturday
10am-6pm
Sunday Noon-5pnt

W

U
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A

10-7 Daily • Sunday 12-6

t f

RESTAURANT

7 my

Plus the fin e s t selection of
VINTAGE CLOTHING fo r men and
w om en, V ictorian th ro u g h the
1950's.
Turn o f the century w h ite dresses,
cam isoles, 8. p e tticoats. Flapper
dresses, beaded bags, fe ather
boas, fans. Lace, crepe, ch iffo n &.
silk velvet gow ns.
Silk lin gerie from the ’30s.
K im onos and M andarin Chinese
garm ents. Finely ta ilo re d 1940’s
suits and coats.
Luxurious furs &. fabulous hats.
E verything fo r men — from
tuxedos to Haw aiian shirts.

U nique a n d E xotic Chinese cuisine
specializing in spicy dishes
fro m H u n a n a n d Szechuan Provinces
M oderately Priced.

515 S.W. Broadway
Free parking after 6:00 p .m .

224-8063

M organ’s Alley Building I]

City Center Parking

10th & Washington

20 s
VISIT O U R NEW RESTAURANT
H UN A N GARDEN • 1 1 8 1 4 N.E. STH ST • BELLEVUE, WA.

(206)451-3595
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AVALON
318 sw. 9th

BY THE SLICE
OR WHOLE PIES
HERE OR TO GO
Lots of Seating U pstairs

CONTACT
YAMHILL BOOKMERCHANTS
GENERAL BOOKSTORE
NEWSPAPERS • M AGAZINES
(503 242-0087

110 SW Y A M H IL L

10-6 DAILY
IN T H E Y A M H IL L M A R K E T

TRAVEL PAGE
TRAVEL & LANG UAG E BOOKS
MAPS-ACCESSORIES
(503) 242-0047

D O W N T O W N PORTLAND

Our Original
design on
quality apparel.

12 Special Pizzas

ALWAYS THE
B E S T .. .

including TEX-MEX,
GREEK & PESTO
35 Fresh Quality
Toppings to choose from

YOUTH AND ADULT SIZES
$6 - $22

OREGON
GRAPHIC
E S I G N W E A
THE NEW MARKET VILLAGE
50 S.W. SECOND
PORTLAND
221-0353

A s k about discounts &
downtown delivery
for large orders,
office parties,
meetings, etc.
oooooooooooooo
222 SW WASHINGTON
224-LIPS
11 AM - 9 PM MON-THUR
11 AM - 11 PM FRI, SAT
CLOSED SUNDAY
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O n September 10 of this year, Sankai Juku (Studio from the Land of the
Mountain and the Sea), the celebrated Buto dance troupe from Japan,
performed one of their internationally acclaimed “public hangings” in Seat
tle’s Pioneer Square as a free exhibition to announce their series of evening
performances scheduled for later that week.
The crowd, estimated later to number around 1,000 lunchtime spectators,
fell silent as Ushio Amagatsu, founder of the troupe, appeared atop the 6story Mutual Life Building holding a large conch aloft, posing as if transfixed,
to a loudspeaker accompaniment of rumbling earthquake sounds and songs
of humpbacked whales. Four hairless, nearly nude male dancers, bodies
painted white, climbed over the metal brackets at the edge of the building
with thick, hempen ropes tied around their ankles.
Slowly, to the unearthly calls of undersea intelligences, the fetal-positioned
dancers began to be lowered, writhing in a primordial Dance of Birth and
Death. This hanging work, performed in similar settings over a hundred times
around the world (including the Olympic Festival in Los Angeles in 1984),
would continue until the four reached the ground. It was scheduled to last
approximately 25 minutes.
Some 10 feet from the peak of their descent, under the stress of what
appeared to be a too sudden, jerked playing out, the rope bearing Yoshiyuki
Takada snapped, sending his still supine form hurtling to the pavement. He
was pronounced dead at Harborview Medical Center some minutes later.

his safety line attached, fell to his death
the same day as Takada.
For irony depends on distance, be
tween the viewer and the viewed, a cer
tain angle of vision that requires the de
ta chm en t th a t representation often
affords us. Some, staggered by the
power of the first few minutes of the
Dance of Birth and Death, reacted to the
fall as they would to the mere image of
such a fall.
“What a cruel joke!” exclaimed one
onlooker behind me. Another, without
tu rn in g to fa ce her, exclaim ed in 
credulously, “Joke?" The first speaker
was probably guilty of nothing more than
a poor choice of words, but the choice
itself reflects a certain moral confusion, a
certain ironic distance inappropriate to
the gravity of what we had witnessed and
so quickly criticized by her respondent.
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NOTES TOWARD
UNDERSTANDING
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THE DEATH OF

YOSHIYUKI
By James Winchell
ike the sleeping amputee who feels a sudden, searJ U /in g pain and awakens confusedly clutching a missing
limb, we who witnessed the fall of Yoshiyuki Takada have
had to struggle with our notions of self, space and loss.
When the rope snapped, its symbolic value—as the ten
uous thread of life—vanished. The artwork—a visual met
aphor fusing symbol and space, the concrete and the
transcendental—ended at precisely that moment. To claim
otherwise, to challenge somehow the difference between
metaphor and mortality, would be morally indefensible.

Wide angle photo by Linda Novenski
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To claim that Yoshiyuki Takada’s death
was symbolic, or fitting, or aesthetic, or
even ironic, would dehum anize both
speaker and victim. Such a claim would

never be made by serious persons at the
site of a freeway fatality; such a claim
was certainly not made at the Tacoma
Dome when a young roof cleaner, without

Psychologists have enumerated sev
eral post-traumatic emotions likely to be
experienced by those who witnessed
Takada’s death: guilt, anger, anguish, a
generalized numbness, the seemingly
compulsive need to “ replay” the event,
the feeling that “ I can't get it out of my
mind.”
Faced w ith the possible psychic
damage, or at least extreme temporary
discomfort, that may result from the ab
sorption and reabsorption of such emo
tions, the “talking cure” is proposed as a
means of conceptualizing and ultimately
exorcising the side effects of this public
tragedy.
Sankai Juko proposes a “ceremony for
the audience,” a ritual so constant that
the onlookers actually undergo some
sort of transformation from their status as
spectators into some collective-yet-individuated part of the dance itself.
Yet the ambiguity inherent in this par
ticular transformation—the sheer power

of the initial dance atop the Mutual Life
Building, the terror of the accident itself,
and the profound confusion shot into the
interpretive process by bizarre chance,
set into a context of primordial images—
all have compounded the trauma for
Seattle.
But how to verbalize the incomprehen
sible, how to conceptualize some essen
tial, seemingly unnamable mystery sur
rounding the event we witnessed. The
key to understanding lies in the nature of
the crowd.

I n Crowds and Power, Elias Canetti
JLdescribes “ crowd crystals” as “ small,
rigid groups of men, strictly delimited
and of great constancy, which serve to
precipitate crowds.” While the crowd is
shifting, transient and susceptible to mo
mentum and inertia in the process of ag
glomeration and dispersal, the structure
of the crowd crystal “ is such that they can
be comprehended and taken in at a
glance. Their unity is more important
than their size. The crowd crystal is con
stant; it never changes its size. It’s mem
bers are trained in both action and faith.”
Uniformed soldiers, monks and or
chestras are cited as examples of this;
Sankai Juko is perhaps the purest form
of such a “ crowd crystal” ever experi
enced by any of us. Yoshiyuki Takada
himself has said that the troupe shaves
their bodies and paints themselves white
in order “to be nothing” —the ultimate
uniform, primeval in its blankness, signi
fying everything, implicating each viewer
in the “ moment” of species prehistory by
its nothingness.
Trained in both action and faith (phys
ical movement and spiritual discipline),
the Buto troupe crystalized the crowd
instantaneously, from the moment of
their appearance atop the Mutual Life
Building.
Certain mythic forces, or at least the
images of such forces, seemed to have
been set in motion.
Elias Canetti touches upon the mythos
of the crowd’s reaction to such a crystal:

T o claim that Yoshiyuki
Takada’s death was
symbolic, or fitting, or
aesthetic, or even ironic,
would dehumanize both
speaker and victim. Such
a claim was certainly not
made when a young roof
cleaner fell to his death
the same day.
The first feeling of anyone seeing or ex
periencing them should be that this is a
unit that will never fail apart. Their life
outside the crystal does not count.”
Yet when the rope snapped, the life of

Yoshiyuki Takada “ outside the crystal”
was precisely what did count— and what
was lost to all. Despite the fact that the
line between art and mortality must be
maintained in the name of our shared
humanity, it is necessary to acknowledge
a certain continuum of experience that
links the Dance of Birth and Death, so
abruptly terminated by the broken rope,
with the physical death of Yoshiyuki Tak
ada, especially in the continuing social
and psychological experience of the
crowd.
When the rope snapped, the whole
constellation of the crowd’s reception of
and reaction to Sankai Juku fell from the
comfortable realm of aesthetic modern
ity into a darker realm of the archaic, the
prehistoric. We were pointed in this direc
tion by the art itself, of course; the aes
thetic version of such a “ deep sense
memory” clearly informed the first min
utes of the hanging piece, itself drawn
from a longer work with the revealing title
Homage to Prehistory—Jomon Sho.
With the fall, however, an all too real
spectacle of ritualized mortality, history
itself—or at least our sense of history—
was thrown into question. A collective
spasm of terror, as if some seamless
sphere of art had been punctured and
the very protoplasm of the species were
rushing out in a single gasp, passed
through the crowd.
Watching the videotape on the news
that night, we would hear that sound
again. It is a sound unlike any other.
It is the sound of a certain chord of
social prehistory being struck—social,
species prehistory, and not merely the
image of it—a chord with the dim mem
ory of sacrifice as its dominant.

or history and culture were at stake
after the fall. The crowd had to rush
to recuperate its very grounding in the
familiar. Thus the rush toward the poetic,
the ironic, the rational.
From tim e immemorial theatre has
played a central role in the social func
tioning of myth and ritual. There is no
doubt that Sankai Juku’s performance is
engineered to reproduce elements of pri
m ordial events and, as Rene Girard
writes in Violence and the Sacred, “ if the
modern mind fa ils to recognize the
strongly functional nature” of sacrifice or
events with sacrificial overtones, “ the
most basic phenomena of human culture
w ill re m a in m is u n d e r s to o d and
unresolved.”
This is not to say that a sacrifice took
place; rather, that the ambiguity and diffi
culty of the crowd’s reaction to the death
of Yoshiyuki Takada may be compared to
what we know of the social reflexes sur
rounding such phenomena.
It should be noted, however, that Buto
dance has featured, in its postwar years
of development, acts of sacrifice on
stage. Tatsumi Hijikata, a precursor of
Sankai Juku’s “ third generation” of Buto,
in what is called “ his most famous piece,
Revolt of the Flesh," actually “ slaugh
tered live chickens on stage and danced
in their blood.”
Ushio Amagatsu, director of Sankai
Juku, has said, “ Projecting unerasable
impressions is our business.” The press
release distributed at the event by spon
sor On the Boards states that “ Amagatsu
has a concept of the body virtually bro
ken on the borders of extreme suffering. ”
Both statements maintain the distance
of representation (“ im pressions,” “ a
concept”) that serves to maintain the crit
ical distinction between two moments,
two groundings: the moment before the
rope snapped, and the moment after.
The collective spasm experienced by
the crowd at that moment marked theadvent of a strangely recombinative so
cial cohesion. The spontaneous outpour
ing of grief and respectful memorializing
of the site, the collective constancy at the
candlelight vigil two evenings later, all at
test to a profound movement toward rit
ual as a means of understanding the sig
nificance of what we saw, both before
and after the fall.
Ourselves a part of this collectivity,
groping through our anguish toward
some lost part of ourselves, we placed
this haiku at the site:
The rope a symbol—
The air half full
And half empty.

. . . . . . . . . . . . COCKTAILS . . . . . . . . . . . .
............... LUNCH .............. ■
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . DINNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cafe Continental Breakfast Daily ■■■■■
■■■■ Full American Breakfast Weekends ■■■■

DELI FOODS TO GO
2 2 7 -0 2 2 7
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I
L O V E JO Y T A V E R N
C o m e r o f N W 2 1 st & L o v e jo y .2 2 7 -4 2 7 0
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Writer James Winchell lives in Seattle and
is currently a doctoral candidate in Com
parative Literature at the University of
Washington. Photographer Linda Novenski

I SPY
(BISWAS!
HEP EMFLUNG
V IN TA G E C L O T H IE R S
11:30 • 6:30
221 • 0601

“Meek to Chic”
ANN TOMLINSON Owncr/Designer

IMAGE DESIGNS
409 NW 21st Avenue

Cascade

Northwest

Naturopathic

Naturopathic

Clinic

Tv
Vis Medicatrix Naturae

8119 N. Killing sworth Street

2606 N.W. Vaughn Street

Personalized Na turopathic Care
for the Enitire Family
Steven Bailey, N.D.
Steven Bailey, N.D.

Adam Ladd, N.D.
Cheryl Smalley, N.D.

Elaine Bayes, N.D.

For information or appointments, call:

289-9914
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FIGHT BACK.
JOIN CUB.

There’s strength in numbers.
You can’t fight the utilities
alone.
Join CUB, the Citizens’ Utility
Board of Oregon, and you’ll be
joining thousands of other
Oregon utility consumers
fighting the utilities for LOWER
RATES AND BETTER SERVICE.

For hamburgers
homemade desserts
33 N W 23rd Pl
223-0287

JOIN CUB TODAY!
M on-Fri 7:30-7:00
Sat 7:30-4:00
find CUB information at these local businesses.
Powell's Books, Food Front. Nature's. Annie Bloom's Books. Pastaworks. Clinton St. Theatre, Looking Glass Bookstore, Coffee Merchant. Catbird
Seat Bookstore. Cinema 21, La Paloma, and others.

FOOTHILL
In the
Uptown Pharmacy

P A S T R IE S • L U N C H • L IG H T D IN N E R S

8 AM to 4 PM

PAPAHJYDN

o

MONDAY-

5829 S.E. MILWAUKIE • 232 -9 44 0 • CLOSED SU N -M O N
701 N.W. 23rd • 228-7317 • CLOSED SUN

SATURDAY

Tell our advertisers
you saw it in CSQ!

PHARMACY FOUNTAIN
2 3 3 4 W BURNSIDE

Proudly Presents
The Very Latest In

"LIQUID T€CHNOLOGV
To Tome Vour lo o k s . . .
O r M ake Them Wild!
Professional Hair and Face Care
Products M ake the Difference
Sebastian • Aveda • Master
Paul Mitchell • KMS

Mon.-Fri. 10-6

Sat. 10-5:30

Sun. N o o n to 5

727 NW 21st

Portland

248-9748

Now Available to the Public

ULLVELLE
Telephone: 228-5000
724 NW 21st Ave. • Portland 97209
9 1 6 NW 21 st
PORTLAND, OREGON 9 7 2 1 0
P H O N E (5 0 3 ) 2 4 B -9 1 4 2
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B ic y c le C lo se -O u t S a le
Selected M ountain Bikes
All M otobecanes in stock

R O N H IN C K L E Y
M A T T L A B A D IE

MURPHY’S
SEAFOOD
The finest
seafood
available.

TH UR M AN STREET
BO O K SELLER
New • Used • Rare

VINTAGE AND NEW MATERIALS FOR
THE RESTORATION AND REPAIR OF
YOUR OLD HOUSE OR BUILDING.

Special
orders
gladly
taken.

10:306:30
Tuesday-Saturday

© o©

« LIG H TIN G

2389 NW Thurman
241-1344
12-6 seven days

4 HARDWARE
« PLUMBING
« MILLWORK

© o©

SPECIALIZING IN:

TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY LIGHTING

FINE BOOKS
BOUGHT♦ SOLD
EXCHANGED

M O N -SA T 9 - 5 : 3 0
9 0 1 N. SKIDM ORE
PORTLAND, OR 97217
5 0 3 -2 4 9 -0 7 7 4

r

<t u i
ninrrrx

SIGH . . .
Palms, Parrots & Pretty
People . . . Fine Isla n d D in in g . . .
. . Caribbean Consciousness . . .
. . . and Euery Night, The Finest
Local & National

L iv e M usic A ttractions!

NW
2108 N.W. Glisan
Portland, Oregon 97210
227-7800

CHRISTMAS HEAVEN
FOR

CYCLISTS

CICLO

h€yM R
31 NORTHWEST FIRST AVENUE I 223-9919
BETWEEN COUCH & BURNSIDE IN HISTORIC OLD TOWN

The Italian bike shop in Portland's Old Town
35 N.W. Third Avenue

227-3535

PORTLAND’S LIVE MUSIC PARADISE

7ood

Front
COOPERATIVE
GROCERY
Fresh Herbs &
Exotic Vinegars

Believe it
or Not!
TWO FOR ONE PRICE
ON EVERY DINNER
Filet Mignon
Halibut Steak
Beer Batter Shrimp
Top Sirloin & Teriyaki Chicken
Teriyaki Chicken
New York steak
Top Sirloin Steak
Top Sirloin & Shrimp

at

2 Dinners

ONLY
$ 8 9 5 to ^ 1 ^ 9 5

Varied Breads
& Special
Preserves

DEPENDING UPON THE SELECTION

Paul Bergen's
exciting new
cafe and charcuterie
in the heart of
the Northwest!

Many Nut
Butters

2310 NW Everett at 23rd

Fresh Produce

Whole Foods, Real Groceries,
natural Treats, Fresh Produce
Open 7 days, 9 a m. to 8 p.m

2675 NW Thurm an 222-5658
T R I-M E T B U S 53

2020
W. BURNSIDE
ACROSS FROM CIVIC STADIUM

2 24 -2 1 15

7 AM t il 1 AM
SERVING
BREAKFAST
LUNCH AND
DINNER

1438 NW 23rd at Quimby

2 2 3 *1 7 2 4
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THE BODY
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By John Sinclair
PAINTING BY GREGORY GRENON

e and Kyle Delgado were down at Malibu watching a really great
batch of girls, watching their breasts, especially, and their hips,
but Kyle had this problem. We’d been fooling around, digging in the
sand, and he let me bury him up to his neck; when he saw that the
girls were ticking their tongues and rolling their eyes at him, naturally
he wanted out, but I’d packed the sand down tight and he couldn’t
move. He was at my mercy. It was completely funny, I thought, but
Delgado hissed at me to start digging or else, and he listed off a huge
number of threats. I crossed myself. “Buried alive,” I said, “You’re
just buried alive. ” He looked like a football on a kicking tee out there,
and people started cracking up. Kyle’s language got so foul that the
lifeguard comes over, acting like God’s gift—I knew this prick—and I
thought, oh boy, and brought my right around real clean and
coldcocked him so hard he did a half turn at least before hitting the
sand. There’s always some luck in a movie punch like that, so I’ can’t
claim all the credit. But now that brings over five or six of these
Auzzies we’d had afew words with earlier, and here’s my buddy Kyle,
like a stump on the freeway, waiting for these gumsuckers to kick a
field goal with his head. Since I figure I’m a dead man anyway, I just
call them all pencil-dicked kangaroos, or something, and step back a
ways, shaking out my pecs and upper arms like a free-styler does on
the starting blocks. This doesn’t impress them a bit. In fact, they
check the odds, see Delgado watching them all, wide-eyed like
someone’s coming at him with a flaming stick, and basically start
laughing. So I don’t care at that point, Isay, “It sure is funny,” and go
to slug the guy closest to me, aiming right for the glob of zinc oxide
on his nose. But I miss on his flinch, and on my follow-through I see
a guy pushing sand into Kyle’s mouth, saying, “Taste good,
hey.. .taste real good, ya bloody little poofter?”
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ven though he was a medical doctor
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out of somewhere, standing barefoot on some warm
concrete with the sun boiling up and feeling there’s
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This was always the time I felt the very best; just getting
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and then couldn’t sleep because of the
hiccups. Next morning they asked us,
didn’t we think we were a bit too old for
this sort of horseshit, and I said, “That’s
for sure, gentlemen, no kidding.” And
they let us go.
Kyle took off for his job, and I stepped
back to appreciate the day and figure a
course of action. This was always the
time I felt the very best; just getting out of
somewhere, standing barefoot on some
warm concrete with the sun boiling up
and feeling there’s something in my life
just about to come clear, or else another
great time turning up—something I can’t
see out there that’s going to be excellent.
All it takes is making the decision, right or
left or straight ahead, and letting it come
on.
I’m not saying I’ve had nothing but
pure fun. There was a summer right after
my parents’ death when I didn’t have any
nyway, with the setup the way it was,
good friends and almost no plan; I’d just
shaken loose from some Sherman Oaks
me and Kyle were going to meet a
serious death with these queers at Mal nut house, stayed with good ol’ Sis in a
foster home for about three and a half
ibu. But out of nowhere two crewcut bulls
seconds, split without a word, and slid
wade in there with their arms straight out,
into my usual beach for the sun and surf
dangling I.D.s like crucifixes in every
cure, the only cure. Which meant getting
body’s faces. They were the nares that
my form back and looking super hand
cruise the beach undercover in their
some, and trimming some waves and try
green swimsuits and shades, obvious as
ing to rub bacon with as many beautiful
hell, and they arrested me and Kyle for
wahinis as I could, but not having the
attempted mayhem or something, with
time of my life or anything.
Kyle getting a citation for the half-ounce
I had this weird place I slept in, or un
of water-logged dope they found in a
der,
a boardwalk-type deal around a surf
pocket of his cutoffs. But we had a great
board rental shop I worked in a few hours
time in the can, staying up damn near all
a week. They didn’t know I was under
night telling the thing over and over, and
there, naturally. It was also the hiding
me sliding off the bunk to act it out. We
place of choice whenever the cops or the
laughed so hard I spit up the corn dog I
county people came sniffing. The sand
ate that day, just to the back of my throat,

my father liked to bash a person now
and then. His first and middle name was
the same as mine, Martin John, and
that’s what I always called him, and I
once got to see him deck a guy who tried
to spank me at a picnic. I’d hit the man’s
table with a water balloon, which is what
started all the trouble. M artin John
stacked his face excellently, and, as if to
explain the whole thing, said to me,
“ Don’t ever let anyone touch you, son.”
The weird thing about the picnic was,
after the m an’s wife dabbed at his
swollen mouth with a paper napkin and
he glowered for a bit, his family and
everybody went on with the festivities. He
and Martin John were even on the same
side in a softball game and the whole bit,
as if nothing had ever happened.
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something in my life just about to come clear, or else
another great time turning up.
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stayed warm, pretty much, and I had an
old carpet pad to crash on, and nobody
could see me if they tried. I always liked
sleeping in a cramped space. When I
was ten the parents let me sleep in a
linen cupboard once, just to see what it
was like. Made sort of a nest with the
towels and sheets. I liked it. They thought
it was pretty funny, and Sis played tricks
on me all night, but I liked it fine. When
the parents were killed, we walked past
their coffins and that’s one of the things I
thought, that they should be snug in that
satin, or whatever; but I was looking at
faces I c o u ld n ’t reco gn ize, hardly.
Dusted and stiff as driftwood; their eyes
were closed hard, like against a wind, so I
grabbed onto Sis. All of a sudden I felt
some kind’ of undertow around the cas
kets that was sucking things into their
death, me and my sister included, if we
stared at them another second. I re
member Sis wanting me to calm down.
And I guess I went a little wild after that,
a time in my life that was just a lot of
pieces laid one on top of the other; a few
split lips and kicked balls; a lot of going
from room to room and having dopey
visions of lightning and blood, then quiet
boredom ; and answering questions
about feelings and the past, like the night
Martin John took me all the way to New
port Beach to show me the red tide. We
rented a boat and hung over the side for
hours watching the fluorescent flash of
the barricuda and sand sharks schooling
in the harbor. We didn’t even bother to
fish, it was so great to see those fireworks
underwater. The doctors flipped out for
stories like that.
Finally, somehow in the middle of all
that weirdness at Sherman Oaks, I could
smell my summer coming on, I could
smell the rotting seaweed of the beach,
and putting my head to the hospital pillow
was like holding a shell to my ear— I
wanted to be out there cutting water in
the worst way, like it seemed I was meant
to do, and screw all this. So it was a
simple, flatout decision, and that’s one of
my strong points. I collected my act and
started smiling and building ships in bot
tles and whatever else would please the
whitecoats. By May I was easing back on
the hot Malibu sand, watching the gulls
scream and guano the beach, listening
to the foam sizzle, and feeling pretty ex
cellent, considering.
Yeah, maybe not always pure fun, but
eJose to it. Closer than most people
come. Sis doesn’t get it. She says, “ How
do you manage to live?" She wonders
why in five years I’ve never touched the
insurance money and all that. She fig
ures I’m dealing and stealing, naturally,
even though I’ve explained it a million
times. I just know exactly how to live the
California coast. You’ve got to watch for
Opportunity and Waste, then glom onto
it, simple as that. And work a job on occa
sion, what the hell. You’ve also got to give
up regular beds and cars. That last is the
hard part. I love everything about cars.
And stay healthy upstairs, which is what
Sis worries about. She still doesn’t get it.
She asks me too many questions, when
she can, and sends me gift certificates
care of General Delivery.
ere’s what I mean: that morning they
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turned me and Kyle out of the tank I
blew a kiss to the Malibu police, grabbed
my fins and hitched down to Huntington
Beach. They were hosting a pretty big
meet in a couple of days, even some cash
for the body surfers, so I hit the water and
practiced hard, won twenty dollars in a
handstand challenge, came in second
for the meet, and out of the clear blue,
scored the job of a lifetime.
It was a great day. And even if I came in
behind the H aw aiian, W atanabe, it
w asn’t by much, because I’m pretty
much a beautiful sight to see. I cut waves
like a surgeon’s first cut, smooth and just
breaking the surface; I won’t wear a
Bradner, either, screw that, so when I'm
in some glassy swell I feel like I’m in the
belly of a fish, warm and neatly wrapped
in salty water, stroked along my muscles
head to foot, and drinking in that sense of
falling, then being rolled under to count
some air. And that’s what I like about the
body surfing—if you’re going to die, it’s
not because you get stabbed in the head
with a fiberglassed plank; it’s because
the wave takes you down and won't give
you back.
I’ll take Watanabe next time, at Point
Panic, maybe. Besides, if I hadn’t come
in second, I might not have met the soap
star, and I know for sure—because of the
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way they lined us up—I wouldn’t have
had the chance to lean against his
girlfriend’s spongy bosom. We were all
up on the KSRF flatbed for the cere
monies, the Chamber of Commerce, the
Hawaiian, the surfing o fficials, me,
Sharon and Jarrett. Things were so tight
up there, my arm nested just right be
tween her arm and her most excellent
breast. With the T.V. cameras turned on
us, the sun on my cheeks, the money
prize coming up, the hoopla and Sharon
not wanting, or not able, to move away,
you could have heard me purr.
After Jarrett announced his schol
arship endowment thing and people
c la p p e d and w om en m oaned and
screamed at him, we took our checks and
everybody spilled off. Jarrett and Sharon
were facing me when I landed.
“ Will you put in for the scholarship?”
he asked me, not knowing I couldn’t care
less; but I wanted to check out Sharon
head on and see if something could hap
pen. I said I was too old, which was true,
probably. I looked Sharon in the eye figur
ing she’d look away, but she just looked
right back, pleasant as hell. Jarrett asked
me about the combers at Oahu, North
Shore. He’d heard about my win over
there; they’d almost called the meet be
cause the breakers were coming off
some earthquake in the Pacific, and at
first they thought we little body surfers
couldn’t handle it. This Jarrett was a big
enthusiast and wanted to pick my brain,
is what the deal was, but now we were
getting swamped with people pushing
flattened Coke cups and envelopes and
autograph books at him. He did a little of
this, using a gold pen, giving me a
chance to really take in Sharon.
She may not have been the bombshell
you would have figured, but I thought she
was pretty nice, cool and composed in all
this pushing that was going on. She had
the kind of cold blond hair I liked, too, and
a decent chest, which I already knew.
She asked me if I was from around there,
if that was one of the reasons I was so
good, and I thought, oh, you don’t know
how good, sweet girl, and said, “ Yeah, all
my life.” A few more questions along
these lines and before you know it, she’s
figured out that she knew my sister from
high school. She seemed tickled shitless
about this and put her arm around Jar
rett’s neck—about as easy as whispering
to someone in a bumper car—and told
him she knew Sis. “That’s incredible,”
Sharon told me; she said it twice, in fact.
lot of people knew my sister in high
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school; she was the brainy, student
government type, and real good looking;
and all her teachers became her friends,
that sort of thing. I was the “gifted-butnot-applying-himself” type, a comedian,
basically, and being two grades below
Sis, I did my best to embarrass the squat
out of her. Martin John figured I’d grow
out of it. Mother and sister weren’t so
sure. They always wanted me to “ act
right,” whatever that meant.
arrett finally turns, puts his chin down
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on his chest, and says, “ Let’s get out
of here," meaning me, too. The next
thing I know the three of us are shooting
up 1-405 in the choicest Lamborghini you
ever saw, homing in on some fancy lunch.
I was
wearing
shades,
trunks,
huaraches, and four day’s shadow on my
face, but when Jarrett breezed into
Chasen’s, or wherever it was, they swept
us into the back of the restaurant like we
were a w e ll-re h e a rse d em ergency.
Sharon ordered a winey halibut deal, Jar
rett got a Caesar salad that smelled like a
lady’s gash, and I went for a steak sand
wich, telling the guy to keep it away from
the mesquite. Jarrett talked nonstop
about body surfing. He even ignored the
little act that went along with his salad.
While he went on and on I watched
Sharon snake her fork around his elbows
and pick away at the falls of lettuce.
Then he asked about me. When he
found out I’d done the National Guard
and been a crack mechanic and a few
other things, something jelled that must
have been sloshing in his mind for a
while; he sprung the job on me. Five hun
dred a month, plus room and board,
"Good board,” he said, looking down at
his plate. And car privileges and some
time off every day and weekends. I’d live
in the guest house at his place in Wood
land Hills, a spread complete with putting
greens, grottos, pools, tennis courts, avi
aries, a movie theatre, gym and the
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whole bit, even a pistol range in the base
ment. “ In return,” as he put it, he wanted
me to nurse his two beautiful children—
the four-seater Lambo and a Ferrari 365
GT4—drive him and Sharon wherever;
run errands; teach him how to surf the big
stuff if we had the time; and do some
protection once in a while, which meant
tu cking a Browning 9mm autom atic
somewhere near my armpit.
“ Be a bodyguard, you mean,” I said.
Sharon squirmed a bit and looked deadon at Jarrett.
“ I doubt if you’ll ever pull it,” he said,
“ It’s just in case.” Then he smiled.
“ Times are a little strange, I’m sure
you’ve noticed.” Later I found out he had
a thing about the John Lennon deal.*l
guess a lot of his type did. “ Let’s just call
you my man Friday,” he said. Fine with
me; a cherry job like this, with guns and
Ferraris and maybe a little saddle-slipping with his girl, and he could call me
dickhead for all I cared.
But it wasn’t a piece of cake, exactly.
These guys were busy, him the big
daytime star, and her a designer at the
same studio. Bugle call was seven a.m.,
no matter what went on the night before,
and that’s when Selena knocked on my
door with a bamboo and glass tray in her
hands. Selena was their chubby housekeeper/cook, cheerful and as black as
asphalt, just like you’d expect The break
fast would be some grunt—a couple of
croissants or whatever, and this granola
that was just like aquarium gravel. Their
mangy beast, Sir Gielgud, would come in
with her as if he was a customs dog,
sniffing everything in sight, my breakfast
and crotch included. I’m about as lively
as a roadkill that time of day, I guess. But
the coffee was completely excellent.
Then we’d all have to streak out of the
house like we were shot from guns. I’d
burn a little rubber on the brick drive
partly to scare Sharon and partly be
cause Jarrett seemed to like a spot of
danger now and then. Most of the time I
dropped them both at the studio, and at
that hour there was usually only a couple
of crazies waiting to land on Jarrett, so no
problem. (Everyone except me ignored
Sharon trotting across the lot to her build
ing.) Otherwise I’d run Jarrett around,
racquetball matches, tanning s tu d io later on I got him surfing for his tan, an
hour at a shot—hair appointments, der
matologist, agent lunches, voice coach,
smoking clinic, crap like that, or even
back to the place so he could work or do
an interview. But no matter what he’d ride
along to see Sharon off.
Depending on the car work and the
errands, the middle of the day was mine.
I’d check at the P.O. for something from
Sis or the A.S.A., then cut over to the
beach. It was a hot summer, and I
trimmed a lot of breakers; after a couple
of hours I’d dry myself in the breezy sun,
smell the lotions, and sit there feeling

rich and famous. Saw Kyle a few times,
too, blew his mind with the Lambo; natu
rally he thought I’d stolen it. We got roy
ally fucked up one of the times, then
laughed till we cried trying to straighten
me up for the drive over to pick up my
employer. I never showed him the gun,
though. That was sort of my secret. Kyle
sent me off with a "C iao,” and said,
“ You’ve got it fucking made!” Yeah, in
fact, one day I was feeling cocky and
went to the rental shop and looked under
the decking at my old nest. Naturally, I
couldn’t see anything, but I imagined my
self curled up in there; it seemed like
twenty years ago.
And I must have given off rich and fa
mous vibes, too. I can make my abdomi
nis and oblique do this sort of hula thing;
some girls like it, some don’t. But work
ing for Jarrett, I’d wave my belly and
they’d draw right over, moths to a flame. I
think they could feel the way I was living,
could tell I shacked in a mansion along
side a celebrity, had a gun packed away,
and all that.
Late afternoon was one of the times
Jarrett figured he might need my muscle.
Between three-thirty and four he’d come
out of the east sound stage building
where they let in the women. They’d be
laying in wait for his autograph, or to land
on him with a lipper, or grab a button off
his jacket, or glom on to his crotch, or
whatever. Then some of these ladies ac
tually believed his T.V. role so much that
when his character fucked someone
over—which was about twice a week—
they’d be there swinging, cussing him
out, spit shooting out of their mouths, like
he’d butchered their babies or some
thing. A very strange scene; you got
twenty wobbly women swooning, and two
or three scary jobs with mussed hair hiss
ing, and nothing but seventy year-old stu
dio security guys there to keep the
peace. So Jarrett had me part the sea for
him. I did the same for all his ap
pearances too, the rodeos, and shopping
malls, cancer wards, all that.
I knew the Browning was a last resort,
naturally. Once this real twirly-eyed fan
threw her arms around Jarrett’s neck at a
hydrotube opening in Reseda. She said
something like, “ God, what a fox!” and
dove in to give him a mouthful of tongue,
looked like. Just as I was going to referee
this thing, some bull-necked guy, who
must have been the lady’s husband or
something, comes up behind Jarrett and
turns him around, with intent to clean his
clock. Of course he d id n ’t get the
chance. It was a weird punch I threw be
cause I sort of had to weave it in and out
of a few people crowded in there, but it
caught this clown right in his nose hole
and split it clean open. A little rope of
b lo o d fo llo w e d my fis t o u t and
completely freaked two of Jarrett’s fans

know because after the first month we

couldn’t get a plan; I couldn’t
figure an action because this
was the sort of deal where
everybody’s doing the right
thing, sweet as pie, and it’s
still totally fucked up
somehow.

when it slapped their dresses. Cramped
as things were, the area around me and
this guy cleared like we were a couple
showing off on a dance floor, and I could
stand there and watch—like I was a long
way off and out of danger—the adrenalin
explode in his veins; his face went scar
let, his nose blood spread out on his Tshirt, and his eyes bulged like a cartoon
character being strangled . When he
came at me I knew for him the fight was
over. You let yourself get that mad and
you lose, you waste everything. So I just
stood back a ways and let the man do his
bee in a jar routine, and when I saw two
rent-a-cops coming, I creamed this poor
fucker so solid it skinned my knuckles,
bad. Why would I need a gun in a deal like
that?
Jarrett just loved this. He talked about
it the rest of the day, went over it in detail,
and when he told Sharon I watched her in
the mirror. She didn’t seem to think much
of it. This was my little game with her:
whenever we went to pick her up I’d try to

guess exactly where she’d sit; then being
real casual, I’d adjust the mirror to that
spot so I could watch her, try to catch
what she was thinking. She was onto this
pretty soon. She’d dodge me no matter
where I put it. What I’d do then is mas
sage the steering wheel with my hands,
making my extensors ripple, figuring
Sharon would like seeing that.
Their nights weren’t really the high life
we hear about, I guess. Jarrett and
Sharon d id n ’t go for the Hollywood
scene, considering the fact they were
smack in the middle of it. What they liked
most is to eat with friends, most of them
from outside the business. That seemed
okay. I could hear them laughing their
asses off, even from where I was up the
drive. They ate real high on the hog, too,
junk I always steer clear of, like salmon
mousse; ducks with caper sauce all laid
out on the plate to look like they’re still
flying; and the weirder stuff, like jellyfish
and squid dick, probably; and it seemed
like all of it had to be served in flames, or
stabbed with swords, or eaten on hot
black rocks.
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became friends, I guess you’d say. I
think decking the guy at the hydrotube is
what turned the tide with Jarrett, like I’d
saved his life or something. Now, instead
of Selena bringing my meals to the little
house, or them buying me hamburgers
when I drove them evenings, they’d have
me eat with them at the table or take me
to whatever restaurant, so that's what I’m
talking about. They loved my stories. One
night I told them about me and Kyle and
the lifeguard and the Australians, and
Kyle’s head sticking out of the sand. We
couldn’t help it—Jarrett and me got
laughing so hard we couldn’t work the
corkscrew. Finally, he handed the wine to
Sharon and she did it for us. When I got to
the part where the one guy was feeding
the sand to Kyle, calling him a bloody
little poofter, she started laughing, and
nobody could pour the wine, we were so
weak from cracking up.
They also started feeling embarrassed
about leaving me in the car, Jarrett said,
“ Like a collie with his nose against the
glass.” I didn’t mind. I’d drink vodka from
a windshield cleaner bottle I ditched in
the glove, crank up one of Jarrett’s old
Dick Dale tapes through the headphones
and think about the beach, or great times
I’d had, or Sharon and what she’d look
like naked, and whether I had an ice
cube’s chance with her. Sometimes I’d
work on plans of what I’d do if I got her
alone. One of the ideas was to tell her I’d
been thinking about the day we met at
Huntington, and I figured this would get
to her. Another idea was to just grab her
and get her down and pull her clothes off
with my teeth; maybe that would do the
trick. Then I’d think I should use humor
on her. She thought I was so funny. That I
knew for sure.
So, anyway, if they went out, I got in
cluded, and was introduced as a friend.
Som etim es when the three of us
walked along together, like when we took
Gielgud out for a grunt, we’d get to screw
ing around and link arms, me in the mid
dle. Being that close I got the chance to
really watch Sharon, see exactly what
her deal was with Jarrett. She wasn’t one
of his groupies, I’ll say that first. She had
a way of acting: There was a kind of area
around Jarrett she wouldn’t go into un
less things were right. She’d come into a
room and stand away from him until
she’d checked him out, saw which way
the wind was blowing, you might say. It
looked like he did the same with her.
Then when they talked directly to each
other she’d pick her words real carefully,
almost slow; the lovey-dovey stuff came a
little at a time. Their arrangement had its
share of thrills and spills, like I guess
regular romance is supposed to have,
but she always seemed to be in there
handling it like an egg toss. Maybe she
was afraid of him, is what I wondered. If
that’s what she keyed to, no problem. I
could make her afraid.
But nothing makes me jealous. That’s
another one of my strong points. Driving
them home from work, I’d watch them in
the back; after a minute of quiet she’d pat
his leg, and they’d start in on their day,
and whoever was doing the talking, the
other would listen until the ball was in
their court. Somewhere along Ventura
one might rub the other’s cheek or some
thing with the back of their hand, and by
the time I swung the gate open at the
place, and we curved through the

pavestone drive, they were pretty much
making out. I thought sometimes that’s
the only reason they hired a driver— I
mean, a Lamborghini’s no limo—so they
could get white-hot on the way home
from wherever they’d been. So the rule is
not to be the jealous type. In fact, I used
what I saw. Later on, in the shower or
someplace, I'd think of her back there
with Jarrett and give my mule a righteous
flogging. Which was great, because
then, every time I looked at Sharon, it was
like we were having this secret thing
together.
ight about this time I started thinking
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I’d better call Sis. She’d think I was
dead by now, I figured, so the surprise
would be pretty funny. If I’d known the
way it was going to turn out, if I’d known it
was going to start something I couldn’t
stop, I would have kept my mouth shut. A
few times when I had the place to myself I
cruised the phone, got my hand near the
plastic, then for some reason chickened
out. One Saturday I saw Sharon go out to
catch some rays by the pool, and I went
and did it. Kristina was real happy to hear
from me and all that, but naturally she
wanted to know things in particular. The
more I wouldn’t say, the more curious she
got, until I guess it seemed pretty stupid
my putting her off. Even so, I was thinking
Sis had a real great voice, and I just knew
she was sitting there, holding her two
year old by the edge of his T-shirt while he
tried to get away. Just then Sharon walks
in dripping wet and so beautiful with her
slippery skin, and figures out who I’m
talking to, and grabs the phone out of my
hand and says to Sis, “ Guess who this
is?” Sharon thinks it’s hilarious when I try
to get it back, and so I look at her wrist,
knowing what I could do, knowing I could
fix this deal, right now. Sharon’s turned
her back to me and is talking about the
old times, giggling, talking faster, head
ing toward something. I feel that sensa
tion in my arms and fingers, like there’s
sand in my veins. All of a sudden, out of
the clear blue, she invites Sis over for
dinner. “And bring the baby,” she says.
On my way out the door I hear Sharon
call my name, but I’m gone, walking
across the yard, into the island of shrubs
in the middle of the drive-around as if it
was a steaming jungle; there was a place
in there, some tight quarters, where I
could think for a minute. I stripped the
leaves off a few branches, felt them pack
into the palm of my hand, then fall into
the shade near my feet. Sis always said
she didn’t get me. She says I’m a Good
Time Charlie who’s itching for a fight, and
that doesn’t make any sense to her. And I
say, yeah, well, that’s because you don’t
surf waves with your body. It’s so fine and
wild and dangerous in there, you could
get lost. But I never forget for one minute
it’s really a hole, is what it is, and I’m the
sort of person who likes to see how close
he can get without falling through it, with
out letting go—once you do, you’re a
dead man. You got to keep your head
about you, stay sharp upstairs, never
lose the plan. That’s the way to work the
good times, that’s how you do the right
thing, Sis, and come out alive. You guard
the perimeter. That’s why I have to chip
some face bones now and then, I’m just
guarding the perimeter.
So then I was standing in the bushes
thinking, the problem with this was, I
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couldn’t get a plan; I couldn’t figure an
action because this was the sort of deal
where everybody’s doing the right thing,
sweet as pie, and it’s still totally fucked up
somehow. All I could fix on for sure was
that having my sister here meant some
thing was going to happen for the worst,
that’s what I thought.
haron was calling me. It felt good to

S

hear the worry in her voice. I thought
my not answering was a pretty good
game, too. Maybe she’d search me out
and find me gloved in these shrubs, all
put out, and maybe she’d smooth the
muscles of my back while I worked my
nose down her slick neck, smelling the
chlorine, then Good Time Charlie would
reach into her top and take her great raw
bosom out into the sun. . . I heard a
thrash coming through the bushes, I
turned, hoping; but it was Sir Gielgud,
dripping spit, beside himself with joy to
find me there. I popped him one on the
snout hard enough to make him cry, then
wiped my wet fist on my leg, and went
around back of the hedges into the
garage.
haron got real charged up for Sis’s

S

dinner. Jarrett was a pro cook and did
most of the food on the weekends, but for
this Sharon kept him out of her hair and
worked just about all the next Saturday
morning with Selena on overtime, trying
some weird Chinese thing. I cracked Jar
rett up by calling it marinated dog balls,
and he must have asked me a million
times that day if I had my toothpicks
ready. Other than getting that one laugh,
I stayed out of the way, faked being busy
with Jarrett’s new Snap-on set, then basi
cally cruised the estate, wanting to do
something, but not knowing what. The
week before, Sharon had finally tracked
me down after the call and asked me
what the hell was wrong. I was working
the Nautilus at the time, so I didn’t an
swer, thinking it would be nice to let my
traps and lats do the talking. She just
said, “ Fine!” like that, and took off.

is was always a small kid, and at

S

twelve I was a head and a half taller
than her, even though she was fifteen.
She never filled out, either; I was the
braun in the family. But she really is bet
ter looking, w hich's hard to believe. She
got mother’s super nice light blue eyes
that you can sort of see through, and Sis
holds them right On you when she talks.
So I have this habit of just seeing her
eyes whenever I think of her, which
means that when we get together, like we
did at Jarrett’s, I’m always sort of sur
prised to see the rest of her, like I forget
she has arms and legs and hair and tits
and all that. And then to see her con
nected to the baby, Harry, it always sets
me back.
Sharon and Jarrett had formed a little
reception com m ittee on the porch,
watching Kristina get out of her smoking
Karmann Ghia. Sharon ran out there,
saying, “ I don’t believe it!” and they
stood hugging each other until Jarrett
smiled over at me as if to say, pretty stu
pid, huh? Harry, with one hand in his
mouth, just stared at me and the soap
star. When Sis got up to the porch she
grabbed me and kissed my ear, then
stepped back and checked me out. She
gave me a look, like, how’d you pull this
one off, little brother? then said, “ Look at
you!" meaning the clothes they’d bought
me, I suppose. She and Jarrett hugged
politely.
Selena appeared, the happy tank, and
after introductions bent over and cooed
at Harry. Gielgud made his move at the
baby, gave him a huge lick on the face,
and Harry toppled over. Selena scooped
him up and went off to mop his tears and
probably spoil the squat out of him.
The cook’s tour they gave Kristina
didn’t feel right. She acted too impressed
with everything. I tried to shoot her a look,
but she was a million miles off. She and
Sharon finally threw themselves on the
couch and jabbered away, bumping their
heads together a little when they’d laugh,
while Jarrett hung close in there, mostly
listening. I manned the stereo, flipping
though tapes. Sometimes it would get
quiet between the girls for a second and

they’d look at each other and sort of
shake their heads and Sharon would say
she was glad they were doing this. She
pointed over at me and said, “This fine
specimen’s been here two months and all
I got out of him was that you were in a
le s b ia n c irc u s s o m e w h e re . Your
brother’s a riot.”
“ Yeah,” Sis said, and stuck out her
tongue at me.
Sharon served the dog balls herself,
since Selena still had the kid in the
kitchen, happy as a clam, balanced on
her huge hip. Whatever that main course
was, I secretly folded mine in my napkin
and said, “ Really good, Sharon, thank
you,” the perfect gentleman, and wound
up eating one piece of potato I'd scraped
the seasonings off of. Jarrett hauled out
some of his German wine, so I sponged it
up, not giving a fuck, until what I was
seeing and the sounds I heard came
apart from each other. Once in a while
Jarrett would try to drag me into the con
versation, but I couldn’t think of anything
funny to say. He said, “ Well, don’t just sit
there, tapping your fork on the food.”
Everybody was getting along just fine;
it was going to be one of their good par r
ties. Jarrett was leaning in on the conver
sation with one elbow far out on the table,
his other arm around Sharon’s neck.
They were talking about their work.
Kristina was a Legal Aid attorney. Sis was
doing a lot of the talking, and she put her
hand on Sharon’s arm, I noticed, and
stroked it when she closed in on a point.
They must have had a million candles
going with the rest of the house dark,
which made my sister’s eyes almost in
visible, and I could see reflections of light
on Sharon’s teeth when she smiled. I re
membered where I left the gun, and
thought of going down to the basement
and wasting a clip or two. There’d be the
noise, naturally, even with the sound
p ro o fin g ; but m aybe th a t’s w hat I
needed, some noise. Maybe that’s what
we all needed.
When the three of them move back to
the sofas, they don’t notice me, still sit
ting at the table. I’m watching the show
from over here, listening to the voices go
soft, and hearing Sis say my name. Real

sweetly she says how wonderful this is,
how much better I’m doing. I hear her
track backward to the hospitals, the fits
and treatments, the whole ball of wax. I
hear my parents named and a quick re
play of their gory crack-up. Then she
comes forward, to now, to this very day,
being so nice you can’t believe, and she
looks sideways at me for one second,
that weird, deep look she can give with
those great eyes. Now J a rre tt and
Sharon are hypnotized.
So they all turned my way when I stood
up. I think Sharon said my name the way
she did when I was in the bushes. I put
the candles out one at a time with my
fingers and went downstairs to the range
where I’d left Jarrett’s Browning. This
thing was a fucking marvel. Chrome
plated with pearl grips, weighing four
pounds and costing a couple of grand, at
least. I like the way it warmed in my hand.
I must have stood there and pinched off a
million rounds without pulling in the tar
get. Every time I reloaded the magazine I
thought Sis or somebody would yell
down, but they were leaving well enough
alone. I cleaned every shred of paper off
the frame, then let the frame have it. All
this cleared my head pretty good, as if
the noise and smoke squared my eye
sight with what I had to do. I could actu
ally see it, how easy it would be to go
upstairs, say, so long gang, and just take
off. Get onto something else. I knew what
clothes to take and what not to say, and
where to leave his flashy car. And just
thinking about it, I had that good feeling
of getting out of somewhere. I’ve tried to
put my finger on what it’s like, but can’t,
really. It’s strange. Something that feels
good but sort of scares you at the same
time, like when you’re treading water,
waiting for a wave, and something swims
between your legs. Maybe seaweed or a
fish, or Holy fuck! a shark—but there’s a
pulse in the water as it passes close to
the skin, and you look down, and hard as
you try, you can’t see a thing.
John S in c la ir is a re tire d P o rtla n d
pyrotechnician now studying writing at the
U n iversity of O regon. A rtis t G regory
Grenon lives in Portland.

VISIT
THE NOR'WESTER BOOKSHOP
AT THE NEW MARKET VILLAGE
We specialize in architecture & design, the
British Isles, classical music, cookbooks,
literature & mysteries.
Many unique & hard to find books available
Open Daily

[BOOKSHOP

New Market Village • 228-2747
58 SW 2nd Ave., Portland, OR 97204

Rainy day Flowers
THE FLOWER LOVERS
FLOWER STORE
• distinctive flower arrangements
• fresh garden flowers • Hawaiian tropicals
• wide variety of unusual flowering & foliage
plants
• delivery available • order by phone
• flowers sent around the world
N O W TW O LOCATIONS TO SERVE YO U SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Loehmann's Plaza
VISA
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641-7229

Yamhill Marketplace
MC

248-9524
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Mention this ad for 10% off

Sizzling buys on
^-'"'pre-owned Albums & Tapes.
- - - '''C h e c k out our Jump Start My Art Gallery
for New Wave, New Age accessories!

Store Hours: Tuesday thru Sunday - 11 am-7 pm Closed Monday'
3341 S.E. Belmont - 235-4244
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YAMHILL
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DISCOVER

A PUBLIC HEARING FOR
ALL POINTS OF VIEW
LEADS TO
GOOD JUDGEMENT

The Fine Art of American Craft

That's why Sanders, Dixon, Nicholls,
Siegel & Friedman supports
All Things Considered
The meaning behind the headlines, daily on KOAP FM 91.5

\
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For more information on underwriting public broadcasting
please call Carol Schnitzer Lewis 295-6171.

|

O REGON PUBLIC BROADCASTING
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The Real Mother Goose
Washington Square
620-2243

A Shop & Gallery

S. W. Ninth & Yamhill
223-9510

_____________________________________________ I

PERSONAL

IN J U R IE S

DONT FIGHT THE SYSTEM ALONE
Have a skilled trial attorney help you
obtain the fair settlement you de
serve.

FREE FIRST CONSULTATION

SANDERS. DIXON, NICHOLLS, SIEGEL & FRIEDMAN
1020 SW TAYLOR ST.

SUITE 430

PORTLAND, OREGON

97205

242-1440
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Colored Catalog
Available
$3.50 (refundable)

includes 55 shades
12-5:30
MON THRU SAT
3534 S.E. HAWTHORNE
PORTLAND. OREGON 97214

238-5755
+

Precious & Semi-Precious G em Strands
Sea Urchin • Snowflake Obsidian • Tree Moss Agate
Picture Jaspar • Blue Lace Agate
U N U S U A L SE A SH ELLS • M 1RRO FLEX • D O LLH O U SE M IN IA TU RES

12-5 Tues-Sat

235-6363

.4 8 2 7 SE Division

$1.00 OFF
ANY EXTRA-LARGE PIZZA
(GOOD FOREVER)

Visit o u r new expanded space!

3731 S.E. Hawthorne • (503) 232-1010

ALTERNATIVE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE

PORRETTA
PIZZA

Back Pain, Headaches
;
Nutritional Counseling
OB-Gyn, Homebirths & More

NOW YOU CAN TAKE IT OUT
OR EAT IT HERE!

I

I

Dr. Linda Uma 5cott, Chiropractic Physician
2625 5.E. Hawthorne • Portland, OR •
;
I

WHOLE WHEAT OR WHITE CRUST

238-9788

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEER & WINE
SUB SANDWICHES & SALADS
CALL AHEAD
YOUR ORDER WILL
BE READY WHEN
YOU ARRIVE

232-2812

HOURS
TUES-WED-THURS-SUN
4 PM - 10 PM
FRI & SAT
5 PM - 12 M IDN IG HT
CLOSED M O N D A Y

2239 S.E. HAWTHORNE BV.

The H o lid a y Spirit Lives in th e H e a rt
& Is Shared w ith Caring Hands.
20% O ff
ro a healthful,
This certificate entitles
relaxing massage fro m S nvut Woolpur, Licensed Massage
c
Thcrapisr
r
from:

w ith this Coupon
or

3 fo r $55

T * mil n«J ir ^>11Lieven romuru .>njpp.i'ntmcnt Call 2.^17050
llawthsi >iv Rjrrfund.
OftiCe laeuuon w 25

You make this coupon come alive & touch someone with your giving.
Call Steven Woolpert, LMT.
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231-7050 at 2625 SE Hawthorne
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GRIN ’ N ’ WEAR IT
c t v A L ir y p e c y c L E P A P P A Q E L
3 7 6 5 SE H A W T H O R N S
SU V -

SC L L

-

T I2 A P C

-

C O N S IG N

RELAX IN OUR PRIVATE HOT TUB ROOMS

JACUZZI WHIRLPOOLS
CEDAR SAUNA AVAILABLE

OPEN;DAILYAT
NOON
7 DAYS A WEEK

CHOICE OF MU5IC
TOWELS FURNISHED

GIFT CERTIfICATES

4747 S.E. Hawthorne

SALE!

10-15% off most items or as marked down

JEWELRY
( COSTUME &

CloThiNq

REAI)

BAGDAD ANTIQUES
H A W I IIORNE

C

O LLECTA BLES

KEARTy SAKPW9CHCS
9m poiM C t e e
Gedeon Sausage
Outotaicdiiaj GeMtum Caked

OASIS ANTIQUES

& F U R N ITU R E ExchANqr

5759 S.E.
250-0581

iNTERESTINq

WE BUY
CO N S iqN M E N TS

Blvd.

A c c tp ie d

OpEN M ON -S AT 1 0 : 5 0 -5 : 5 0

SpEciAliziNCj

I N A RI N OUVEAU

& A RI D ECO

5646 S.E.
25 5-2959

H A W I IIORNE

Blvd.

Badkeb made tn Dfid&t
H M a y Steven B^ead
Hcwe 4 Sa^ak'd Cwkied

BOWER'S
Geww Balmy
and Deli

M e ch a n ica l s e rv ic e and re pair of im p o rt
and d o m e stic cars and lig h t t r u c k s
F IA T and P e u g e o t s p e c ia lis ts

3545 S.C. Hauitkwe

appointm ents
4307 S.E. H a w th o rn e
P ortland, Oregon 9721 5

.

_

231-0017

Z 3 4 J. I I 7

A

THE
H AGGLE S HOP

CLASS
ACT

A ntiques
3734 S.E. Hawthorne
Portland, OR • 232-0167
OPEN TUES-FRI 10AM-5.-30PM SAT 11AM-5PM

L ATE
NIGHT
JAZZ
Live Friday and Saturday Nights

CHRISTMAS SALE
DEC. 1-24

Introducing our
New
Full Bar Service!

S p e n c e r T ra cy
K atharine H epburn
G reta G arbo
H um p hrey B o g a r t
J o h n W ayne
C h arlie C h aplin
G ary C o o p er
M arlon B rand o
F rank S in a tr a
M arilyn M on roe
W .C. F ie ld s
M ae W est
C lark G ab le
C a role L om bard

YOUR FAVORITES O N TAPE
AVAILABLE AT

^ st sto p video

20%-25% off most merchandise

Hawthorne
232-0164

Invest in your Christmas Gift

Oak Grove
652-1664

Oregon City
656-7447

Clackamas
657-3484

Conning Soon
Sylvan

1204 SEC’ay St.
Portland, OR 235-7831

Burlingame
244-8393
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Lt. Morrison____

T

he city’s a rush, but you never feel as good as when you’re

driving back into the balmy salt air of the Olympic Peninsula.
Usually there are deer standing in groups by the side of the
this time of the evening. Usually it’s raining, but not tonight. The sun
has been trying to come out all day, and—What is this on the
bridge?
A dozen cars are stopped in the middle of the Hood Canal Floating
Bridge, and there it is, two miles away, moving north toward you at
about 5 or 6 knots. Cars line up behind you; people stop their
engines. A few get out and walk over to the railing, and you follow
them. The shape of a submarine has not changed much since the
old World War II movies, but this one is half as long as a football field.
How can anything this big move in such stillness? It passes in front
of you, bloated grey metal. A couple of swabbies wave to a kid. The
bridge stays open until the sub is fully two miles past it, heading for
open waters.
That quiet voice in the back of your head says, “ Men do not build
extravagant weapons because they don’t want to use them.”
Back in the car, you feel disenfranchised, alienated, helpless,
hopeless. You wonder if you’re the only one that’s worried, and you
can’t think of any solutions.
Notice: There are lots of people, some famous, some unknown,
working in groups or acting alone. They are united in the conviction
that the nuclear machine can and must be reversed.

T h e duty? Basically it’s waiting for the President
to decide to give the command to launch nuclear
weapons. Basically it’s sitting in a red chair by a
red phone, with one other officer, 40 feet under
a wheatfield.
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his is the third psychiatrist in four

match the authenticator letters in the
message, and if they do, it’s a valid mes
days. Who knows, anymore, what
sage. We go through the launch se
it is and is not smart to tell an Air Force
quence. Fire the missiles.
doctor. The assignment, Sir? You have it
As far back as training at Vanden
right there in my records. D M Triple C.
berg—I don’t know whether the Air Force
Deputy M issile Com bat Crew Com 
could prosecute me for perjury—but, I
mander. The duty? Basically it’s waiting
told myself I’d never do it. And I swore to
for the President to decide to go. Waiting
road
the Air Force that I would. I was newly
for the command to launch nuclear
married to a woman with two kids. We
weapons. Basically it’s sitting in a red
bought a washer and a dryer and a car. I
chair by a red phone, with one other of
found out that being a Launch Control
ficer, 40 feet under a wheatfield.
Officer was a guaranteed four-year tour
Three days on, three days off. Down
of duty in someplace like Montana or
the elevator to Launch Control Center for
Wyoming.
six hours, up to Launch Control Facility to
At the time, it didn’t look like there’d be
sleep six hours, down for six, up for six
a nuclear war. There was not a first strike
and on like that for three days. Except
mentality, thep. It was more like the old
lately, as you know, Sir. Basically I’m not
Mutually Assured Destruction. We would
sleeping at all on Alert. Staying up for
be launching because they had already
three days. And at home, I don’t sleep
launched.
either.
(
When we came up to Malmstrom, we
No, Sir, it’s not likely that you would be
familiar with the Facility. It’s all by itself in
went through more intensive training. It
started getting more real. We talked
a wheatfield 10 miles from Malmstrom
about the War Plan, where the missiles
(Montana). Above ground it looks like any
were going, depending on what kind of a
other one-story industrial building. Un
war it was, depending on whether they
derground is a 10 by 20-foot room, low
wanted to hit military or civilian targets.
ceilings, fluorescent lights. It’s encased
We went into Wing Headquarters. We
in four feet of reinforced concrete with a
got to read the Strategic Integrated Oper
four-foot blast door.
ational Plan. Then they asked us again to
It’s suspended in a capsule on shock
swear to turn the key. I swore it again,
absorbers intended to w ithstand the
because I wanted to keep the job.
shock of a near miss. I doubt it could take
Yes Sir, back to the Launch Sequence.
a direct hit.
In that little box by the door with the two
The launch message would come over
padlocks are the two keys. We each take
the red phones, the land lines. And if they
one. Each of us has a gun. We have
got blown out, there is an aircraft that has
sworn to the Air Force that we’ll use the
all the codes and sends out War Codes
gun on the other officer if he fails to carry
from up there.
out the order.
If we got the message, we would go
Part of the Launch Sequence is to in
over to the wall by the door. We each have
sert the keys and stand by. In the Presi
keys to the two little padlocks on the safe,
dent’s message, there is an exact launch
which can also be opened with a ham
time. It’s minutes, bow many is classified,
mer, if need be. We take out little sealed
but it’s very quick. We turn the keys
packets called authenticators. We take
simultaneously.
those back over to our respective con
All the missiles don’t go at once. So we
soles and break them open. We take
sit at the consoles and monitor them,
down the decoding books.
seeing which ones launch, and if they
We w rite down the message that
launch on time. It depends on the War
comes over the radio, decode it, break
Plan how many missiles are ignited by
down the authenticator packets, and
turning the key. Then, we wait for the
there are letters. We see if these letters

Each of us has a gun. W e have sworn to the
Air Force that we’ll use the gun on the other
officer if he fails to carry out the order.
enemy bombs. They haven’t told us how
long to stay down there afterwards.
Hopefully the elevator still works. But it
probably won’t. It will probably be full of
rubble.
At the front of the capsule there is a
little machine you turn by hand that gen
erates oxygen. No one really knows
whether you’re going to use more oxy
gen than you produce by cranking the
thing; it’s a hard machine to operate.
At the back of the capsule is an escape
hatch that goes up at an angle to the
surface. It’s a three-foot corrugated steel
tube, and it’s full of sand. We’re sup
posed to dig out the sand and throw it
down the tube behind us. They leave
shovels in the capsule for us.
We’re supposed to dig up to the sur
face and walk to someplace that used to
be a church on the outskirts of Great
Falls.
I guess it was about a month ago. I was

home for my three days off. Some friends
were over. One of them is a geologist with
more scientific background than I have.
He was listening to me tell about this
assignment. He was doing some calcula
tions at the table. He looked up and said,
“ Did you know that the heat from a near
miss would melt the top six feet of sand in
your tunnel into solid glass?”
The only sound is the scribbling of a
ballpoint pen.
Lt. Morrison is suffering from a char
acter disorder manifested by the inability
to conform to authority, obstinancy, unex
pre ssed h o s tility , and a d e fe c tiv e
attitude.
There is no potential for improvement.
It is unlikely that he will adapt to military
life. His continued service as an officer is
not appropriate.
I recommend that Lt. Morrison be dis
charged from the Service as soon as
possible.

M artin Hofflin

I

t came like a revelation to Martin, a

young fruit farmer and student in De
nzlingen near Freiberg, West Germany.
The Hague Convention guarantees the
protection of Cultural Goods in case of
war. Sixty-eight nations have signed the
agreement. Why should one limit the
term, Cultural Goods? In the end, every
human being is a Cultural Good.
He decides to have himself registered,
and writes to the UNESCO Office in
Bonn:
Dear Mr/Dr. Dryoff:
With great joy I inferred from the
brochure "C ivil Defense Today”
that the Hague Convention of May
14, 1954, makes it possible to keep
Cultural Goods out of war by mark
ing them with a symbol, and regis
tering them with UNESCO.
I want, herewith, to inform you that I
understand myself as worthy of
protection as a Cultural Good, and
because of that, I will wear the Cul
tural Protection Symbol.
Please inform the other contracting
parties, and put my address down
in the International Register, so the
contracting parties know where I
predominantly stay.
Thank you for all your efforts.

printed up as a standard form letter to
answer the hundreds of requests his of
fice is receiving from people demanding
to be registered as Cultural Goods.
Martin does write to the State Depart
ment of Civil Rights, and he also contin
ues his correspondence with UNESCO.
He explains to UNESCO that, according
to the dictionary, human life can be in
cluded in the definition of “A moveable
good which has a great meaning in the
cultural heritage,” and therefore, he
again requests to have himself regis
tered. He further explains that because
the human creates art, the human needs
special protection.
Martin points out to UNESCO that
there has been an oversight. The govern
ment has not provided for human beings
in the storage location for C ultural
Goods, an old silver mine 400 meters
underground in the Black Forest. He
feels that there is a growing risk of war
now that 54 American Pershings have
arrived and more are on the way. So he
and his friends have begun to manufac
ture and distribute the armbands, them
selves. It’s difficult to keep up with the
number of requests. The first 4,000 are
gone.
To the State D epartm ent of C ivil
Rights, Martin writes a proposal. With

The Hague Convention guarantees
the protection of Cultural Goods
in case of war. In the end,
every human being is a
Cultural Good.

Finally, Martin receives a reply. It be
gins, “ Sorry that you confuse apples with
pears.” It goes on to state that the office
staff cannot classify Martin as an archae
ological site, nor an historic monument,
nor an important library. Therefore, he is
not eligible to be entered in the Interna
tional Register, and they cannot send him
an armband with the Cultural Protection
symbol.
The Secretary General suggests that
M artin contact another government
agency, the State Department of Civil
Rights. The Secretary General has to
have quantities of his reply to Martin

the investment of 132 million marks, a
Cultural Goods armband could be man
ufactured and mailed to every citizen of
the country, and the government could
then save the entire budget for arma
ment. This would be a one-time expense,
and would protect all citizens from future
war.
Martin is still waiting for the reply, still
producing armbands, and still tending
his apple orchards and pear trees. In
Freiburg, near the Black Forest, the tour
ists ask the shopkeepers, “ What does
the armband mean? Where can I get
one?”

D r. D a v id T au ben

T

onight, Dr. David Tauben, a Seat

tle internist, has five minutes to
himself after a long day at his First
practice. Just enough time to make a pot
of coffee before members of the study
group begin to arrive at his home. The
living room fills up with family physicians,
a research scientist, a human biologist, a
graphic artist and other people who have
come to make contributions to the infor
mation pool. Washington Physicians for
Social Responsibility (PSR) has taken a
new focus for the time being: Hanford.
PSR wants the public to understand
the weapons link. The plutonium for the
Nagasaki bomb was synthesized at
Hanford. Most of the plutonium con
taminating the atmosphere from above
ground testing was produced at Hanford.
Now, plans are being made to build a
reactor there, to produce the energy to
boost Star Wars missiles. PSR wants to
tell the story of the little hamlet that was
converted into a giant weapons generat
ing facility.
It is the intention of PSR to identify the
specifics, and communicate solutions
via public education. No extremist rhet
oric, no political side-taking, no accusa
tions. They want to show that there is no
real incentive to continue the arms race.
They want to talk to people who believe
that we need new weapons, people who
believe that the plutonium gap really
exists.
So after the announcements, the cal
endar, the current events, Dr. Tauben be
gins the introductions of study group

“I ’ve been working up to 1972.
I ’d love to have someone else,
Hill maybe a student doing research
find out:
—how radioactive the fish were;
—how radioactive the fowl were that
were killed off-site;
— the radiation dose the average
hunter would receive near Hanford
during each year;
—how much you get if you stand along
the Columbia River;
—how much you get if you swim;
—how much if you swim and eat a
white fish."
The people in this room are aware that
some of their colleagues have been dis
credited, blacklisted for asking too many
questions and publishing unpopular find
ings. Dr. Carl Johnson, a respected and
well-published scientist, lost his job with
Jefferson County in Colorado because of
his findings that the amounts of pluto
nium in the soil around the Rocky Flats
reprocessing plant were substantially un
safe. Real estate developers put on the
political pressure because of what the
findings meant for their property values.
Dr. Thomas Mancuso found an exces
sively high incidence of cancer mortality
among Hanford workers. He was working
for a subcontractor of the Department of
Energy and when asked to publish more
favorable information, he refused and
was fired.
“I ’ve spent the last three years
looking at an island population as

Physicians for Social Responsibility wants the
public to understand the weapons link. The
plutonium for the Nagasaki bomb was
synthesized at Hanford. Most of the plutonium
contaminating the atmosphere from above
ground testing was produced at Hanford.
members who have brought reports on
their subjects.
"Karen called me. The particular
group that she’s focusing on is a
group of farmers that live in a town
called Ringo. The high incidence of
cancer in that small population is
something that she is very con
cerned about. Actually, the Depart
ment of Energy was charged with
the responsibility of identifying an
off-site group that might have re
ceived a maximum dose, and they
always chose somebody who lived
south of Pasco. They never focused
on the Ringo group, except after
1975, when they ‘suddenly real
ized’ that the group most vulnera
ble was this group that lived right
across from the reactors who ate
the fish and farmed the land. The
downwinders."
To Dr. Tauben, the therapeutic process
is one where you identify the problem
and then take steps to accomplish a solu
tion. Facing a problem like Hanford alone
can lead to despair, but as part of Physi
cians for Social Responsibility he has a
platform and a constituency with cred
ibility. Doctors are accustomed to analyzing d a ta , m a k in g d e c is io n s and
recommendations.
“ We’ve ferreted out the missing
years, the dirty years. I ’d been look
ing through old Battelle and Depart
ment of Energy documents to try to
come up with an idea of off-site ra
diation exposures to the Tri Cities
population, and to come up with a
sort of profile of the doses people
started receiving starting about
1950.
“ There were a number of years
where the data was m issing.
Roberta ca lle d som ebody she
knew at Hanford Operations and
the person had them, within a day,
on her desk. And the data did show
that those were really much dirtier
years.

they were exposed to nuclear fall
out, evaluating them particularly re
garding thyroid tumors. I ’m in
tr ig u e d w ith th is in c re d ib le
discrepancy of opinion between the
Carl Morgans and the Goffmans,
versus all the health physicians in
this country who basically have
come out and stated in absolute
scientific terms that there are no
h ealth risks to m o st o f these
exposures.
“As a physician and scientist, I ’m
intrigued by this, because it ’s not
that they have different experimen
tal situations; they’re using basi
cally the same data sets, and com
ing up w ith o pinions th a t are
d iffe re n t. S o m e b o d y is ve ry
wrong. ”
There is less than a month before the
PSR’s Speaker Training Workshop. What
needs to be done is get recent findings
into thirty-m inute presentations with
slides and graphics. Write brief essays.
Sum up the material using clear, concise
statistics. Translate the Department of
Energy data into English.
“ We’ve started having some
pretty good contact with the Wash
ington Wheat Growers’ Associa
tion, and they've come out against
the High Level Waste Repository.
The Washington State Grange As
sociation has done the same, and
the Tri Cities Metal Trades Council."
“ How about the fruit growers?
Could we get a copy of Eileen’s
photograph, with the Zinfandel
grapes and the smokestacks?"
Next week Seattle PSR members will
meet with Russian doctors, members of
International Physicians for the Preven
tion of Nuclear War. They will sit down to
dinner and attempt to communicate their
thoughts on the ultimate human loss po
tential. Week after next is the breakfast
m eeting. And th e re ’s a weekend in
Spokane with Dr. Benjamin Spock talking
about growing up in the nuclear age, and
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The State of Washington has lost the last three
cases against demonstrators charged with
“Attempting to obstruct a lawfully operated
train.’’ The State was not able to prove that the
White Train operation was legal, even under
domestic law.

then the local TV. talk show. There are a
lot of ways to get the word out.
“ There’s a guy, an old farmer, and
he's retired now, this year. He wants
to devote the rest of his life to fight
ing Hanford. He gave this friend a
list of doctors in the area who are
very much against Hanford, and
some of them have put together
death charts and cancer lists.
Would anyone like a copy?”

noise of a news helicopter, this Vigil on the
tracks in a Kitsap Peninsula forest is
quiet. The sobbing of a woman becomes
faintly audible.
The White Train is already inside the
cyclone fence around Naval Submarine
Base Bangor, and Karen Sticklin is under
arrest again. She was dragged across
the tracks by one Kitsap County Sheriff’s
deputy and one Burlington Northern se
curity guard. She was dumped in an ordi
nary Kitsap County Transit bus, driven by
a regular driver. She let her body go limp
on purpose; she believes in “Non-violent
Non-codperation.” Martin Luther King Jr.,
Gandhi and J QSUS are her exemplars.
Karen was instrumental in the Civil
Disobedience Training, the Vigil Orienta
tion, and helped to plan meetings with
Burlington Northern officials and the
Sheriff, before the arrival of the train. She
is a m em ber of the S eattle Agape
Community.
Agape is a Greek word meaning divine
love operating through the human heart.
According to Karen and her group,
Agape is more powerful than nuclear
weapons. She helped to post flyers all
over Seattle: “ LOVE Will Stop the Train.”
Two years ago, Karen was arrested for
sitting on these same tracks. Things
were different then. The nuclear war
heads actually did arrive on a speciallypainted White Train. The Department of
Energy, responsible for the movement of
these shipments, has since changed the
color of the cars, making them less con
spicuous, less likely to attract the atten
tion of protesters. But the “ White Train”
wo hundred people stand in a cir
label stuck, and Agape activists are not
giving up.
cle, holding hands. It’s dusk and it
feels like rain. Silent figures walk behind, A woman who lives on a hill overlook
ing the Pantex plant in Amarillo, Texas,
passing out candles. A song is shared:
watches from her window w ith b in 
"We are in this all together, and we are
oculars. She can see the train being pre
singing, singing for our lives. ” By the time
pared for departure. When it leaves the
all the verses have been sung, intermit
tent flickers can be seen around the cir
gates, she makes the first telephone call,
activating a phone tree network involving
cle. The chanting and drums of a Bud
250 Agape groups across the country.
dhist monk have stopped. Except for the

Karen Sticklin___

T

Their comm on bond is the railroad
tracks. The nuclear train passes through
each of their hometowns twice a year on
its way to Bangor, where the warheads
(usually 150 per shipment) are installed
in the atomic submarines sent out on
patrol.
This particular White Train is made up
of red, orange, green and blue cars, and
it looks just like any other freight train,
except for the turreted security cars, and
ttje armed guards, dozens of them, hang
ing from the outside of the boxcars. Until
now, it has always been the intention of
authorities to “ Move the train through at
all costs.” The guards are trained to
“ Take appropriate action if the shipment
is endangered.” Appropriate action can
mean shooting to kill anyone believed to
threaten the shipment. Last year, a White
Train accelerated when it approached six
protesters sitting on the tracks near
Memphis.
But now, for the first time. Burlington
Northern officials and the Kitsap County
Sheriff agreed in advance that the best
course of action would beto stop the train
for the people on the tracks in the interest
of preserving human life. They made this
agreement with the Seattle Agape Com
munity contingent on the behavior of the
“ Vigilers,” who are committed to the phi
losophy and practice of Non-violence.
So the train did stop for the crowd
seated on the tracks; long enough for
Agape m em bers to pre sen t a g ift
wrapped loaf of bread to the Engineer
and crew; long enough for the reading of
a poem. And it waited while the Sheriff
asked the Civil Disobedience people to
leave the tracks, and for them to be phys
ically removed when they refused. About
10 minutes. Then it moved through the
gates, into the Navy Base.
There have been legal developments
since the last time Karen went through
this. Two years ago she was charged by
the State of Washington with “Attempt
ing to obstruct a lawfully operated train.”

Archbishop of Seattle

R aym ond G. H un th au sen
Responds To Questions from

Susan C icotte
and CSQ
Interview Conducted by

Dr. Maury ft. Sheridan

C z / m f o n Sf. Quarterly: Your own position on nuclear armament is clear. You have

called Trident the "Auschwitz ot Puget Sound ” You say your own convictions on disarma
ment are not moral absolutes of Church teaching. What is the position of the Church on the
participation of Catholics in the building of nuclear weapons?
Archbishop Hunthausen: There is a paragraph from the U.S Bishops' pastoral letter
on war and peace (' The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response "—May.
1983) stating how the bishops feel on that:
’ You (men and women in defense industries) also face specific questions because
the defense industry is directly involved in the development and production of
weapons of mass destruction which have concerned us in this letter We do not
presume or pretend that clear answers exist to many of the personal, professional
and financial choices facing you in your varying responsibilities In this letter we
have ruled out certain uses of nuclear weapons, while also expressing conditional
moral acceptance for deterrence. All Catholics, at every level of defense industries,
can and should use the moral principles of this letter to form their consciences. We
realize that different judgements of conscience will face different people, and we

recognize the possibilities of diverse concrete judgements being made in this
complex area We seek as moral teachers and pastors to be available to all who
confront these questions of personal and vocational choice. Those who in con
science decide that they should no longer be associated with defense activities
should find support in the Catholic community. Those who remain in these indus
tries or earn a profit from the weapons industry should find in the church guidance
and support for the ongoing evaluation of their work."
CSQ: United States federal law demands that Americans contribute to the nuclear arms
race with tax dollars. International law (the Charter of the International Military Tribunal)
forbids "crimes against peace." including preparation for war. It forbids “crimes against
humanity." including extermination. Are their divine laws that would apply to participation
in the nuclear arms build up.
ARH: The nature of the question is such that "divine law” can be interpreted either way.
That is. the people who are building up arms, of course, would argue that the reason for
the arms build up is to preserve peace and to avoid war You can use the same issue and
the image and likeness of God, and the greatest commandment is to love God and love
one's neighbor as oneself, to forgive one’s enemies and to do good to those who hate
you—this, it seems to me, is all behind this argument. Now that’s all based on the
premise that these weapons will one day be used. They would argue, well, they might not
be. So I think the other argument, of course, is the cost factor in the arms build up, how
this denies the kind of support for the needy in the world. You almost have to go into a
lengthier explanation of that because the very argument you use is the same argument
se who support a build up
CSQ: There is a woman who lives in my building. Every morning she gets in her car and
drives to Boeing. She works overtime as a draftsperson on the Cruise Missile Project. What
would you say to this woman and all of our Puget Sound neighbors who spend their
workday building and aiming the missiles.
ARH: In no way would I try to lay a guilt trip on that person. But I would, with that person,
just as I would with anyone else, ask them to become better acquainted with what the
arms race is about. I'd urge them to read the peace pastoral, reflect on it. and engage in
conversation with others. The implication again is that my feeling toward this person is
people to what the implications of the arms race really are. and how we as a country—our
whole economy—seems to be based on that arms race, and I think this is a misdirection
of resources, of talents. There's a brain drain right there. I would like us as a world and as
a people to direct these talents and these resources to other, much more gainful
purposes, and reflect on that I've known people who, on that kind of reflection, have
come to the conclusion that they cannot in conscience continue to contribute to some
thing which they find is a misdirection for the human family. I think the important issue is
that people take the arms race seriously, no matter what kind of occupation they’re in.
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With her attorneys and co-defendants,
she intended to prove in Port Orchard
district court that the operation of the
White Train is illegal under international
law, which, according to Article 6 of the
U.S. Constitution, supersedes state and
federal law. But the judge ruled that inter
national law was inadmissable as evi
dence. Karen was found g u ilty as
charged and spent 8 days in the Kitsap
County Jail.
Since then, the State of Washington
has lost the last three cases against dem
onstrators charged with “ Attempting to
obstruct a lawfully operated train.” The
State was not able to prove that the White
Train operation was legal, even under do
mestic law. A brake check, required by
law, was not done, nor did the train dis
play the proper placards.
It is unlikely that the State will risk

using this charge again. Some activists
are disappointed. They believe that the
lawfulness of the train is in question.
They think it’s a bigger question than
brake checks and placards. They think
the legality of the White Train should be
decided by a jury which has been allowed
to take international law into considera
tion. And so they continue to block the
tracks and get arrested.
The offenders are escorted off the bus
and into the police station. Fingerprints
and pictures are taken, forms are filled
out and LD.’s produced. Charges will be
filed at a later date. Released on their
own recognizance, they are put aboard
the bus again, and driven back to the
tracks. Some Vigilers are still there. They
sing a song together. Karen has friends
waiting. It’s 10:30 p.m., time to go home.

Rusty Kuntze__
| think the vast majority of the
A people out there would be flab
bergasted if they knew that 62 cents on
every dollar they pay in income tax goes
to the military. In a time when so many
children are dying of starvation, if it’s not
illegal, it’s certainly immoral. The weap
ons are killing people right now.”
Rusty Kuntze is a Mount Vernon,
Washington, attorney and a war tax re
sister. He does counseling with people
considering some form of tax resistance,
and every year as income tax day ap
proaches, he has decisions to make
about how to express his own outrage.
He would like to see the legal community
mobilize around this issue: American
taxpayers have the choice of breaking
U.S. tax laws or violating international
law.
This year, Rusty will withhold 10 per
cent of the taxes he owes because,
based on his research, this is the per

A g a in s t H u m a n it y , i n c l u d i n g
extermination.
The Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
states that those engaged in conspiracy
to commit genocide, and complicity in
genocide,shall be tried by a competent
tribunal, and punished.
Rusty Kuntze sees it as unproductive
to blame the President or the Russians
for the arms race. He prefers to accept
responsibility for his own share of taxes,
and to practice non-complicity.
War tax resisters are not tax dodgers.
The other half of not paying war tax is the
redirection of the money. Last year Rusty
donated the money he withheld to the
local food bank. He attached a letter ex
plaining what he had done, and why, to
his income tax return. He wanted to be
sure that the money was spent on human
needs, rather than death-producing
equipment.

W ar tax resisters are not tax dodgers. The
other half of not paying war tax is the redirection
of the money. Last year Rusty donated the
money he withheld to the local food bank.
centage that goes directly toward build
ing nuclear weapons and their delivery
systems. “ Providing a standing army
with rifles may not be illegal under inter
national law, but there are some very
strong arguments that nuclear arma
ment is.”
According to the Geneva Convention,
employing methods of warfare which
may be expected to cause widespread,
long-term and severe damage to the nat
ural environment is prohibited. The char
ter of the International Military Tribunal
forbids Crimes Against Peace, including
preparations for war. It forbids Crimes

Rusty has the people he counsels ask
themselves, “What am I trying to accom
plish?” Certain goals may necessitate a
specific tack. If the point is to see that as
little money as possible goes to the mili
tary machine, there are things you can
do, legally, to cut down your tax liability.
You can scale down your income, put
your car in someone else’s name. There
are times when ownership is not as
important as access to something.
If you are a war tax resister and live on
the Walter Creek Land Trust, you can
have a house there for the rest of your life
and the IRS can't attach your property,

Seattle Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen is a
war tax resister. He redirects 50 percent of the
amount he owes in taxes each year to a collective
escrow account, where there is $300,000 in
unpaid war taxes being held.
because you don’t own the property.
Seattle Archbishop Raymond Hunt
hausen is a war tax resister, and he does
it to take a stand, to protest the arms
race. He redirects 50 percent of the
amount he owes in taxes each year to a
collective escrow account, where there is
$300,000 in unpaid war taxes being held,
waiting for the passage of the U.S. Peace
Fund Tax Bill.
If passed, the bill would give Conscien
tious Objector status to taxpayers who
could then, for reasons of conscience,
legally ensure that they are not contribut
ing to the arms race with their tax money.
The Peace Fund Tax Bill is a long way
from passage.

turns next April 15. If someone owes
$1,252, they simply write the check for
$1,251, attach a letter explaining why,
and redirect the dollar. Rusty can’t imag
ine the IRS pursuing everyone for a dollar
each. If the IRS does, the protester now
owes one dollar, and twelve cents in
penalties, which is paid “ Under protest,”
another chance for dialogue.
Withholding the federal surcharge on
a telephone bill is a low-risk form of war
tax resistance. The surcharge was reim
posed by Congress during the Vietnam
War. Historically, it has been imposed by
Congress to finance wars. Currently it’s
at three percent of the phone bill.
If a person refuses to pay the sur-

CQNSCIENCE 6 M ILITA R Y TAX CAMPAIGN - U .S .
TELEPHONE TAX N O TIFIC A TIO N CARD
I have deducted $_______________ , the amount o f the fe d e ra l exc ise ta x , from th is b i l l
to h elp focus a tte n tio n on the need fo r a PEACE TAX FUND BILL to a llo w conscientious
m ili t a r y tax o b je c to rs pay t h e ir f u l 1 share o f taxes toward n o n m ilita r y , no nviolen t
programs. The fe d e ra l exc ise tax on th is b i l l helps pay f o r past wars, c u rre n t m i l i 
t a r y in te r v e n tio n s , and p re p a ra tio n s fo r fu tu re nuclear w ar.
I cannot pay taxes fo r
what I b e lie v e to be m o rally and e t h ic a lly wrong.
Please communicate my p ro te s t to
Congress and the IRS and request t h e ir support fo r passage o f a PEACE TAX FUND BILL.
Thank you,
Date

Telephone #

Rigfh now, if you don’t send in your full
amount of taxes, the computer in Ogden,
Utah, will start spitting out threatening
letters. A lot of people in the movement
want to break through this monolithic,
faceless bureaucracy. They take the let
ters from the IRS and go down to the
Federal Building and try to make per
sonal contact with a human being.
The IRS will eventually tell you that if
they don’t hear from you in 10 days, they
are going to take legal action.
Pat and John Schweibert are Portland
tax resisters. The IRS has seized the title
to their house and can, with 10 days
notice, auction it off to the highest bidder.
“ One person offered to pay our back
taxes if we promise never to do this
again,” says Pat. “ We don’t need that
kind of help. We’re not trying to do any
thing extreme, we're just trying to live
consistently. This is what faith is all
about. We don’t think we have to have
wars. We’re hoping no one will bid on this
house.”
There are less drastic forms of tax re
sistance. There are people with strong
personal or religious convictions who
want to “ Bear witness,” as the Quakers
put it. A more symbolic form of resistance
may be called for.
Rusty Kuntze has a dream—a flood of
ONE LESS DOLLAR FOR WAR tax re

S i gnature

charge, the company doesn’t turn off the
telephone. Legally, non-payment is an is
sue between the taxpayer and the gov
ernment. The phone company just com
pounds the amount on the bill. Fifty-nine
cents upon fifty-nine cents of unpaid war
tax.
The United States has a history of tax
resistance dating back to the Boston Tea
Party. The nuclear war tax resistance
movement is gaining momentum outside
the U.S., in Italy, Germany and Australia,
among others. It’s a personal matter how
far the resister can take it. Some people
play it down to the wire. There are lots of
chances to bow out, to pay back taxes
and penalties, right down to the last hour
before the government auctions off the
house.
The Archbishop vows to continue to
withhold 50 percent of his taxes, even
though the IRS eventually gets its money
by attaching his wages. The IRS will
eventually attach Rusty’s savings ac
count and get his taxes and penalties.
But he sleeps better at night because, “ I
am not an accomplice. I’m not willingly
forking it over. They’ll have to come and
get it. It’s empowering. We don’t have to
blindly obey what Big Brother says.”
Writer/artist Susan Cicotte is a former
Seattle resident now living in Port Towns
end. This is her first story in CSQ.
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La Paloma
Natural Fiber Clothing
from
Around the World
Folk Art • Jewelry • Gifts

AN IN TR IG U IN G , AFFORDABLE
BLEND OF ETHNIC A ND
CONTEMPORARY FASHIONS
Hillsdale Shopping Center in S.W. Portland

246-3417

Harry's Mother is a
community-based, nonprofit
agency providing counseling
and emergency shelter to
youth experiencing crisis in
their lives and/or families.
Harry's Mother needs people
like you who are willing to
open their homes on a temporary
basis to these youth. As a
Volunteer Shelter Parent,
satisfaction comes from knowing
that you have helped keep these
kids off the streets. An even

greater satisfaction is realized
when a youth you've helped is
successfully reunited with his/
her family.

If you are interested in
helping Harry's Mother help
kids, contact the Volunteer
Program Coordinator, Judi
McGavin, at 281-9900.
Harry's Mother Wants You!

Are You Ignoring Your
legal needs, because you
can’t afford an attorney?

BANKRUPTCY............................. s 95
DIVORCE..................................... $ 49
NAME CHANGE........................... $ 45
ADOPTIONS................................s 95
Meet
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BARBARA BERGER

CONSUMER SOUNDING BOARD
Serving Portland, Eugene, Medford Since 1978

Author and Illustrator
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Fine Literature • Wonderful Cards

Autograph Party
Sunday, November 24th 1-3p.m.

Janet Stevenson
author of the new novel
“Departure”
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Therapeutic Massage. Acupressure
Polarity, Reflexology

Multnomah Bodyworks
Clinic o f Massage Therapy
7912 S W Thirty-fifth & Multnomah • 245-1757
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Soviet Peace Groups

T he Read Thing
By Norman Solom on
.

Illustration by

S u sa n C icotte
I n the West, an ideological minefield forms the array of opinions about
“the Soviet disarmament movement.” Preconceptions routinely carry the
day. And the USSR’s unequivocal defenders tend to come across as
wooden and implausible.
Many Westerners see a hero in Soviet H-bomb designer Andrei
Sakharov due to his conflicts with the Kremlin. (Sakharov’s statements
that the U.S. deploy MX missiles are rarely noted.) Others point to jailings
of more authentic disarmament advocates in the USSR.
Meanwhile, the official Soviet peace movement provokes much scorn in
the U.S. With assumptions shaped by their own society, many American
activists are quick to discount Soviet citizens’ outpourings for nuclear
disarmament in the absence of an antagonistic relationship with the
Soviet government.
At a dozen nuclear disarmament rallies and meetings I attended this
summer in Moscow, Leningrad, Volgograd, Rostov-on-Don, and other
Soviet cities, there was a constant emphasis on the absolute necessity of
preventing nuclear war. While these events, sponsored by local chapters
of the Soviet Peace Committee, were long on formality and short on
creativity, they embodied sincere pro-disarmament opinions that are
widespread in the general population. The Russian word mir (peace) can
be seen on large signs in Soviet communities as frequently as liquor and
cigarette billboards appear in typical American cities. A common theme
emerged at meetings with local Peace Committees in a half-dozen Soviet
cities: 40 years ago our enemy was facism; today it is nuclear war, which
would destroy humanity.
Random conversations in Russian cities added to my impression that
Soviet citizens generally treasure peace more than Americans do. The
USSR’s public memorials to World War II are more a mourning of war than
a celebration of it. About 470,000 Soviet people, victims of the Nazi siege
of Leningrad, are buried at Piskaryovskoye Cemetery in mass graves.
More than 40 years later, the manicured rows of earthen mounds seemed
to tremble. The contrasts with U.S. memorials, like Arlington Cemetery or
Iwo Jima, are striking.
Of course, the Soviet government is willing to wage war outside its
borders, as events in Afghanistan make clear. The increasing public
debate in the USSR on a wide range of economic and social problems
does not extend to foreign policy. (Even independent peace activists
almost never address the Afghan situation.) Yet nuclear weapons issues

provide extensive common ground for Soviet policy-makers and citizens
pushing for an end to the nuclear arms race.
A few blocks from the last subway stop on M oscow’s red line,
beleaguered members of the Group to Establish Trust between the USSR
and the U.S.A, have been gathering in a small apartment. But neither
admirers nor detractors seem to comprehend this small Moscow group,
which is neither fish nor fowl in the frigid waters of the Cold War.
“ From the very beginning we wanted it known that we are not dissi
dents,” stressed Yuri Medvedkov, 57, a reknowned geographer. “We do
emphasize not criticizing the structure of the Soviet state. Our goals are
direct people-to-people contact and diminishing of hatred between East
and West, which can be achieved right now.”
While prone to label Trust Group members “ dissidents,” Western media
have shown little interest in the Group’s ideas, such as a proposal to ban
all children’s war toys resembling modern military weapons— an idea with
the poorest prospects of implementation in the capitalist West.
One midsummer night, as Moscow’s late dusk settled through the
Medvedkov’s living-room window, I met with a dozen members of the Trust
Group, ranging in age from teens to over 60. They asked to hear about
Martin Luther King Jr., and I spoke for an hour as Yuri Medvedkov
translated. Questions inevitably led to the current U.S. disarmament
movement. Telling about the four “ plowshares” activists who used a
compressor-drive jackhammer in an effort to dismantle a Missouri nuclear
silo last November, I mentioned that two of them received prison sen
tences of 18 years. Shocked disbelief showed on some of the Russian
faces.
The small Trust Group continues to function in a unique semi-gadfly
role, meeting and holding vigils despite intermittent incarceration of mem
bers due to its lack of state authorization. The large Peace Committee
uses media and public events to reach many millions of Soviet people with
information about dangers of the nuclear weapons spiral.
Americans should develop more concerted, respectful and candid rela
tionships with Soviets in the Peace Committee and the Trust Group. Olga
Medvedkov states the issue clearly, “ It isn’t weapons that kill people, it’s
hatred. Trust between people at the grassroots is essential.
Portland writer Norman Solomon, co-author of Killing Our Own: The Disaster of America’s
Experience With Atomic Radiation is currently working as disarmanent director for the Fel
lowship of Reconciliation in the U.S. in Nyack, New York.

Your distributor of high quality
organically grown and natural foods.

Anastonishingfour-year
clandestine journeythrough the
racial mine fieldsof SouthAfrica
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The Best Kept Secret in Portland

A gifted a n d courageous
young reporter ventured into
forbidden lands, met and
talked with South Africans of
every station. His experiences
theirs—m ake this inside accot
apartheid compelling, eye-ope nns
shocking, and deeply moving.

BY JAMES
NORTH

"Remarkable for its reportorial zeal
and its tremendous oral power.
It will be hard for anyone to feel fully informed about what is
at stake in South Africa without reading this book."
—J AMES FALLOW S , Washington correspondent, The Atlantic
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HEALING: Hot springs, roaring river, vegetarian meals — give
yourself a gift of relaxation and rest.
RETREATS:

$30/person/day ($25 weekdays) includes three
meals, cabin accommodations, hot tubs, steam sauna, natural
pools. Special rates: weekly, seniors, children.

CONFERENCES: Write for our schedule of conferences and
workshops which include:
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING:

Breitenbush is surrounded
by trails & logging roads, leading to vistas of Mt. Jefferson,
lakes & rivers. Several trails leave right from Breitenbush,
others are a short drive away. Special cross-country
ski weekends with guided tours & evening entertainment are scheduled.

December 27 - January 1
January 17 - January 19
January 31 - February 2
February 28 - March 2

OLD-GROWTH FOREST: Hike and ski through majestic
old-growth forest to Breitenbush Gorge and Devil’s Ridge.
INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
Breitenbush Community, Box 578, Detroit, OR 97342
(503) 854-3314, 854-3501
Breitenbush is 60 miles east o f Salem o ff Hiway 22.
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Existential Therapy
Major Health Ins. Accepted
3319 NE Schuyler Street
Portland
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Stop by for Lunch
Homemade Soup,
Hearty Sandwiches and Salad
Served from Midday ’til Midnight
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LARGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS
727 E. BURNSIDE — 236-6900
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TURKEY
SURPRISE!
It probably comes as no surprise to you, but our Yamhill Marketplace
location has been selling beautiful handmade stoneware
for three yearsl So w e w ould like to surprise you w ith

BELOW
W HOLESALE!
On all planters, lamps & vases

O V, 29, 30
& Dec. 1 .
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ORTLAND
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We’re Portlands Best
3rd Generation Sansage Makers
Specializing in:

Homemade Sausage
Since 1927

Fresh Meat Market
With old fashioned fu ll sendee counter
G reat selection o f imported
been a n d fine wines.
D eli sandwiches, Cheeses, Salads a n d Breads

O tto’s Sausage Kitchen & Meat Market
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BOEING
Can It Be Converted?
By Melissa Laird
Research Assistance by
D an M cM illa n

Above: Boeing People-Mover system in Morgantown, West Virginia; Right: Boeing hydrofoil in Puget Sound
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“A NATION THAT CONTINUES YEAR AFTER YEAR TO SPEND MORE MONEY
ON MILITARY DEFENSE THAN ON PROGRAMS OF SOCIAL UPLIFT IS
APPROACHING SPIRITUAL DEATH.”

—Martin Luther King Jr.

§

■ here was no weekly news magazine describing the
■ virtues of Seattle’s espresso bars, chocolate shops
and Italian ice cream parlors. There were very few places
like that then. Large houses on Capitol Hill sold for less
than $20,000. Food banks were rustling up new programs.
Churches gave weekly dinners and potlucks that were
open to the public. Engineers and machinists were apply
ing for jobs in Texas or California or anywhere at all outside
of Washington.
A billboard downtown read: “Will the last one in Seattle
please turn out the lights?”

w

.^ iM tM a a ^

Today, Boeing employs more than 73,000
people (in Washington— 103,000 world
wide) and is setting the stage for bringing
in its highest sales record ever this year.
Of course, there are factors other than
Boeing’s economy which have multiplied
the price of real estate on Capitol Hill. But
the fact that Boeing put 40,000 people
back to work didn’t hurt.
Boeing has a long history as a partner
of the federal government and is subject
to the swings of the military economy.
Boeing built aircraft during the First

World War. By using aluminum and other
light metals, Boeing developed aviation
technology and emerged as one of the
industry’s leaders by 1926.
During the Second World War, the
company designed and produced the
B-17 Flying Fortress and the B-29 Super
fortress bombers. By the end of the war,
Boeing had become one of the nation’s
three largest aircraft manufacturers.
Now, 93.7 percent of Boeing’s corpo
rate profits are derived from military proj
ects, in clu d in g m issiles and space

(which is largely Star Wars). That de
fense contracts are written on a cost
m axim ization basis— and contractors
are rewarded for maximizing costs—is
no secret. But this high dependence on
profit from defense is not consistent with
Boeing’s overall history in the airplane
business. Earlier figures are almost the
reverse, with commercial airplane man
ufacture accounting for the majority of
corporate profits during the 30 years
prior to 1980.
In the early Reagan years, memos to
employees and stockholders were bla
tant about Boeing’s intentions to pursue
an increase in defense contracts. A tech
nical editor for a Boeing grant-writing
project said that the formats of grants
changed at this time in order to include
application to military work. It became
more and more difficult to pinpoint proj
ects at Boeing which were isolated from
defense projects.
Lee Lathrop of Boeing’s Public Rela
tions Department in Seattle described
the company’s current policy. “ Our strat
egy doesn't call for doing less military
work. There’s no strategy that says we’d
like to do more from a percentage point of
view either, but rather to increase busi
ness both comercially and militarily.” But
just to be sure Boeing gets it’s full share
of those monies, the company maintains
a large, experienced lobbying staff in
Washington D.C.
At a recent stockholders’ meeting,
Boeing Chairman TA. Wilson was asked
why the company continues to produce
weapons in light of the effects on the
economy and employment, along with
their questionable morality and legality.
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Mr. W ilson’s response was that Boeing is
b u ild in g these weapons because the
federal governm ent is asking for them.

The Heavyweight
oeing is the largest em ployer in

B

W a s h in g to n , e m p lo y in g o n e quarter of the state’s and one half of
C o u n ty ’s m a n u fa ctu rin g w orkforce. In
1983, Boeing received $2.6 billion in m ili
tary contracts or 72 percent of the con
tracts in the Puget Sound area. Reve
nues in 1984 were close to the same
figure with the inclusion of NASA and
D epartm ent of Energy contracts. This
has pushed the com pany.into the top
rank of defense contractors nationwide,
up from 12th place in 1970, and made the
Boeing C om pany the 31st largest indus
trial corporation in the U.S.(in 1983) ac
cording to Fortune magazine.
Previously, those attem pting to pro
mote defense contracts argued that de
fense industries create jobs. Due partly
to re s e a rc h by u n io n s and c itiz e n s
g r o u p s , th a t a r g u m e n t h a s b e e n
dropped. Now S en a to r S lade G orton
uses the national security argum ent to
support increasing m ilitary production.
In L e t’s Rebuild America, W illiam W.
Winpisinger, the International President
of the M achinists Union, w hich repre
sents, a high percentage of the Boeing
workforce, points out that in the U.S., for
every $100 available for dom estic capital
form ation, $46 is spent on the military.
This can be compared to $15 in West
Germany and $3.70 in Japan. A $1 billion
investment in guided missile production
creates about 20,700 direct and indirect
jobs. The sam e $1 billio n investm ent
would.create 34,700 jobs in iron and steel
production, or 71,500 jobs in education,
54,260 jobs in health and hospital ser
vices, or 39,500 jobs in local transit and
intercity transit systems.
He goes on to say, “ In other instances
in recent world history, industrialized na
tions have sold their people on the idea
that a m ilitary build-up was the route to

full em ploym ent. Those nations were
H itler’s Nazi Germany, M ussolini’s Cor
porate State Fascism, and Tojo’s Imperi
alistic Japan.”
Harlan Munsinger, Vice President of
the M achinist and Aerospace Workers
Union, put it this way: “ A bomb produces
no m ore jo b s . T he a ve ra g e B oeing
worker doesn’t put his money in a bank or
in a sock at home. He makes his car
payment, a payment on a washer and
Kingdryer, and groceries for the kids, and if he
has any money left he goes to a movie.
The federal government doesn’t do that.
T hey build a bom b and put it in the
ground somewhere.

port it on the part of the peace move
ment, which had a national focus at the
time. From the standpoint of the com m it
tee chairman, there was no push from
the D em ocratic C aucus. Dan G rim m ,
H ouse W ays and M eans C om m ittee
Chairman, had to take on the task of the
bill almost single-handedly.
The bill proposed a one percent tax on
all defense contracts which would have
amounted to some $25 million annually
in Boeing’s case. The funds were to be
used to cre a te loans fo r sm all b u si
nesses, set up a retraining fund, and
cre a te a co m m issio n to a llo ca te the
money.

“ O u r strategy doesn't call for doing less
military work.. There’s no strategy that says
we’d like to do more from a percentage point
of view either, but rather to increase business
both comercially and militarily ”

C o n versio n
Legislation
l / l # h a t does a la rg e c o rp o ra tio n
V W highly dependent on m ilitary con
tracts do when they begin to disappear?
One solution is to prepare before that
juncture to convert both the plant and
workforce to a non-m ilitary endeavor. Or
to train the workers for other, less-cyclical
employment. Though the idea has been
around for years, it is rarely considered
until the hatchet has fallen. And look
w h e re th a t le ft S e a ttle the la st tim e
~
around.
A group called the Washington Conver
sion Project initiated conversion legisla
tion in 1983 which gained endorsement
of 6 members of the State House of Rep
resentatives. House Bill 1601 died in
com m ittee before it received a hearing.
There was no concerted effort to sup

This bill was an exAmple of conversion
legislation at an initial stage. It did not
ask any corporation to shift production of
any of its military projects; it did not sug
gest that the public influence internal pol
icies set by any corporation as it might a
publicly funded organization such as a
school, a university or government facil
ity. Historically, Boeing has not favored
tax changes of any kind. Boeing pays no
federal taxes. Its com m ercial operations
are subsidized by federal revenues. The
com pany receives tax rebates which are
c re d ite d a g a in st any fu rth e r fe d e ra l
taxes w hich m ight becom e due. C ur
rently Boeing has the highest negative
tax rate in the country. The com pany
pays no sales tax on any airplanes sold
and no gas tax on interstate aerospace
research. Boeing spent money fighting
the corporate income tax initiative which
it then added on to defense contracts.
To ask Boeing to support a tax on its
defense contracts and to relinquish $25
million annually would have been asking

a lot of its managers and of the state
legislature w hich— as one advocate of
the bill suggested— “jum ps when Boeing
snaps its fingers.”
Seattle Rep. Dick Nelson who spon
sored the bill thinks otherwise. “ I don’t
agree that Boeing runs the legislature.
Boeing has an inordinate amount of influ
ence in the legislature. You can pick out
specific bills where their influence has
been felt, such as tax reform or zoning
policy. They are heavyweights, but I don’t
think they control the legislature. For
conversion legislation, plant closure leg
islation and other kinds of legislation
dealing with worker-management issues,
they’re going to be there representing
m anagem ent’s point of view.
“ Mike Lowry (Washington Congress
man from the 7th District) is the best ex
ample of someone who sees the issues
independently from union or manage
ment. What it translates to is some legis
lators are more sensitive to what the
company says. And generally legislators
don’t hear directly from Boeing employ
ees, although SPEEA (Seattle Profes
sional Engineering Employees Associa
tion) has been som ew hat organized.
Com pany management would tend to
work through the leadership in Olympia
b e cause th e y can d e liv e r resources
when it comes to campaign tim e with the
argum ent that what is good for business
is good for the state.”
Nelson added that stability is a key
issue if one is concerned about the econ
omy. Legislators should understand that
many m ilitary projects are inherently un
stable as the weapon systems rise and
fall or as government attitudes change.
“ There is a lot of skepticism in the busi
ness com m unity about the level of busi
ness in the m ilitary economy. Many are
saying at least that we have to decrease
the increase. If band-aid approaches
continue to have no affect, then I think
the support in the business community
will build for reductions in m ilitary spend
ing as a way to improve the economy. I
think th e re ’s some hope in that. Military
spending may be good for Boeing but it’s
b a n k ru p tin g .a ’ lot of other companies.
That connects back to the issue of in
stability of those programs and legisla-
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A N a tu ra l Food Store.

? ANTIQUES

A wide selection of natural,
healthy groceries at surprisingly
low prices.

77 58 SE I 5th A VENUE
IN Old SEllwood

© The freshest produce
© Herbs & Vitamins
© Natural body care products
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© Imported and domestic cheeses.
© Deli & Bulk foods
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FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE, WE ARE NOW OPEN
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3029 SE 21st (1 block north of Powell),
Bus # 9 . 232-9051.

B uyiw q & SelliiNq D ECO, N OUVEAU , JEWEI RY . . .

FOR YOU OUR VALUED CUSTOMER WE OFFER AN ABUNDANCE OF
GROCERIES, MEATS. BULK FOODS, WINE AND FARM FRESH PRODUCE
WITH SOME OF THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN I

— FOR THE HOLIDAYS —
WE NOW HAVE AVAILABLE OUR
FRUITCAKE MIXES AND MINCEMEAT IN BULK.
IT IS NOW TIME TO ORDER YOUR

"Fresh” T h a n k s g iv in g T u rk e y

HARRIETS
EAT NOW

WE ALSO HAVE

CAFE

WHOLE BONELESS SPECIALTY TURKEYS
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GIFT FRUIT BASKETS

7 9 12 S.E. I3 T H

EACH AND EVERY FRUIT IS HAND SELECTED AND ARTISTICALLY
PLACED IN A BEAUTIFULLY WRAPPED FRUIT BASKET.
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"We Have Local Fruit Basket Deliveries Available"
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BERTIE L O U ’S CAFE

2 3 1-4330
HOURS: TUFS-FR! 7-2
SAI & SUN 9-2

Now SFRviNq DINNFRS
Weds-SAt 5: 50-1 I

F OR : BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

BEER & WINE • SODA FOUNTAIN & PASTRIES .

tors ought to be concerned about that.”

A re They
Experienced?
group called Pacifists for Full Em^ ^ p lo y m e n t did a research project
and published a report that covers con
version of a specific project at Boeing:
“ Conversion of the Air-Launched Cruise
Missile Plant: Where the Jobs Could Be.”
The report focuses on conversion of
the Air-Launched Cruise Missile plant in
Kent, Washington, because the Air Force
announced in 1983 that it plans to end
production of this missile in Kent by
1986. According to this report, 1300 jobs
will be directly affected along with 7300
employees of subcontractors who would
be indirectly affected.
In the event of a freeze on all AirLaunched Cruise Missile production, not
only the jobs of those working in the Kent
ALCM plant would be affected, but also
jobs of about 10,000 people who make
parts for the missiles.
Two sets of criteria were used to deter
mine industries which could be charac
terized as conversion industries, as
noted in the ALCM report and Converting
the Work Force by Marion Anderson. First
was national security. Shortage of non
renewable fuels and the instability of the
Middle East signify a need for develop
ment of renewable energy sources. The
second criteria was that conversion in
dustries should utilize skills developed
by people who have worked in the mili
tary industries or— in this case—the
ALCM plant.
The report evaluated the prospects for
conversion to rapid transit equipment,
light rail equipment, wind energy and so
lar energy. Currently Boeing’s non-aero
space divisions include Boeing Agri-lnd ustrial Co., Boeing Environm ental
Products, Boeing Computer Services,
Boeing Marine Systems, and Boeing’s
Vertol Division, where during the ‘70s the
helicopter plant was converted to a mass

transit production plant.
In 1970, military contracts at the Vertol
plant in Pennsylvania had been drop
ping. With the help of the United Auto
Workers Union, the plant began building
electric trolley and subway cars.
Boeing sold electric-powered mass
transit vehicles in Boston, Chicago and
San Francisco with a basically accept
able response from those cities’ transit
syste m s. B o s to n ’s R iv e rs id e Line
showed a 19 percent increase in pas
sengers. Boeing has not tapped the mar
ket in cities already using old trolley cars
which would need replacing. In the ‘80s,
ten U.S. cities are building or expanding

subway systems, with more than 2800
cars needed before 1990.
Boeing developed the first urban peo
ple-mover system at Morgantown, West
Virginia, for use beginning in 1975. The
system connected the city center to two
campuses of West Virginia University
with 45 driverless cars, carrying up to 21
passengers each, at a cruising speed of
30 miles per hour. A smaller system car
ried four million passengers at the 1975
World's Fair in Okinawa, Japan.
The Vertol plant was reconverted to
military helicopters by 1980, while still in
the midst of demonstrating their light rail
vehicles in other cities. From a business

perspective, the project has not been
considered successful. This has been at
tributed largely to unanticipated market
ing problems as well as the use of cost
maximization practices built into military
work which run contrary to cost-mini
mization concepts required in a com
petitive marketplace.
With regard to mass transit, Bruce Jay
of the Vertol plant said, “We reached a
point where we did not see a continuity of
markets. Boeing’s expertise is to get on
the production line and continue to make
the same design for a number of years.
One of the helicopter designs we make
stems back to 1962. Original forecasts

MONTAVILLA
DENTAL CLINIC
This is your chance to begin learning how professional
photographers see the world through the camera, or to
□rush up or refine your camera skills. All levels of ex
perience are welcome and will be challenged by these
photo workshops. The form at allows beginners to re
ceive individual attention while advanced students pur
sue individual shooting assignments. These workshops
are taught by Nancy McKimens, known for her huge
color photographs [most recently seen at Portlano Center
for the Visual Arts] and her activity in photographic
education. These college classes may be taken on a
credit or non-credit basis.
A CAPE KIW ANDA WEEKEND Jan. 24-26. Outdoors
in the crisp winter sun or violent storm— on the beach
no m atter what. And night work indoors on lighting
and portraits. (Pre-workshop meeting evening of Thurs..
Jan. 16: post-workshop critique evening of Mon.. Feb. 3)

Full Service Dentistiy
for adults and children
•Treatment explained and discussed
• I.V. sedation • Nitrous oxide
• Flexible payment plans
• New patients welcome
Clarice Johnston, DMD
Same day emergency care
Noon, evening and
Saturday appointments

Burnside

254-7385
316 S.E. 80th

SE Stark

PHOTO M INI-SERIES— ONE D A Y SHOOTS
THE ZOO Sat.. Jan. 1B. 9:30 a.m .-4:30 p.m.
THE PO RTRAIT Wed.. Feb. 27. 5:30-10:30 p.m.
THE NIGHT C IT Y Thurs.. Mar. 13. 5:30-10:30 p.m.
Combined critique for all three workshops Thurs..
M ar. 20. 6-9 p.m.

Northwest
Artists
workshop

C a ll now fo r more in fo rm a tio n . Class size is lim ite d .

Marylhurst A rt. 636-0141. ext. 379. M a ry lh u rs t C ollege.
M a ry lh u rs t. OR 97036.

522 N.W. 12th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97209

Gallery Hours:
Noon - 5 pm
Tues. - Sat.
220-0435
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were that that would be the case with
mass transit.
“ In 1972, the U.S. Dept, of Transporta
tion issued a document requiring a stan
dard vehicle for cities wanting federal
funding for their mass transit system—to
get the most bang out of the federal buck.
The policy only lasted 2 to 3 years. Then
it came back to each city coming up with
its own specifications for customized
vehicles.”
Jay added that standardization has
been the key to success with the 727
airplane, which is the same for United
Airlines as for American. If United runs
out of a part, it can get one from Ameri
can. Mass transit operations began to
look like an on again-off again market for
the Vertol plant with greater customiza
tion than anticipated.
It should be noted that this reconver
sion occurred during the late-Carter pe
riod which grew increasingly military-ori
ented in the last 12-18 months of that
administration. And when Reagan as
sumed office, the practical limitation was
simply the major deemphasis of non-military spending.
As Winpjsinger points out, economic
conversion must take place while military
projects are still on the upswing—before
the funds fall off and people are laid off.
Marketing and planning which is done
before the crunch is more effective than
expecting a conversion project to suc
ceed based on trial and error.
Boeing has demonstrated experience
in the areas of wind and solar energy as
well. It built four 2.5-kilowatt windmills in
Goldendale, Washington and ohe for the
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. in California.
Production of wind turbines requires the
same skills that aerospace workers possess:'design and production engineers,
inspectors, m achinists, assem blers,
e le c tric ia n s and pre cisio n m achine
operators.
Boeing researchers have developed a
thin solar cell which is 60 percent as effi
cient as silicon solar cells, but at about
one percent of the cost of silicon photo
voltaic cells, which are currently prohib
itive due to cost. Marketing the thin solar
cell could dramatically increase the use

of solar energy, but so far there has been
limited production of it.
Pacifists for Full Employment pur
chased stock this year for the eventual
purpose of introducing a resolution at a
stockholders’ meeting. A stockholder
must have owned stock for a year before
a resolution can be put on an agenda, to
be voted on 6-months later. After this
waiting period, the group intends to pro
pose conversion of the ALCM plant and
other conversion proposals.

The Machinists Union would rather build
airplanes than bombs, and Boeing has shown
it can transfer back and forth between military
and peacetime whenever it wants to. We’d
rather have it all go over to the social side.
In Converting the Work Force by Marion Anderson, an analysis is provided showing net

National Policy

gain or loss of jobs if $10 billion were converted from military production to conversion
industries.

arlan Munsinger of the Machinists

The Job Impact of Transferring $10 Billion
from Military to Conversion Industries

H

MILITARY CONVERSION NET JOB GAIN
OR LOST
JOBS LOST JOBS GAINED
Professional, Technical
and Kindred Workers
Managers, Officials and
Proprietors
Sales Workers
Clerical Workers
Craft and Kindred Workers
Operatives (Factory Workers)
Service Workers
Laborers Except Farm

-6 2,100

+ 81,500

-25,000
- 8,700
-58,800
-7 0,400
-92,700
-15,200
-11,700

+ 26,500
+ 9,600
+ 59,700
+ 64,100
+ 100,400
+ 22,000
+ 14,700

TOTAL JOBS GAINED

+ 19,400
+
+
+
+
+
+

1,500
900
900
6,300
7,700
6,800
3,000

+34,000
From Converting the Work Force
Employment Research Associates

This distribution is based on distributing the $10 billion as follows:
$5 billion in solar energy
—
$1 billion in the production of gasahol
—
$1.5 billion in the production of railroad equipment
—
—
$1 billion in the construction of fishing vessels
$.5 billion in miscellaneous professional services
—
$1 billion in educational services
—
Bureau of Labor Statistics analyses were used to determine personnel figures corre
sponding to dollars spent.
Only the category of Craft and Kindred workers experiences a net loss in employment.
Although 90 percent of those workers would be hired by conversion industries, another
6,300 workers would be entering a rapidly growing job category. There would be a net job
loss of 3,400 electrical engineers in the Professional and Technical jobs category,
coupled with an increase in the need for civil engineers. Bob Baker of Seattle Profes
sional Engineering Employees Association said that it would take about a year to retrain
an electrical engineer to a civil engineer.

1

Union says that the problem with
conversion is not a technical difficulty in
terms of job transfers or retraining. “An
airplane doesn’t care whether it has
bombs or not. Most heavy industry in the
U.S. is exactly the same. The Machinists
Union would rather build airplanes than
bombs, and Boeing has shown it can
transfer back and forth between military
and peacetime whenever it wants to.
We'd rather have it all go over to the
social side.
“ Conversion is going to have to be on a
national basis, from the federal contracts
or the Pentagon. When you’re in an oper
ation to make money for your stock
holders, you have to go to where the con
tracts are. If all Boeing workers refused
to work on a military project, then the
contract would go to General Dynamics.
You need a national program to do mass
transit, railroads and so forth. It shouldn’t
be done on a piecemeal basis.”
Munsinger said that a national policy
would involve fair trade, not free trade.
He said that tax laws are written favoring
multi-national corporations at the man
agement level. He noted that Japan put
ting a 100 percent duty on American cars
while the U.S. doesn’t duty theirs is un
fair to the American worker. Military em
ployment is high technology, closer to the
workerless factory concept.
Munsinger stated that Germany pro
vides an example of a national policy that
is set up to build a fixed number of air-
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planes per year in order to keep people
working. “ In Japan it’s the same way.
Japan sees that people work.” Munsinger noted that although unemploy
ment figures are quoted at about 8 per
cent, everyone knows that the real figure
is closer to 15 percent unemployment in
this country. “ If necessary, the federal
government could become the employer
of last resort, hiring people to rebuild
roads and bridges.”
Rep. Dick Nelson also made the con
nection between Boeing and national
policy. “ We have such a strongly en
trenched military industrial effort locally
that it tends to ride out some of the inher
ent instability. Boeing’s military programs
remain rather stable. The argument has
to be more global—that our survival and
se curity does not depend on those
weapon systems.
“ The Boeing Company has no diffi
culty converting if it wants to,” Nelson
added. “ It knows how to marshall re
sources in a variety of areas. It there’s
money to be made, they can do it. The
difficulty is in the minds of Congress, the
federal government, and business peo
ple who are wed to those military projects
because they turn a buck and make a
good profit.”
In The Impact of Military Spending on
the Machinists Union, Marion Anderson
points out that a proposed cut from the
Pentagon budget of $14.3 billion is sub
stantially less than what the American
taxpayer has been promised since 1970.

The problem with conversion is not a lack of
technical flexibility but rather a form of
monopoly by certain business and defense
sectors but on the beliefs of all of us who are
conditioned to think that preparation for war
will somehow prevent one.
During the Vietnam War we were prom
ised a $20 billion “ peace dividend” when
the war was over. At war’s end, the mili
tary budget was $80 billion. Four years
later, the Pentagon was receiving $105
billion. And two years after President
elect Carter had promised an annual re
duction of $5-7 billion, he was asking for
$127 billion.
“The 14.3 billion needed for a serious
start on conversion,” Anderson notes,
“ is less than 14 month’s increment for the
Pentagon. This is the capital which could
give us a major start on solar energy,
bring our railroads and mass transit into
the late twentieth century, reduce our de
pendence on foreign oil and give hun
dreds of thousands of our people jobs.”
The problem with conversion is not a
lack of technical flexibility but rather a
form of monopoly by certain business
and defense sectors not only on eco
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nomic production but on the beliefs of all
of us who are conditioned to think that
preparation for war will somehow prevent
one. It is doubtful that those who make
bombs on a day-to-day basis actually be
lieve that this production will contribute to
our security as a nation or as a species.
One is reminded of a line in a recent play
by Arthur Kopit, produced recently by
Seattle’s A Contemporary Theater. The
playwright (within the play) asks another
character about people who work on
weapons, “ If they know it (the policy of
deterrence) doesn’t work, why do they
work on it?” Answer: “ Because they
don’t believe what they know.”
The notion of economic conversion
may be fanciful at a place like Boeing
where a variety of military agendas are
so deeply entrenched. However, eco
nomic necessity may generate the trend
in other companies, and Boeing would

then likely choose to compete for the new
markets, especially in the conversion in
dustries in which Boeing has already de
veloped expertise.
There are a variety of future scenarios,
which, though impossible to predict,
could enhance the appeal of conversion,
even for Boeing. One instance involves
Japan’s increasing expertise in the air
craft business. This alone might encour
age Boeing to seek a broader market. In
such a case it would be wise for conver
sion advocates to have laid some of the
appropriate groundwork.
For conversion to succeed as a long
term alternative to the country’s current
economic (and moral) dilemma it must
involve citizens on the local level. And
pressure woufd have to come from the
rank and file of Boeing’s workforce, as
well as those engineering and profes
sional employees with vision. To say that
economic conversion ultimately requires
a major shift in national policy seems to
be true; but the path to communicating
with officials at the federal level may be
covered with some definitive grassroots.

Writer Melissa Laird lives in Seattle. Her
last story in CSQ was the award-winning
“Radiation on the Rocks,” on the proposed
nuclear waste depository at Hanford. Dan
McMillan studies Journalism at the Univer
sity of Oregon. All photos courtesy of the
Boeing Company.
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POLITICAL
ECONOMICS
FOR THE N EXT
CENTURY
By Gar Alperovitz
Illustration From A Mural

By Isaac Shamsud-Din
f —J ow is it possible to understand, let alone affect, the
JL JL large and abstract entity we call “the economy” ?
Particularly in the difficult times of the Reagan era? Is there
a way forward that is both effective and faithful to deeply
held values? Or is our only choice to make meaningful
“gestures,” participate, perhaps, in small-scale “ projects,”
and help the poor, while the larger, dominant economic
system continues to function indifferent to the actions and
attitudes of those who feel it no longer serves important
human needs and values?
First, a correction must be made: The proper term for the economy—and the
traditional one from the time of Adam Smith—is “the political-economy,” for may
of the most important aspects of economic functioning are determined by politics
or by politically defined processes. The combined budgets of all levels of govern
ment constitute well over a third of the economy—an obvious indication that
public decisions are far more important than those made by any other actor in the
system. So, too, are interest rates and monetary policy established directly or
indirectly by public actions.
These two major functions of govern
ment—massive budgets and the man
agement of money—also give public ac
tiv ity the initia tive in the economy,
especially when integrated with tax, reg
ulatory, and other activities. To the extent
we think of the “ economy” as “ out there”
or as a machine functioning automati
cally without real guidance, it is not
“ ours.” When we recognize that the fun
dam ental term s of reference of the
“ economy” begin with public decisions,
it becomes eminently clear that what we
choose or do not choose to do to alter
those decisions in a democracy is the
fundamental economic question.
It is much easier, of course, to believe
in the myth of “ an invisible hand.” This
relieves us of responsibility for all eco
nomic failures. Recently a retired work
ing woman in the Midwest focused this
issue in a way that underscores the politi
cal nature of the economy and the nature
of our responsibility. “ Why is it,” she
asked, “ that the government can get the
economy going and put everyone to work
when it wants to in time of war, but some
how it can’t seem to do it in time of
peace?”
The answer obviously is that a choice
has been made as to which priorities the
government affirms. What is so helpful
about this woman’s question is that it
cuts to the heart of the issue. Often econ
omists and statisticians offer the public
technical reasons why this or that deci
sion “ must” be made to ensure eco
nomic health. But in a very rich nation,
there are very few technical issues that
force us to allow millions of people to go
without work. If we so choose, as the
woman’s question reminds us, we can
find many ways to overcome most “tech
nical” problems when we want to.
Take, for instance, the enormous de
bate about the “ deficit.” We are repeat-
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edly told that because of the $200 billion
annual deficit we must cut spending, par
ticularly for the poor. But the “ deficit”
would not exist if we chose to run the
economy at high levels of production and
chose to cut military spending, or if we
chose to raise taxes on the wealthy as
part of an overall program. These are
political, not technical, choices.
During the Eisenhower years, the
economy was regularly run at a little over
4 percent unemployment. If we chose to
manage the economy at this level, rather
than the current 7.3 to 7.4 percent level of
unemployment, simply putting the addi
tional people to work would generate
roughly $100 billion in additional tax pay
ments and welfare savings. Cutting the
military budget and raising taxes on the
well-to-do could easily elim inate the
other $100 billion of the deficit.
How could we put people back to
work? Reflect on the woman’s question:
Think of what the government did during
the Korean and Vietnam Wars. First, a
decision was made that producing cer
tain things was a priority. If, instead of
spending money on guns and bombs, we
spent money on houses, solar collectors,
and schools, the same overall stimulus to
the economy would occur, and this would
put people to work. Second, with public
initiative setting the pace, businesses
would know there will be a market, and
they would begin to spend money on ma
chines and factories so they will have
products to sell. This multiplier effect
works because the initial public and pri
vate spending translates into additional
jobs as the people first put to work begin
to buy things, causing demand for addi
tional products and putting others to
work.
How do we pay for it? Again, think of
the woman’s question. In time of war, it is

obvious: Having made the initial decision
to get the economy going to produce cer
tain priority goods, and having either
raised taxes or borrowed money to pay
for this, the fact of the initiative itself gen
erates an upward cycle of activity. And
the people put to work begin paying
taxes in amounts that circle back in the
economy and repay the government.
This is how, in most periods of modern
history and in most societies, govern
ments balance their budgets over time.
There may be a “ deficit” initially when,
during recession, the government bor
rows money to put people to work. But
this is repaid when, as the “ multiplying”
cycle of economic activity continues,
more taxes are returned with greater
subsequent economic activity.
I do not want to burden this article with
technical economics. My point is quite
different: It is to recall that we know how
to manage these things when we want to.
Japan has maintained full employment
mostly in the rage of 1 to 3 percent for 30
years; we have had eight major reces
sions since World War II.

“Politics as Usual”

.

Q

uch observations help establish
certain fundamentals. However,
let me be clear that I no longer believe the
traditional argument that “ full employ
ment” should be a primary immediate
goal. This takes some explaining.
For years many Americans have held
that if only we could muster enough politi
cal power, we could alter the basic pri
orities of our corporation-dom inated
economy. (For many years I joined in this
argument.) In retrospect, however, al
though there have been some gains, and
some losses have been forestalled, what
stands out is how little “ politics as usual”
has changed the fundamentals of the
economic system.
The constant media attention given to
small improvements, and to fights over
important “ issues” like the war on pov
erty, obscure this. We tend to get lost in
the forest as we peer intensely at small
trees.
Nevertheless, the fact is that the way in
which income has been distributed in the
economy has not shifted significantly for
decades. In the entire postwar period, for
instance, families in the top one-fifth of
the society have received roughly 42 to
44 percent of the nation’s income, while
the bottom fifth has made do on roughly 4
to 6 percent. Changes of definitions and
categories may alter a few percentage
points here or there, but they do not
change the basic picture of a system
that, next to South Africa and possibly
France, has the most inequitable and,
amazingly, stable pattern of income dis
trib u tio n am ong a ll th e a dva nce d
nations.
The same is true with the even more
inequitable distribution of wealth. Small
changes have often obscured the un
yielding underlying reality of a nation in
which the tiny top 1 percent of society
holds—and has held for decades— more
than one-fifth of the nation’s personally
held wealth.
Or consider unemployment. There has
been a steady worsening over time, irre
spective of “ politics.” During the 1950s
the unemployment rate averaged 4.5
percent; during the 1960s, it was 4.8 per
cent; during the 1970s, it was 6.2 per
cent. In the decade of the 1980s, unem
ployment has averaged 8.0 percent. The
low point of the 1981-82 recession was
10.7 percent—the worst level since the
Great Depression. All of these numbers
are doubled, of course, for blacks and
more than doubled again for black
teenagers.
The amount of money the federal gov
ernment has spent on the poor has var
ied between 1 to 2 percent of the gross
national product (GNP) throughout even
the most generous period of the postwar
era. Meanwhile the amount spent for the
military has varied in recent years be
tween 5 to 7 percent of the GNP.
Year in and year out, through Demo
cratic and Republican administrations
(including Eisenhower, Kennedy, John
son, Nixon, Carter, and Reagan) there is
remarkable stability in the fundamental
outcomes of the economic system, no
matter what happens in politics as usu
ally defined. The distribution of income is
little changed. The amour.t shifted to pov
erty by trad ition al politics varies at
around 1 percent of the GNP, depending

upon who is in power. The amount shifted
back and forth on military spending var
ies at around 2 to 3 percent of the GNP.
The number of unemployed increases
steadily.
Things have been getting worse lately,
but the central point is not that “ we live in
conservative times,” though we do. The
important point is that even in liberal
times so little actually changed. Some
people hope that a revival of liberalism
might mean a reversal of the recent shifts
of the Reagan administration. Undoubt
edly there would be some improvement.
But what I find most impressive is how
little that which really matters in the econ
omy has been shifted by conventional
politics even in the best of times—and
what lies ahead is not likely to be the best
of times.
Behind the unchanging facts of the
basic economic “ outcomes” is a rigid
system of political deadlock that governs
what can be approved (or even legit
imately proposed) no matter who is in
office as president. A major source of this
deadlock is the deep racism of the na
tion. The United States has never devel
oped a powerful coalition of forces
among the broad “ working class” in large
part because blacks have been isolated
either through outright repression, as for
generations in the South, or, more re
cently, through political demagoguery
that has used covert racist themes, such
as “ cheating welfare mothers,” as a way
to attack public programs and divide the
opposition.
Viewed in larger perspective, the
United States throughout the 20th cen
tury has been a society dominated by a
political-economic system that centers
on the giant, for-profit corporation. This
institution, for better or worse, has been
the mechanism by which we have man
aged our economic affairs. We have used
the corporation to make our steel, build
our roads, construct our automobiles,
and create most of the everyday things
we use in the home and office. In some
respects the corporation-dom inated
economy has been an extraordinary suc
cess: No society has ever been so rich, it
is no accident that the politics of our
economy, through tax policy, regulatory
policy, and a basic orientation, has given
priority to this institution.
On the other hand, we are beginning to
understand in more profound ways the
costs of our particular kind of economy: It
generates inequality as a m atter of
course and indifference to those with
less income; builds institutions that are
hierarchical in nature and exaggerate so
cial and status differences; tends to gen
erate political processes easily manipu
lated by money and influence rather than
participation and concern; leads to ex
pansion abroad, intervention in the pol
itics of other nations, and war; exploits
the environm ent in unconscionable
ways; and breeds people whose goals in
life are excessively materialistic and self
serving.
Throughout the 20th century, reform
ers have accepted the fact of the corpo
rate-dominated economy and operated
on the theory that major improvements
could be made without altering its funda
m ental structure. Many gains were
made, especially in times of crisis, such
as the Great Depression. But the reform
ers’ premise, I believe, must now be
questioned. There is powerful evidence
that the power center of the political
economy is itself at the core of our
difficulties.
We are approaching a new century; it
is a mere 15 years away. I believe that just
as the central political issues of the pre
sent century has been how to manage a
society dominated by a corporate politi
cal-economy, the central issue of the
coming century will almost certainly be
how we organize ourselves to move be
yond the corporation as the core institu
tion of the system, particularly if, as
seems likely, we head into ever more diffi
cult economic waters.

The Context of Affluence
espite the enormous economic

D

pain many have suffered, the
ironic fact is that the broader sweep of
our emerging history is one of affluence.
The GNP even today generates an aver
age of $65,000 for every four people.
Every 35 years or so, our national income
per family has doubled. If it continues at
this rate, by the year 2020, we shall have
not $65,000 per family of four in potential
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income, but $130,000. Beyond that there
may well be even more.
One consequence of increasing afflu
ence is the growing alienation not only of
the poor, but of im portant segments
among the upper middle class. Today we
see “ yuppies,” but only a few years ago
seemingly upwardly mobile people were
radical activists. Numerous studies have
shown that affluence in general has
brought with it more materialism, but
also an increasing percentage of society
that is “ post-materialist” —people who
recognize they have suffered from the
p s y c h o lo g ic a l and s p iritu a l c o n se 
quences of living without community and
the affirmation of deep values. Such peo
ple in Europe, many of them religious,
are at the heart of new social move
ments. And there is powerful evidence of
a steady change in attitudes here as well:
The modern women’s movement, peace
movement, environmental movement—
all are part and parcel of the shift.
As time goes on, as the pain, inequity,
danger, and discrimination of our decay
ing system continue, as traditional pol
itics fails to achieve traditional values, I
believe there will be a deepening crisis of
conscience. More and more people will
be forced to ask deeper questions and
think about more fundamental politics.
The current blockages in politics are
already beginning to force a reassess
ment by preventing the realization of
underlying values. In the context of a so
ciety in which an increasing percentage
of the population values values, there is
the possibility, indeed the inevitability, of
a massive rethinking.
I point to this development for two rea
sons. First, this trend is very important
and has been largely ignored. Second,
most of us tend to focus on others—the
poor, m inorities, workers— in seeking
sources of potential change. These peo
ple will do their work. But we need also to
focus on people like many of us—middle
class people who no longer can tolerate
the disregard of important values we see
all around us. To the degree that we are
self-conscious about our own role, our
own effectiveness and seriousness will
be enhanced.
The time of change is not yet here,
although I think it is coming. But our soci
ety is unique in that we are generating
post-affluent people in greater numbers
and proportions than any previous indus
trial society. Any serious challenge to the
power of the corporate-dominated econ
omy involves long-term change through
periods of time in which the cohorts of
people of conscience are likely to ex
pand. The growth of the populist move
ment, the progressive movement, the ab
o litio nist movement, and other great
movements in U.S. history were mea
sured in decades, not weeks, months,
and years.
Affluence also permits very different
patterns of social behavior. In a society
where income is so high on the average,
a man and woman can choose to work
less and maintain a more modest, but
still adequate, standard of living and
thereby have more time to give of them
selves to the community and to politics.
They are not bound by necessity. The
longer trend here too is one that could
allow very great and expanding domains
of activism —an unprecedented phe
nomenon in human history, so great is
our wealth.
Moreover, there are likely to be rising
tensions caused by increasing violations
of deep values. Although the relative dis
tribution of income and wealth does not
shift much, as overall production in
creases the absolute gap between rich
and poor grows each day. The gap also is
more apparent as BMW cars, VCRs, and
jet vacations in Europe are the day-today stuff of television. The crisis of con
science is likely to deepen as the reality
of expanding real differences in life expe
rience and condition grow with each
decade.
Nor do I believe we shall escape vio
lence at home and abroad, and these too
are likely to radicalize American culture.
We seem to be able to prevent interven
tions abroad after major wars like the
Korean and Vietnam Wars, but only for a
while. It is highly likely that we shall inter
vene elsewhere, w hether in C entral
America or, as in the 1950s and ‘60s, in
Asia, probably the Philippines. And that
this too will lead to protest and deeper
probings of the system is, I think, a real
istic prospect.
When the violence at home occurs (I
do not think, given the indifference we
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are exhibiting to minorities, it is a matter
of “ if"), this will also force a shift in under
standing. Our nation is the only Western
industrial nation that is fundamentally,
not marginally, divided along racial lines.
The coming violence will bring the com
ing repression, which will bring the com
ing painful rethinkings, too.
We are talking about the new century,
not the coming week. These specula
tions are offered simply to suggest that
as the ongoing difficulties and inequities
of the deeply deadlocked system con
tinue, the least likely possibility is “ pol
itics as usual.” With faith in traditional
liberalism fading and various groups ex
periencing economic pain, with doubt
that major change can occur without
shifts in the power and role of the giant
corporation, and with the crisis of con

ing and expanding inspiration that tran
scends old political categories.
The most important point to grasp is
that our technology permits radical shifts
in the use of time. Time is the real free
dom of modern society, and in a rich sys
tem it is ours for the choosing. The avail
ability of time, far more than legal and
constitutional restrictions or protections,
defines whether one can really partici
pate in public affairs. And our technology
allows for more and more free time, if we
so choose, with or without more modest
standards of consumption.
Project this fact forward through the
new century and you have a fundamental
answer to the traditional conservative
complaint that government reduces free
dom. Perhaps it does, or rather can, if
people don’t participate. But if they are

Behind the unchanging facts of the
basic economic “outcomes” is a rigid
system of political deadlock that
governs what can be approved (or even
legitimately proposed) no matter who
is in office as president. A major source
of this deadlock is the deep racism of
the nation.
science that affluence is generating
likely to explode, it is only a matter of time
before new theories and strategies, a
new consciousness, and then a new pol
itics grow too. Whether that politics will
be effective is one of the most important
challenges we face.

Longer-term Goals

■ he people perish when
A
th e r e is no v i s i o n ”
(Proverbs 29:18). We all know this, but
rarely do we take it seriously in economic
terms. That is understandable. If there is
ever to be fundamental change, clearly it
is not imminent. At the current moment,
we are at the end on one century and the
beginning of another. It is difficult to think
thoughts of ultimate change without sub
jecting ourselves and our associates to
criticism. The word “ utopian” has gotten
a bad name just when we need the help
that serious utopian thought could give
us.
Nevertheless, it is important to think
about long-term goals; first, to be clear
about what we want, and second, to help
redefine objectives and strategy here
and now. There is no possibility of serious

motivated, and if they have time, they
have their freedom and their democracy
in their own hands.
Years ago Paul and Percival Goodman
in their marvelous book Communitas
sketched the implications. They showed
what forms of community and neigh
borhood life might really be possible if we
took advantage of the time offered by our
technology. At this point in history, the
possibilities are far greater.
If we are ever to take such questions
seriously, we will have to develop institu
tions that nurture people in radically new
ways. The alternative to the materialism
that now drives so many people is a com
munity of support and meaning.
If the central question of the economy
is political will, then a central issue is
whether the institutions of the economy
sustain and protect, or limit and destroy,
the most basic values needed to build
and maintain that will. Again, we are at
the end of one era and the possible start
ing point of another. Still we already are
beginning to form new cooperative,
neighborhood, worker-owned, ecologi
cally sound experiments that suggest
what might be possible in the future.
Over the longer term, in a context of
ever greater technological possibility, we
could imagine a steady expansion of
these experiments to help create and af

firm a different culture, one which in its
inner workings gave meaning to cooper
ation, respect for the environment, par
ticipation, and community. Without such
values and the institutions that sustain
them, the dominant values of the system
and the corporation tend inevitable to
wash over into and dominate politics.
I do not believe, however, as some do,
that the idea of simply building upon and
extending the many current experimen
tal institutional efforts is adequate. In
deed, to focus only on such institutions is
to ignore and deflect thought from more
difficult matters—matters that can be left
aside only at our peril.
We are dealing with a complex mecha
nism when we deal with the overall politi
cal-economy. Unless we are interested
only in problems at the margin, we need
to face the fact that it is a system: What
happens in one area affects what hap
pens elsewhere. There cannot be a
healthy local or national community un
less we make a decision that this is a
priority and then orient public institutions
and practices accordingly.
The various overarching functions of
any economy must be managed. This
requires that the major decisions—those
that govern the overall level of jobs, those
that govern whether national resources
go into, for example, energy conserva
tion or military construction, those that
govern the level of interest rates—must
be decided in accord with chosen values.
This ultimately entails a plan, a pro
cess of planning and institutions that can
administer a coordinated set of decisions
at the level of large-order economic
problems.
None of these questions is dealt with
easily; nor do most people want to face
them. But they will not go away. Moreover,
if the inevitable planning that we do is to
be done through a process of citizen par
ticipation, it is impossible to imagine this
at the scale of a continent of 230 million
people. This I believe is the toughest is
sue of long-term economic concern.
Accordingly, we must begin to define a
longer-term-vision of our nation as rest
ructured into smaller, semi-autonomous
units capable of making important eco
nomic decisions. The term for a geo
graphic unit of scale smaller than a na
tion yet larger than a state is a “region.”
If “big government" is truly too big, then
ultimately it will have to be scaled down. If
the corporation is too powerful in its politi
cal as well as its economic influence,
then ultimately we must devise a new mix
for the mixed economy. This must in
clude cooperatives, worker-owned firms,
and regional public corporations to man
age larger-scale economic activities cur
rently managed by private, for-profit
corporations.
A serious debate about how to struc
ture our political-economy in the future
would do well to return to the very early
days of the TVA (Tennessee Valley Au
thority) when considerable thought was
given to the idea of grassroots participa
tion in a public institution capable of actu
ally accomplishing economic manage
ment, and doing so at the scale of the
region. But in the coming period, such a
discussion will have to go much deeper. It
will have to consider, for instance, how it
is that a nation like Austria, the equiv
alent of a small “region,” functions so well
on the basis of its own self-management,
even though it floats in the larger sea of
the European economy.

A Vision fo r the Future

■
he first requirement of a new
-J L politics of the economy is recog
nition that traditional politics can now ac
complish very little toward the fulfillment
of values of equity, peace, true demo
cratic participation, and ecological san
ity, to say nothing of altering the culture
so as to encourage a less materialistic
approach to life or a sense of community.
Traditional politics and programs can
help prevent the worst; they cannot fulfill.
Hence they can no longer inspire.
The second requirement is a certain
perspective on the present. Social move
ments take time; they are not for people
interested only in instant-gratification
politics. The present is a period of transi
tion. Its difficulties are the difficulties of
the end of an age—a time when old ideas
are worn out, but the new are not yet
ready. To discuss this openly, to grasp
change without a new source of sustain-

how and why many feel discouragement,
is to begin to inform ourselves with a
perspective that releases energies for
change beyond the moment of stalemate
and defeat.
To rebuild a culture, and the politicaleconomy that sustains it, is a monu
mental task, but it is not impossible. In
any broader historical perspective, his
tory is a record of repeated, enormous,
society-shaking change, both in our own
country and elsewhere. Change always
seems impossible before it happens.
In the immediate future, there is need
for a strategy that “walks on two legs.”
First, so difficult is the pain of many peo
ple that ameliorative actions are impor
tant. But there should be no confusion: A
politics that emphasizes jobs and social
programs for the poor is not a politics of
the future. It is a humanitarian effort that
also attempts to prevent the decay of the
political economy into armed repression
of violence bred from despair. We need

somehow to walk literally through the val
ley of the shadow of death, helping resist
the possibility of violent death-dealing re
pression on one hand and war abroad on
the other.
But, to shift metaphors, the walk must
also be toward a promised land. Accord
ingly, there is simultaneously a need,
even now, to begin to transcend the pre
sent. We desperately need to flesh out a
beginning sense of how ultimately a giant
political-economy like our own should re
ally function. This requires education,
study, and experimentation. We need
also, as Walter Brueggemann reminds
us, to grieve the “ dying past-present” be
fore we can experience the joy of the
future. There is not only activist and intel
lectual, but also psychological and spir
itual work to do, especially if the very idea
of the “economy” is to transcend its cur
rent rooting in narrow, materialist goals.
A positive vision is important not only
for its own sake. Unless we develop an

inspiring direction for rebuilding Amer
ica, our politics may falter and turn to
scapegoats both abroad and at home.
There is anger in the la n d — anger
caused by real pain. It must go some
where, and a positive direction is our only
real hope.
In the nuclear age, developing a true
“ moral equivalent of war” may therefore
be the only alternative we have. The idea
that the people perish without vision may

be literally true.
Gar Alperovitz, historian and politician,
is author of Atomic Diplomacy: Hiroshima
and Potsdam (Viking Penguin, 1985). Re
printed with permission from Sojourners
($18/yr., Box 29272, W ashington, D.C.
20017).
Artist Isaac Shamsud-Din painted a won
derful mural in the Portland Justice Center,
details of which are used here. He lives in
Portland.
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Tuesday, Dec. 31 - Outrageous
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Mon-Fri 6:30am-5:30pm
Sat 8:30am-3pm
Sun 8:30am- 12:30pm

200 200$
guest Suites
Overnight Accommodations
13 SUITES
FURNISHED IN OLD VICTORIAN STYLING
PHONE & COLOR TV IN ALL SUITES
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
EACH SUITE
COMPLETE WITH
KITCHEN & BATH.
CHILDREN ACCEPTED.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED
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Breakfast • Lunch
Specialty Sandwiches
Soups * Salads
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SINSEMILLA TIPS magazine is recognized as THE
trade journal of the domestic marijuana indus
try.
Since 1980,
each 80 page quarterly issue
has been filled with articles by experts such as
Ed Rosenthal and Robert Clarke along with anony
mous articles from out in the field.
Reports on
developments in marijuana politics are also
included.
To subscribe, send $16
for 1 year
(4 issues) and you will also receive one free
back issue!
Sent in sealed brown envelope. We
don't sell,
rent or give away our mailing list.
We respect and protect your privacy!

Send $4 for a Sam ple Copy •
NEW MOON PUBLISHING,
POB 2046,
97339 OR PHONE: 503-757-2532.

CORVALLIS,

OR.
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Here or to go 241-1059
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W e have m oved
to a new location!
Now it’s your turn to
visit us and see the finest
selection of puzzles and
games in our new store.

CD

5-

4th Ave

3rd Ave.

2nd Ave.

MEndgames

224-6917

224-6917

200 SW Salmon • 200 SW Salmon . 200 SW Salmon

OUR
PIZZA S
PORTLAND’S
FINEST

join us in our totally non-smoking restaurant monday-saturday 11am-9pm sunday 12-8pm
2

0

1

APPAREL
Alan Costley 21
Attitude 21 12
Avalon 22
Blue Gardenia 23
Bohemia 11
El Mundo (CB) 17
Gazelle 16
Grin <S Wear It 34
Icelandic Imports (CB) 17
Keep 'Em Flying 25
La Paloma 40
Let's Dress Up 48
Now & Again 42
Nanu 12
Oregon Graphic Designwear 23
Reflections in Time 34
Sachet 10
Sewing Circle 30
Survival Surplus 31
What's Upstairs 53

* OUR DOUGH is handmade every morning
at 5 am. (8 am N.Y. time)
* OUR TOPPINGS are fresh and
bountiful1
* OUR PROMISE is to make everything
fresh. We won't skimp on ingredients!

TRY A SLICE OF NEW YORK
SEC O N D LO CATIO N
22-SLICE

BE THERE

ARTS, CRAFTS/
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Art Media 11
Artists Colony 43
City Liquidators 49
Guerilla Wallflare 32
Jewel Art 34
Paper Tree 54
Scribbles 33

BOOKS
Annie Bloom 's Books 40
Ash Creek Press 40
Book Barn 40
Cannon Beach Books (CB) 17
Early Childhood Bookhouse 40
Freedom Rising 41
Great NW Bookstore 22
Laughing Horse Books 42
Looking Glass 23
Nor'wester Books 32
Paper Moon 35
Real Comet Press 48
Sinsemilla Tips (C) 53
Thurman St. Bookstore 27
Yamhill Book Market 23

913 S.W. Alder
Portland. Oregon

226-4129

CAR & BICYCLE CARE
Cielo 27
Coventry Cycle 34
Hawthorne Auto Clinic 35
NW Bicycles 26
Strawberry Bicycle 53

COMPUTER PLANNING
Glick Associates 48

FILM/VIDEO
U n iq u e & U n u s u a l S e le c tio n o f B O X E D C H R IS T M A S C A R D S
A s k u s a b o u t F re e N a m e Im p rin ts

2 9 1 6

N .E . B R O A D W A Y

O P E N S U N D A Y S T H A N K S G IV I N G
T H R U C H R IS T M A S

•
•

P O R TLA N D
2 8 4 -4 7 4 1

"A WEEK'S VACATION IN 60 MINUTES''
Everett’s Flotation Tanks
Floatation/lsolation Tanks. Relax more deeply than you ever imagined.
Enjoy darkness, silence, and a weight-less feeling.

IN TR O D U C TO R Y OFFER

i

2 FLOATS FOR TH E PRICE O F 1
.

Common Ground
2917 NE Everett
Portland, OR 97232
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w ith this coupon.

(503) 234-0050
by appointment
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OUR CHEESE is whole milk Mozzarella.
That s it — No substitutions!
* OUR SAUCE is a unique recipe prepared
each day from whole tomatoes, fresh
garlic, select herbs and spices!

NW 23rd between HOYT & IRVING

4

Vl

Clinton St. Theatre
L'Auberge 11
1st Stop Video 35

FOOD/RESTA URANTS
Albert's Champagne Bistro 19
Anne Hughes Coffee Room 53
Bijou Cafe 21
Bread & Ink 12
Cafe de la Mer (CB) 17
Caro Amico 19
Cassidy 's 23
Duchess of Burnside 18
East Ave. Tavern 42
Echo Restaurant 40
Escape From NY Pizza 54
Foothill Broiler 26
Flying Pie Pizza 41
Golden Loaf 39
Hamburger Patti's 54
Harriet's Cafe 46
Hawthorne St. Cafe 34
The Hobbit 42
Hot Lips Pizza 23
Hunan 22
Indigine 19
Key Largo 27
Kingston 27

La Patisserie 53
L'Auberge 11
Lovejoy Tavern 25
Martinotti's 19
Morrison St. Deli 53
Old Town Bakery 21
Papa Hadyn 26
Parchman Farm 35
Pharmacy Fountain 26
Porretta Pizza 34
Portland Bagel Bakery 53
Primary Domain 16
Pulicci's (CB) 17
Riverway Inn 22
Sweet Basil's 2
Subway 42
Sunnyside Up 2
Wooden Spoons 19
Zoo Zoo 's (E) 53

FOOD/TAKE-OUT
Bower's German Bakery 35
Coffee Merchant 19
Como ’s 46
Food Front 27
Golden Loaf Bakery 39
Great Wine Buys 18
Martinotti's 19
Murphy's Seafood 27
Nancy 's Yogurt 19
Old Town Bakery 21
Otto 's Sausage Kitchen 43
Pastaworks 34
Pasta a la Carte 19
Paul Bergen 27
People 's 46
Portland Bagel Bakery 53
Ross Island Grocery 16
Savoy Truffle 18
Starflower 41
Sunnyside Up Bakery 2

GALLERIES
NW Artists Workshop 47
Image Gallery 47

GET-.AWAYS
Breitenbush (OC) 42
Bishop Victorian Guest Suites (PT) 53
Obrero Hotel (SF) 11
Seasprite (CB) 17

GIFTS
Alan Costley 21
DaVinci 56
Della's Deco-Ware 34
Ellen's Flower Cart 26
Endgames 54
Escential Oils 26
Icelandic Imports (CB) 17
Habromania 22
Jewel Art 34
La Paloma 40
Oak Knoll Vineyards 18
Oasis Antiques 35
Old Homestead 48
Palimbo Jewelry 16
Popper's Supply 40
Portland Stoneware 43
Rainy Day Flowers 32
Real Mother Goose 33
Saluations 43
Scribbles 33
Silver Hammer 10
Sunbow 22
Tualatin Vineyards 18
Uncommon Scents

HEALTH
Alternative Family Health Care 34
Dr. Alvin Ackerman 42
Olivia Brown, LMT 43
Everett's Flotation Tanks 54
Anna Ingre 43
Clarice Johnston. DMD 47
Multnomah Body Works 40
Northwest Chiropractic Clinic 25
Stephen Woolped Massage 34

HELP PROJECTS
Citizen 's Utility Board 26
Harry 's Mother 40
Metro Crisis 49

HOUSE & GARDEN
American Furniture 49
Avalon 22
Da Vinci 56
Deja Vu 46
Eurostyle 2
Habromania 22
Haggle Shop 35
NW Futon 12
Oasis Antiques 35
Rejuvenation House Parts 27
Urban Gardens 12
Yestershades 34

LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Consumer Sounding Board 40
Sanders. Dixon & Nichols 33

RADIO
OPBS 33

PERSONAL TREATS
Apropos 40
Breitenbush (OC) 42
Escential Oils 26
Family Hot Tub 35
Hair Zoo 26
Inner City Hot Springs 33
Image Designs 25
Stephen Woolpert Massage 34
Uncommon Scents 10

RECORDS
Budget Records 22
Hot Voodoo Records 33
Music Millenium 21
Park Ave Records 48
Rockport Records 49
Second Ave. Records 42

SCHOOLS
Marylhurst Art 47
Neon Art School 48

SPIRITS &
ENTERTAINMENT
Cassidy's 23
City Nightclub 53
East Ave. Tavern 42
Echo Theater 19
Hobbit 42
Key Largo 27
Kingston 27
Parchman Farm 35
Primary Domain 16
Satyricon 43
Storefront Theatre 12
San Francisco Mime Troupe 43

WINE/BEER
MAKERS
Bridgeport Ale 18
Oak Knoll Winery 18
Tualatin Valley Vineyards 18
Winemakers o f Yamhill County 18

Cannon Beach (CB)
Eugene (E)
Oregon Cascades (OC)
Port Townsend (PT)
San Francisco (SF)

GREAT C I F T S
FOR CHRISTMAS
A collection of gift ideas from our selection of over 1000 pr
functional products ranging in price $2 to $1200.

11.95

10.00

RADIUS mouthbrush

OSRAM copilot light & set

/BECKER butane lighters

LAMY desk set & twin pen / ZELCO Itty Bitty

40.00

BRAUN travel alarm
70.00

40.00

BRAUN voice sense alarm
80.00

/ BRAUN calculator

99.95

TRISIGMA bridge scorer

ELTRON Universal shaver

/ KRONE German phone

89.95

___ ....

SONY clock radio/phone
100.00

HITACHI dual massager

89.95

wr —

ALESSI Graves tea kettle

25.00/35.00

20.00

35.00/45.00

ALESSI maya basket

TEKNA keychain flashlight / BEEP

TEKNA keychain knife

19.95/49.95

14.9

/ KRUPS mini espresso

125.00

SEIKO micro B & W TV

PROTON

199.95

CANON Typestar 7

